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Changes in grade are usually welcome factors in garden making, for terraces offer great variety in treatment, and each terrace, as shown by this picture of a New 

England garden, should have some individuality and distinctive interest. Prentice Sanger, landscape architect 
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BEING 

CHILDREN 

THE LAND 

PLAYED 

HUMINT ' t 

MUU AN0L 
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THAT 

UST the 

By the back ferice were clumps of iris and peonies, 

MANY OF 

THAT WE USED TO BE, 

PLACE IN 

FANNY 9S 

sight of a briar 

rose brought it all 

My thoughts had 

shopping lists 

sweet 

back to me. 

been busy with 

into the 

\t one of the sta 

tions | glanced up to see 

little old lady taking a 
me, and on her coat was pinned a 

rose. She loved it. 

from the wav she wore it 

day, as I rode 

elevated train. 

seat near 

sweet briar 

| knew 

tender and the look she gave it 

when she took 

carefully she 

occasionally, and 

off her coat, how 

and plans for the 

city on the 

a dear, 

US CANNOT 

WHERE 

THE HE 

\G 

1 TT 

' a) i} | 

a jungle beloved of the cats—and of small children, too 

ln Gr TanOnOLhCr’ er} Garcen 

GO SEE 

THE 

B AC iN TO 

GREW 

ART 

THE LAND WHERE 

FLOW ae THAT 

THE 

HAVE A 

B STO! 

folded it that the rose might have a safe place! Then | fell 

to wondering where the rose grew, and soon | forgot the 

little, old lady and her rose and | was a child again happy 

and free in Grandmother's garden. 

and loved the sweet briar 

that 

It was there where I first knew 

rose: in Grandmother's garden, the really 

as children. 

is the 

after there 

place Was 

paradise to us 

l-ortunate, child 

comes to her 

indeed, who has such a start in 

life. lor. ever a greater love and 

all out of door things. 

in that old g 

and of 

season was interesting 

appreciation of nature 

every arden. Even 

t Christmas time one of the most fascinating spots was the 

one where we knelt and pushed away the snow to peep under 

the protecting branches and find the blossoms of the Christ- 
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ouse was out under the apple trees 

vi 
+ Pepe Phe 

VAGIINUIET TRISTE ND SUL HEN yt WIVATULAUAL OLED ENE " MU 

t - etime ( O eo out with Grandmother in the 

‘ cy she vould take a stick and poke care fully 

thie une the leaves to see if the different things had started to 

( (ft ( ( find little buds just waiting for 

( ti elp th burst into bloom, when the 

o vith the same sweet frangrance and 

t sé s strange flowers every year. 

\ he ¢ winds blow o'er the pleasant places, 

, “orl, Phe e cle hings lift up the same fair faces. 

et ert 

‘ | ( ‘ ) I the MIO! ‘race and hue 

rth tine h sweet relation of its life repeated ; 

eS wy" Ov is left, no looking for is cheated ; 

Cw pws the thing ( 1e\ 

ttle row of Down by the porch in the south sunshine grew the whit 

the ao olets \pril the ground was white with their blossoms = 

‘ ] mi their tragrance ereeted even the people who were pass a: 

( 9) rest t treet = 

' the We ere never so much interested in the front 

1)] ere th re formal things grew, and Grandmother neve 

encouraged ol ecoming intimate with that part of the = 

ere rarch We peeped through the lattice at the snowball and = 

é me | marin ) es, the bleeding heart and the crown imperial = 

othe Sometimes we did beg permission to step in through = 

ost ell é ttice te to pick a few of these forbidden flowers 

t woul elp us in some of our games or in our house 

Never was there more W onderful housekeeping hor more varied and original meals. 

everything, even to clothing and adornment 

mie . TTT TALL THLE TAAL MOTTOTTTUTUTUTVATTTUTLUAETRLTTAURHARTUALOTOGLUTRALIALA ELUTE UU 
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keeping plans. We found the most fascinating little rabbits 

in the blossoms of the bleeding heart when it was pulled 

apart, and the berries we just had to have for our salad, 

when we kept house under the apple trees. We 

favorite 

had our 

flowers, of course, and most of these grew in our 

ard the one behin 

P 

1 the lattice fence. Yes, the sweet briar 

i rose grew there, and Grandmother loved it dearly | sup 

pose that was why it grew near the window where she 

ilwavs sat, with her sewing. The little, south wind bore 

fragrance in to her, and perhaps a message from Gran 

father, for he planted the bush 

e and was “partial to it. 

he used to sav. On Sundavs, 
m& 

hen he went down the side = 

steps on his way to church, he 
s 

“* ; > 
VaAVS stopped to pick a sprig < 

ot the sweet briar to take with 

him. As he fingered the leaves 

in church, I used to wonder if 

saving his i were prayers 

vith them, as Martha did with 

the beads on her rosarv. 

Such beautiful things grew 

in the “back 

were larkspurs in pinkand lay 

the little, old 

larkspur that to my 

vard’! There 

ender, fashioned 

annual 

nind is still more desirable 

than the tall, cultivated kinds. 

rows of statel\ | here were 

the hou This bush was a home for birds through all sea 

sons. Grandmother used to say that most of the birds in 

migration time flew to its protecting branches, registered 

and rested and then went on their pilgrimages Che wood 

thrush and cuckoo would come to the bush and rest for 

hours, evidently tired and exhausted after long flight 

wo little, round beds in Grandmother's garden were out 

especial delight. Phe 

mother’s own girls, but were claimed by us as we grew up 

were made originally for Grand 

We planted and cared for them, and wonderful indeed wer: 
] the results. Occasionally 

Grandmother would take 

hand in managing them. I re 

member a beautiful border ot 

June pinks that grew around 
one bed lhe othe hada row 

Oo! love-in-the-muist. (rand 

called it) Lady-in 

William and 

wall flowers grew near: co a 

mother 

green sweet 

lumbine and veronica: and, 

peeping through the _ fence, 

were the sturdy flowers of the 

bouncing Het. 

\round the well grew the 

pretty, little, low 

luce, the vellow 

tlower-ce 

buttons and 

the striped grass. | intuitive 
ly put my hands to my ears 

when | see the striped grass 

, ii} 

| 

seein 

Wied 

a. hollvhocks, mullein pinks with Never shall | forget the dread : 

= flowers of such wonderful ful squeaks and shrieks that 3 

= olor; the Star of Bethlehem were made with it g 

= or Johnny-go-to-bed, as we We felt that the bitternut 

= sometimes called it; Canter tree really belonged to us, for = 

bury bells and foxgloves, the we spent many, many happy 3 
= dear, little Johnny-jump-ups, hours in its shade, and its = 

or ladies’ delight, and the fruit was a never-ending 3S 

= lilacs. source of pleasure. | wonder = 

= \ great mountain ash tree if little girls nowadays know = 
= evrew here. Its berries strung the fascination and charm of = 

= together made lovely neck the pig-nut doll! When the 
= laces for us. The birds loved nut was shelled the little, 

= this siciees gs tally the coe One of the garden paths led to the street; old-fashioned flowers fiinged posited end made auch & love 
wax wings, tidy, polite, little it; and there was a curve midway down that almost hid the gate ly nose, and, with a pencil or 

= things. Then, too, there were from view nail, we easily made holes or 

= sunflowers, where the marks for eyes and 

= __goldfinches feasted in the mouth. Then, with two 
= fall. A beautiful trumpet sticks or matches for 
= vine grew up over the legs that were thrust in 

= side of the house. We to the head of the un 

= often watched the hum- fortunate doll, we had a 

= wing birds as they came wonderful result. Mat 
= to the red trumpets on velous dresses were 

= the vine and ate their made and caps and bon 
= fill, and we wondered, as nets such as never were 

= the cuckoos flew to the seen or heard of. As |] 

= bitternut tree, how they think of it now, it seems 

= _ knew that the tent cater- as if all of our good = 

= pillars were there doing times were in this gar- = 

= harm. den, and everything that = 

= \ great syringa bush grew or blossomed = 

= grew higher than the Every season was interesting in that old garden. Even in winter would be found the seemed to lend itself to = 

= second-story windows of Christmas rose down by the shelter of the gate (Continued on page 301) = 
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The Right Way to Grow Seed 
CONDITIO PHAT ENHANCE GERMINATION—BAKING THE SOIL—THE DEPTH TO SOW 

URSING THE YOUNG AND DELICATE PLANTS-—MODERN MECHANICS OF TRANSPLANTING 

>. mel a. 

to disappeat \ very important precaution 

is the sterilizing of the soil before use (Or 

inary sotl always contains the spores of 
1,1 

I il ikl, and may very well have a quantity 

Ol slugs’ evyygs as well. Under the shelter of 

glass house these pests rapidly develop, and «lt 

t| will play havoc with the baby plants. The 

danger may be prevented either by baking 

the soil in an iron tray over a furnace or 

pouring boiling water over it. In any case, 

er the mould must be moist when it ts used. 

Of course, in the case of pots and pans It 1s 
most important that the drainage should be 

ort in perfect order. Some gardeners half fill 

, their pots with broken crocks before putting 
Small seedlings are washed out of the soil if . 

leate by watered in the ordinary way. Try stand- in the soil . 

ll be ing the pot in a bowl of water Nearly all gardeners sow their seeds too 

_ 
thickly \n idea seems to be 

abroad that it is necessary 

rt to sow a great quantity of 

seed, on the supposition that 

Cn i a large number will not ger 

i light nparative minate at all. This might 

ci e it will be slo have been the case a genera- 

in take place tion ago, when there was a 

ill ter-logged gro great deal of bad, and even 

\nyvethu ’ t| if dead, seed about. Nowadays 

of vl i , the merchants of high stand 

to lighten the lace so ing all sell seeds which show 
of tl , ill ( a considerable measure of 
help enal ire vitality ; indeed, every effort 
rrowt f e litt lant is made to ensure all the 

Rememby that ’ ‘ * seeds being alive. Thus, to “ge 2 ae : Pest eka ee eing al 
iree me Mmttic = root he seeds in flats should be properly labeled and arranged in an orderly fashion. Keep- sow thic kl) is to secure a 
push out, the bett ing the kinds together simplifies work cluster of crowded plants 
will the plants have of « which, from birth, jostle one 
tablish the ‘ W he eed in another in an endeavor to get enough light. 
doors in pots, pans or boxes, it is possible to These specimens will always be weaklings. Thin 
prepare the soil very perfect! Whatever 1 sowing, on the other hand, will result in strong 

used as a base, a liberal allowance of sand is de plants which can be relied upon to yield the 
irabl urych othe ixture oul be passed very best results. Do not sow direct from the 

thro eve that ire mac packet. Tour a little quantity of seed, if it is 

7 

el - va es , - 

l arge seeds are best planted singly. They can be pushed into Loss of moisture can be checked by Much of the success of raising plants from seed, especially annuals, 
place with stick or lead-pencil covering seedlings with a glass depends upon thin sowing. Use @ spoon as shown 

242 
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fairly small, into a spoon 

and then gently shake 
over the soil. Phe large 

seeds, which can be picked 

up singly, should always 

be sown one at a time. 

L’se a stick to push them 

down into the soil rhe 

distance apart depends 
upon the size of the 

plants, but. in any case 
you will be surprised at 

the sturdy = specimens 

which come up. after 

single planting. 

Phe depth of sowing is 

a matter upon which there 

is a good deal of igno 

rance. Never forget that 

the seed is a living thing, 

and that if it is going to 

grow it must have air, as 

well as warmth and mots 

ture. Thus, to bury a seed 

deeply is to suffocate it; 
countless millions of pro- 

spective plants are lost in 

this way. On the whole, 

a very good rule to ob- 

serve is that seeds should 

be covered with soil to 

about their own depth. 

Chis will mean that very 
tiny seeds can be simply 
scattered on the prepared 

surface and then gently 

raked in with a handfork. 

In such cases it is an ex- 

cellent plan to cover the 
bed with a sheet of news- 

paper until the actual ger- 
mination has taken place. 

This plan will always be 
tollowed with great ad- 

vantage in the case of 

minute seeds, whether in 

doors or out. ( uite apart 

from the protection, it 

will assist a speedy ger- 
mination, for the awaken- 

ing of the seed alwavs 

goes forwaré 
ly 

more rapid- 

y in the dark than in the 

full light. Out-of-doors 

sheets af glass propped 

up on stakes may be em- 
ploved to protect seeds 

after sowing: bell glasses 

or cloche S will d ») aS well. 

These may be helpful 
later on when the little 

plants appear, should the 
weather be fickle. As far 

as the seed is c mcerned, 

the shelter will keep away 

rain or hailstorms which 

jo gta Ne: 

wha 

The plants on the left were sown thin; these on the right, thick; showing graphically the results 

of the right and wrong way to grow seed 

—. 

—— ‘4 ; . eae ik hat = 

i eee Sara a os ce esi NS i 

Plenty of light is necessary for seedlings, although allowance should be made for shading from 

bright sunshine indoors 

Instead of soaking the hard seeds, such as canna or Indian shot, a quicker way is to file care- 
fully through the outer skin 

might cut up the ground. 

Where anv clos shade, 

such as a bell glass, 1s 

used, it is important to 

remember that germinat 

Ing seeds must have a 

and the confinement must 

not be too rigid 

In the case of seeds ot 

inoderate or larg size 

germination will be very 

much hastened if these 

are soaked tor twents 

four hours in water be 

fore sowimeg his is 

sometimes a useful plan 

in a. backward — season 

when outdoor sowing. has 

been delaved owing to 

continued wet weathe 

\t the first sign of a dry 

spell the eeds re soaked, 

and then popped into the 

soil, when, if the ond 

tions are at all genial, they 

will come up in an amaz 

ingly short tim \ny 

seeds which are big 

enough to handle and 

seem to be verv hard may 

always be soaked with ad 

vantage. Some kinds, 

such as those of the canna 

or Indian Shot. rarely 

germinate satisfactorily 

unless they are soaked for 

days. .\ quicker way is to 

vet a file and carefully 

cut through the outet 

skin. This will ensure a 

speedy growth. Certain 

kinds of seeds naturally 

take a long while to come 

up, in other cases some 

of the seeds germinate, 

and some of the same sort 

own at exactly the same 

time lag behind. This un 

even germination is a 

feature of some plants, 

the most. notable of which 

are certam kinds of pri 

nula. The writer remem 

bers sowing a pan of the 

Chinese primula; about 
half the seeds came up 

within quite a short time, 
while the others spread 

their germination over 

two months. No one 

seems to know why this 

is the case, but the fact is 

mentioned to warn the 

grower against conclud 

ing that a lot of the seeds 

(Continued on page 291) 
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SPRAYING 

alg 

through the calyx end or through some irregularity in the sur 

PAC 

rall 

an reach them: 

The knapsack sprayer, with an extension nozzle, 

rf “1 { il 

e—and the young 

e forth, seeking 

fruit just setting. 

necessitating the work of only one man 

SPRAYING 

is best for vines, 

FROM APRIL ON 

MIXTURES THE MACHINES TO USE 

larve or “worms of the new generation 

at once to find a home for themselves inside 

Sometimes these small worms eat off the 

leaves before reaching the fruit, but they lose no time in making 

ht for the heart of the apple or pear, or whatever it may be, 

\ smooth surface they cannot seem to penetrate. Natu- 

once they have gone to the inside of the fruit, no poison 

so it is in this early period, just after hatching, 

that spraying for them must be done. 
\long with the codling moth comes 

the curculio—a snout beetle—that it 
was thought at one time could only 

be tought by jarring from the trees. 

Spraying with the same sort of poison 
used against the codling moth, how- 

ever, is generally favored now. 
The injury done by the curculio is 

ilso effected by the worm form of the 

insect, but instead of this worm being 

hatched outside of the fruit and en 
tering it subsequently, the egg is laid 

just under the skin of the newl) 
formed plum or peach or apple, and 
the insect is already safe from de- 
struction when it hatches. This com- 
plicates the work of the gardener ; for, 
once hatched, it proceeds to eat and 

grow, all under cover, until it is a 
great, fat, whitish worm at the very 
heart of the fruit. The first broods 

come up from their winter quarters 
under rubbish or leaves or the dry 
grass of old, sod-covered orchards 

about the time the trees bloom; full- 
grown adults, ready to eat and mate 

and lay immediately. Direct poison 

applied to the tender buds and leaves 
and flowers on which they appease 

their spring appetite will destroy many 
of them. Some time in April the first 
application of Arsenate of Lead for 

these two enemies is made. Just when 
this is done depends entirely upon 

ee ee 
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local conditions of growth; so 

the gardener must simply 
watch his own trees, and as 
soon as the leaves are un- 

folded, get to work. It may 
not be until May; it may be 

early in April. 
\Vaiting for the blossoms to 

open and mature and fall, he 

must note the date of the lat- 

ter, and three days later make 
a second application. A third 

treatment to catch the larva 

ot the codling moth as it is 
entering the newly set fruits 

; at their bud end may be neces- 
; sary when the fruit is set and 

careful observation § reveals 

the presence of any more of 

the small worms hanging 

around, waiting for their 

chance to move in. This is 

usually two weeks to a month 

following the second use of 

\rsenate. 

Later in the summer comes 

a second brood of the codling 

moth, resulting in much great- 

i er damage, if left to its natu- 

; ral devices, than the first. The 

ide spraying table gives the dates 

for getting after this. As the 

worms of this generation en- 

ter the fruits usually where 

they touch and rub together, 

a the skin, peupe For the small orchard of dwarf fruit trees a portable machine handled by two men 

thinning of the fruit greatly will be sufficient. Here again the extension nozzle is necessary 

| GENERAL SPRAYING TABLE 

: Nott There are hordes of insects not specifically mentioned here, but these are the commonest; and the spraying done agai 

! gainst fungi will usually accomplisl ll that the well cultivated and tended garden needs 

rIME TO SPRAY PEST TO BE DESTROYED PLANTS ATTACKED 

On or before Feb. 1, while vegetation San Jose scale, full grown, fixed and \ll woody vegetation, both ornamental 
s still absolutely dormant irmored, and useful 

\s soot S yung leaves are opened. San Jose scale, newly hatched, moving \ll woody vegetation. 

and unarmored, 
Old brood of Curculio. All stone fruits 
Possible early Codling Moth. \ll pome fruits. 
Fungi \ll vegetation liable to attack. 

rhree days after flower petals fall Codling Moth. \ll pome fruits ’ 
Fungi. All vegetation generally 

One t three weeks later; watch for Codling Moth. \ll pome fruits 
tit worms on leaves or newly 

formed fruits 
May, in addition to above, if these in Aphids. All kinds of vegetation. 

+ sects appear Slugworn Pears, cherries, roses ‘ 
Weekly throughout. May Fungi \ll vegetation, leaves being now full. 

Tune Rose bugs or beetles. Roses, grapes, shrubbery and flowers 

Codling Moth; Curculio. Tree fruits generally 

Semi-weekly Aphids; Slugworm. General; pears, cherries, roses. 
Weekly Fungi. Small fruits, vegetables, flowers. 

lulvy, around the 25th, as observation Codling Moth, second brood \ll pome fruits 

shows the larva on maturing fruits. 
Semi-weekly \phids All kinds of vegetation. 
Weekh Fungi Small fruits, etce., as above 

\ugust Codling Moth, second brood \ll pome fruits 

Semi-week \phids Vegetation generally. 
Week! Fungi Small fruits, etc, as above. 

September, semi-weekly if mecessary \phids Vegetation generally 

W eekly Fungi Small fruits, et 

Solution “ta” to be used on apple and pear; solution ‘‘b,” on all other fruits and ornamental trees and shrubs. 

aids in the work against them. 

lungi are contested .with 

the lime-sulphur spray of 
early February, which cannot 

be used after vegetation is in 

leaf—nor even after the sap 

has begun to run, preparatory 

to the spring awakening. But 
one's troubles are bv no means 

at an end with this particular 

ly insidious form of pest 
when the February dosage is 

administered; for increasing 

warmth and the rains of sum 

mer liberate continually and 

favor the germination of the 

infinitesimal spores by which 

all fungous diseases spread 

\s a matter of fact, these 

diseases are more to be dread 

ed in a way than insects, for 

they are practically incurable, 

and their presence is nevet 

suspected until they have es 

tablished themselves. rhe 

spores, which are quite as in 
visible as germs, enter the 

leaf or plant tissue and are 

there protected from anything 

which may be applied, so that 

treatment must be made lit 

erally before the trouble e 

ists. 

In addition to spraying 

with a direct poison 1o1 

codling moth and curculio late 

(Continued on page 294) 
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REMEDY TO BE USED 

Lime-sulphur Wash 

Kerosene-soap emulsiotr 

(“‘a” and “b,” as per note below 
\rsenate of Lead 
\rsenate of Leads Mix and use as one 

Bordeaux { spray always 

Arsenate of Lead! Mix and use is one 

Rordeaux ) spray always 

\rsenate of Lead 

Soapsuds. 

Soapsuds 
Bordeaux, except on roses 

Potassium sulphide on roses 

\rsenate < 
\rsenate 

Soapsuds 

f Lead; hand picking, 

Lead, 

Bordeaux, except on roses 

Potassium sulphide on roses 

\rsenate f Lead 

Soapsuds 

Bordeaux 

Potassium sulphide or ses 

Arsenate of Lead 

Soapsuds 
Bordeaux 
Potassium s. on roses 

Soapsuds. 
Bordeaux. 
Potassium s. on roses 
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PLANTING FOR WORK WITH THE 

My Suburban Garden 
WHEEL-HOE--THE PROBLEM OF TOMATO 

PRELLISES—WEEDING VERSUS CALISTHENICS—A SECOND-YEAR SUCCESS 

‘ 

| i 

3 { 
‘ 

é 

oe 

te | 

| ip [he garden in February of 

the second year, showing 

young peach and cherries 

, planted from the nursery 

thre the previous ( \ctober 

ifter the 

‘ Lot | 1 gardener to fight 

h time to t vi elf. some metho 
- thy whole le | t he provided I . 

ill not lk v oua mel vegetable 

e ' 

el-hoe is the only tool | know of that 

t ( I le, but the rows of plants 

ed to leave room for it to work in—at “ 
: o 

ote yore mstea ota VS 
, > 

ths, there 1s a sort of path be A 

( vegetable paced 18°, instead of 

viich 1 re v tetul { land than the a 

ned bed ten Now, a commuter's gat 

lly short on land, but unk it 1s going to _ 

Ver oO. thre vheel-hoc yStem 18 the 

ile pl But there are certain vegetables 

be SOW! o thick and grow » fast that the weeds nevet 

notably lettuce, radishes, carrots, beets and turnips, 

ti periment little with beds. leaving the main 

‘ vheel ‘ tf 

le of the central garden path [ laid out beds 4 x 12 

one radish, one lettuce, one carrot, and one salsify 

eded except the last, which, being a narrow-bladed 

ot tull ot we For the same reason, the beds of 

( et id not vield anything, for the rows 

re too close for the wheel-hoe. and the close-sown beds 

ittle onions for table garnish got full of weeds be 

litt lants eve ounted to anything Phe 

{ ‘ Wal onder to} ielding basketfuls of those 

irrot h the French use so much in soups and 

r full-grown carrots for winter storage, such 

is thev require out 4 m1 the rows and periodical 

e wheel-hoe t ive the weeds 

tv tomato vines in staggered rows of ten, three feet 
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MILLER 

in the row. were 

well placed. These 

vines should always 
be set out in a group 

and in some regular 

formation that can 

be reached by a trel- 

lis system, never 

scattered about iso- 

lated locations un- 

less you want to tend 

each one like a baby. 
{ Set them out about 

the fifteenth of May, 
| “ never earlier, as 

FR BROS Bea Salntaihd inital catia re » a _—_ om ~ . >-2g 

vs r a é . 

Sgt a Pare 
oe eae es 

note the young trees shown above and the whole east garden in strawberries—400 

plants in a plot 30 feet square, providing a family of six with enough to eat and preserve 

they are very sensitive to frost, and a week later hoe up a hill 
around each high enough to reach the first pair of leaf stems. 
lhe stalk so covered will at once put out a quantity of little extra 

roots, and the plant will shoot up husky and stocky. But by 

July 1st you will have to build a trellis for them, for the heavy, 
green tomatoes will quickly break down the branches. The trei- 
lis should be of 1144” x 114” yellow pine, two stringers high, run 

on posts eight feet apart along each side of a row of plants, with 
cross braces at each plant. Barrel-hoops and four stakes at each 

plant are good—if you have the hoops! I had not, nor any time 

to hunt some up, but I made that trellis in a single Saturday after- 
noon. The man who is not adept at making such a trellis can 
buy individual supports made of heavy wire built along the line 

of hoops, and these will give complete satisfaction and last for- 

ever. 

rhe twenty tomato vines gave tomatoes enough for family use 

until late in October, but not enough for preserving and pickles, 

so the next year thirty-two plants were set out on the opposite 

—4 

t 
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Pay owe =e 

The garden in July showing the dahlia and 

phlox hedge between the fruit trees 

side of the main garden path, the in- 

crease in the strawberries making it 

necessary to give up the whole East 

Garden to them. 

By the middle of March the first 

peas were in, the early potatoes, the 

outside radishes, lettuce and spinach. 

The first two( American Early Round 
Top and Mignonette) were sown on 

top of two beds in the East Garden 
and pressed into the soil with the 
back of a rake. From that time on 

Spring came with a rush, and the 

garden likewise. Everything budded 
and everything lived and thrived. | 
put in nine rhubarb plants in some 

rich soil in front of the hotframe and 
built a lima bean yard of twelve 

hills behind it (not planted, of course, 
until the middle of May). 

The first bean 
arches, later to 
become a bower 

By April 1st all the peaches had little, pink flowers, 
quite a display for their first year. None of them set 
fruit or would have been allowed to. The quince was 
covered with pale pink flowers, looking like wild roses. 
It set one little quince, which the tree refused to feed, 
as it needed all its vitality in growing, and it soon 
dropped off. The pears and apples contented them- 
selves with a heavy growth of leaves and wood: the 
Baldwin, which survived from the first year, growing 
to fourteen feet in height and two inches in trunk 
diameter. During April I was busy laying out and 
planting all the new beds. Onions, onion sets, carrots. 
oyster plant, second row of peas, turnips, beets and 
second spinach went in, row by row, as fast as the 

wheel-hoe could prepare 

the ground 

(he April rains were 

even more continuous 

than the year before, but 
this time the garden was 

different. No longer were 

there muddy pools dis- 

tributed about the garden 

after a heavy rain, though 

the surrounding woods 

were full of them. Raising 

the surface nearly a foot 

above the water table, as 

determined by the subsoil 

drains, had taken care of 

all that; the soil held no 

more than it would natu 

rally, acting as a capillary 

sponge in dry weather, 

and later in the dry sea 

son my high-water table 

showed its advantages 1n 

the luxuriant growth of 

the plants when 

most neighbor 

ing gardens 

were drying up 

and needing a 

hose on them 

My soil and 

drainage prob 

lems were over; 

it remained to 

be seen whether 

ten to four 

o'clock direct 

sunlight would 

be enough. 

May was up 
on us before | 

actually realized 

Along the rear-garden fence was planted a row of currants, with a rose at each post. An 

asparagus bed was put between it and the main traverse path 
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ithout dela (On 

e to eacn Nill 

r " (,olden | nta 

later ft rst three rows 

tthe | init eeu | lia prape basket, 

nt direct to the hills, taking out 

S % t till « ike ibout the roots 

tted tomato space, and the othe 

‘ lor in the reat ror ae 

\n inexpensive and 

| 

easily made trellis for 

tomato plants 

( KE 11 | ies 

( ’ overed 

ed a ve 

hi ade 

owet 

, ost 

the cle 

{ vith the 

ready 

i ’ nt op 

ct Oo | | if the 

rut ittl otted 

{ t the eedman ( 2 

nes 1 est kind oft 

{ its e oft the tol 

I et the out 2 feet apart, 2 feet in 

( ke balloon , al | we had trouble enough 

ing to eat | the big, purple eggplant fruits as 
rite 

mpulaty Ow lamoring to be set out, so, 

resi le { r our ftlowet incl shrubbery, took her 

ney hol ks away, and | set out 72 young 

o get crisp, tender lettuce you want 

oil, fe low-growing lettuce is always tough, so 

’ wie the geplant, where the proportion I 

\\ Vel cal 

ime for second sowings of stringless beans, third 

shu vere already having our first radishes 

e wee o began to be noticeable, so I manned 

ind in halt hour had weeded that whole garden, 

s which to in hour eacl \l these hours (| 

The Dorothy Perkins roses were trained up hair-pin arches over the main garden 

path, making a beautiful ornamentation 

might add in parentheses) were snatched here and there; morn- 

ings, evenings and Saturdays, before and after business hours. 
They represented my physical exercise, my concession to the 

needs of the Unexercised Middle Third, which too often among 

us Americans degenerates into an unearned increment around the 

vaist line! So long as it isn’t Undeserved Excruciation of the 

Lackbone, | have no objection to gardening as exercise, and the 
wheel-hoe has emancipated us from those sore and aching back- 

bones which always overtook the Man with the Hoe in the old- 

style weeding days. You put on one or both of the hoes and walk 

up and down the rows of vegetables, 
shoving the wheel-hoe ahead of you in a 

series of short pushes. Good for chest 

and arm muscle development. The keen, 

little hoe scrapes along, half an inch below 
the surface, cutting the root of every weed 

in its path. Its curved, inner face just 
grazes the line of vegetables, and a cast- 

iron pointer going on before lifts the vege- 
table leaves out of the Way of the wheel. 

lf your row was not planted to a line (by 
eye-guess, let us say), and is seeded 

crookedly, woe will be yours, for the 

wheel-hoe is no respecter of aristocratic 
vegetables, and cuts off plants and tares 

alike. If sown to a garden line, or, better 

still, by the seed- 

ing attachment of 

the wheel-hoe (if 

you can afford it, 
get one: it saves 

man \ a Weaf®r \ 

back), you will 

shear a straight 

line, passing with- 

in an inch of the 
vegetable stems, 

and you will have 
hardly a weed to 

pull out between 

the plants where 
the wheel-hoe can- 

not reach. 

The strawberry 
bed now began to 

attract attention 
for miles around. 

It was not only a 
mass of big, dark- 

green penn but a 

veritable snow-bank of the white and yellow flowers. Our beets, 
spinach and turnips, which were sown very heavily, required im- 

mediate thinning, and by early June we began eating a supply of 

fresh “greens” from these thinnings that never seemed to give 

out. One day it would be beet tops, the next young spinach, the 
next little, fresh turnips, creamed. Counting in radishes and 

strawberries for breakfast, a head of lettuce a day, and a dish of 
greens and peas for dinner, the June yield of the garden figured 
at about 70 cents a day, which is $21.00 in a Pe or $126 in 

six months, in return for a few loads of manure and some spare 
time—this for the benefit of that wiseacre who insists that gar- 
dening never pays in cold dollars and cents, even while he admits 

that the garden things are very nice and fresh, and all that. It 
does pay, at the prevailing cost of high living. 

July saw the stringless beans, early turnips and second peas 
(Continued on page 270) 
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The cactus dahlia has long rays, not cupped, but some- 

times with recurved margins 

Dahlia—The Flower that Came 
ITS CHECKERED CAREER—METHODS OF PROPAGATION 

IN THE GARDEN 

you doubt that there are 

| fads in flowers, follow the 

course of the wavering popular 

tv to which the dahlia has been 

subjected. Once an old favorite, 

it fell into disfavor for a few 

vears because of its formal and 
artificial-looking flowers—round 

and hard and stiff as a ball. It 

was relegated to the company of 
those that are considered as 

having a place only in the rural 
districts, where its popularity 

would seem never to have waned. 

Since the coming of the loose 

flowered forms—the cactus and 

semi-cactus types, which tend to 
ward free, fluffy chrysanthe 

mum-like flowers—it has gained 

iront rank in popularity once 
more, coming just in advance of 

the chrysanthemum. And there 
is additional reason for this re 
turn to popularity, for few culti 

vated plants have such a wide 

range of color: few are more en- 

livening to the garden ensemble 

when placed in the proper posi- 

tions and planted in the proper 

proportions. 

Though the amateur gardene 

nay not be able to avail himself 

of all the methods of dahlia 

propagation, it is wise for him 
to have a speaking acquaintance 
with the four processes: By cut- 

Merry Widow, a brilliant scarlet single, with a very de- 

sirable velvety texture of petals 

TILLAGE AND WATERING 

STEPHEN EDSALI 

The Queen Queen, a seedling dahlia, exhibiting great variety in form and 

color, and easily a favorite for the fall 
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A modern show dahlia, Beauty of Kent, two or more 

colors, striped with light edges 

Back 
WHERE TO PLANT 

WINTER CARE OF ROOTS 

ting, which is an important com 

mercial method; by division o| 

roots, the best plan for amateurs: 

by grafting, which perpetuate 

the rare kinds; and by seeds, to 

produce new varieties. : 

The single varieties may be 

grown from seed, but the double 

sorts should be grown from cut 

tings of young stems or from 

division of the roots. If cut 

tings are to be made it will be 

necessary to start the roots early 

in either a hotbed or the house 

When the growth has reached 

four or five inches they may be 

cut from the plant and rooted in 

sand, but just below the joint, as 

a cutting made between two 

joints will not form tubers. The 

most rapid method of propaga 

tion of named varieties is to 

grow in this way from cuttings. 

In growing the plants from 

roots it is best to place the whole 

root in gentle heat and cover 

slightly. When the voung growth 

has started, the roots may be 

taken up, divided, and planted 
three to four feet apart. This 
plan will assure a plant from 

each piece of root, whereas if the 

roots are divided while dormant 

there is danger in not having a 

bud at the end of each piece, in 

(Continued on page 298) 
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SEED 
he egg plant needs tw transplantings and does not 

mve te be set out until! the tomatoes are in the 

un 1) i 

Tt: tore , ( ol ference between making a garden 

! om rhe irdenl In the former case vou are 

ott it tio! in the lattes quate likely to be a slave 

t th tho it 1 seem to involve 

t the start, is in realit uch the easiest It is largely 

t| ’ ‘ 7 ’ ‘ " 11) qytl vyarcael 

? , 

In a Medium-sized Garden. Four Plantings. 

ij inst Plan ing 

radish; spinach; Swiss chard. 

Cabbage, early; 

Second Planting 

flower; leek, in seed border; onion, seed; radish; turnip. 

Third Planting.—Cabbage, summer; 

! ‘ 

; j Fourth Planting Beets, summer; 

n onion, seedlings, Spanish varieties; peas 

] , 

‘ ; 4 

it 

it ] t it 1 not m Cas\ iob Or one qui kly finished 

unportance t | ing the ground deeply and thoroughly 

well broken up was discussed last month. On top ot 

t come thorough work with the iron rake, involving 

0 ( ”) re c, or whi h no satistactory substitute has 

{ Cc ci] ove;re | When thy seed le ives the packet and 

es its me in the soil it will sprout—provided con 

tio re right In Nature gardening, perhaps one seed out of a 

thousand ma find 

th right condi 

tio But the gar 

cdlener. who has vol 

untarily taken ove 

ture s op he 

comes re onsibl 

bi i rot, oT 

ours control the 

ic perature \\ ] 

is one ot the factors 

ut he ca withhol 

seed until lie 

thinks that the tem 
4: , 

perature is likely to 
» } rahla 
Sow seeds of cauliflower late this month—-or later Dd « lavorabk 10 

letting it follow some early crop what he wants to 

Your Saturday 

Afternoon 

Garden 

THE 
“A PREPARING THE SEED BED 

SOWING 

VEGETABLES TO PLANT 

lettuce plants; onion sets; peas, smooth; 

Beets, plants; beets, early seed; carrots, early; cauli- 

tuce, seed parsnip; peas, wrinkled, two varieties; potatoes, early; salsify. 

carrots, summer; kohl rabi; lettuce, cos; 
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MATOR OPERA- 

\IONTH 

SEED, TRANS- 

MAKING THE 

BORDER Tomatoes will do well in almost any soil. If you 
would have them without blemish, support them 
above the ground 

srow. For the other condition, moisture, he must be, during the 

early stages of growth, quite responsible. And the soil to supply 

it must be made fine enough to pack up close and tight against the 

\ soil that is lumpy, and consequently full of 
Moreover, the soil must remain 

seed on all sides. 

small air spaces, will not do. 

ist during the period of germination, which, for ordinary gar- 

den seeds, takes from six to 

twenty davs. For this rea 

son the soil, in addition to 

[HIS MONTH being fine, must be made 
compact enough to provide 

capillary action, by which 

water is drawn up to the 

surface from the depths be- 
low. Leaving the soil too 

loose, although it may have 

been thoroughly dug and 
cabbage, in seed border, for fall; let- raked fine on the surface, is 

one of the common causes 
of failure in the beginner's 

late; radish. garden. It should seem firm 

beneath the foot when you 

tread on it. 

Seed Sowing.—Lay your 

garden line across the freshly raked surface and mark out with 

your hoe handle the first row. Be sure you have your seed drill 
adjusted just right—unless you have used it frequently enough 
before to be familiar with its operations—test it out on the smooth 

floor. He sure of just exactly what you want to plant that day 

and how much of each thing before you begin, so that your 

The order of planting that 
is suggested herewith will give you an idea of just how to proceed 
work may be systematically laid out. 

in case the work is 

tte Sd acs 

‘ 
In using the seed : 

drill, here are a few 

thin YS that vou 

«al i 

tight. Be sure that 

if is also free of 

should see to—that 

the opening plow 1s 

set at just the right 

depth, and kept 4 
a 
k& 

‘ weeds and rubbish 
° a) 

a small piece oO! sod ‘ 

or manure dragging ’ 
along mav catch the we | 

seed as it falls, so For the home vegetable garden it is difficult to find 

that it will all be any cabbage better than the Savoy 

i= 
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dropped in one 

Be sure that 
the seed is dropping 

place. 

‘ah 
i} 

fs 

fi 
f 

¥ A regularly, and clear 
ae 3 to the ground. \ 

ims i lump of moist dirt 
: at the end of the 

seed spout may clog 
it up. Do not at- 
tempt to plant when 

+ 

¢ 

¢ 

’reparing the seed-bed is one of those operations that you want. 

must be done right; the work is simple enough—rake 
a piece of ground smooth and plant 

vested. 

the soil is wet and sticky ; the “seed-bed.”’) 
very fine 

seed, such as lettuce or celery, may be 

picked up by the roller. Be careful to 
keep the front or drive wheel accurately on the mark at all times, 
even when you are looking to see how the seed is dropping. 

Planting by hand does not require much attention from the 

gardener who owns a seed drill. But flower seeds, seeds sown 
in a short row for the seed border and such large things as peas 
and beans, especially lima beans, and the various vine crops, ustial- 
ly are put in by hand. 

small seeds can be sown from the packet, tearing off one corner. 
In sowing others, they can be carried in a small tin pail or dish. 
Take up only a small amount of seed at a time, and “feed” it out 
between the thumb and forefinger along the row or drill. After 
sowing, press the seed sown lightly but firmly into the soil, with 
a short piece of board or the back of a narrow hoe or the ball of 
the foot. This fills up the undesirable air spaces and packs the 
soil closely up against the seeds so that the latter are readily sup- 
plied with moisture. After covering the seeds with the hoe or 
wheel-hoe, tamp the soil along the top of it firmly, so as to restore 
the capillary action and to mark the row plainly. Make it a rule 
as each thing is planted, and before you put out anything else, to 
mark and put in its place a tag or a label—8” garden labels can 
be bought for forty or fifty cents a hundred. 

/ransplanting.—Next to seed sowing, the most important of 
early garden tasks is setting out the plants. Transplanting may 
seem to the beginner a very simple job, but most beginners, and 

frequently even experienced gardeners, fail to do it properly. 
What has been said in regard to the thorough preparation of the 

SKELETON PLAN FOR THIS MONTH'S 

Using the above plan—which shows but one row 
each of the various early-planted vegetables—as a 
guide, make up your own planting plan, showing the 
number of rows of each thing, and the varieties that 

(Onion sets and spinach are placed on 
either side the Swiss chard row, to leave plenty of 
room to cultivate and gather it after they are har- 

Radishes may be interplanted, or sown in 

soil in connection with sced sowing applies equally well to the set- 

ting out of plants. While plants can be set out on a lumpy, ill 
prepared surface, to get the best results, just as much care should 

be taken in the preliminary work as though it were expected to 
sow the smallest seed. The soil must be fine in order to be 

packed around the minute root hairs, which form again after the 
plant has been set out. And the soil must be fine on top to form 

a dust mulch, a condition in which it cannot be easily put after the 

plants are set out. 
The plant to be set out will have been grown in flats, in pots, or 

directly in the soil in hotbed or cold- 

frame. In any case, they should be 

given a thorough watering at least 

PLANTING some hours previous to the time 

; they are set out. The flats, of 
Cabbage . 24 ft.» ; 4 ‘ 

Cauliflower 2% ft.-| Plants to be followed by course, can be loaded directly onto 

Beets 15in. { succession crops the wheelbarrow and taken out to 
Lettuce... sin, J nies J 

the garden. The pots are not so 

Lettuce 15 in. easy to carry, and if there are any 
Beets 15 in. 4 a oa ‘ 

Carrots 15 in. Seeds to be followed by number ol them, ol i they have to 

Turnips 15 in. other crops be taken any distance, a good 
Kohlrab 15 . 

ee ee +3 method is to knock the plants out 
Spinach . 15 in : 

of the pots and to pack them care 
Swiss chard 18 in. iallllee 7 : (1: Wr: 
Chih - debe 12 in. Seode. crops remaining fully into an empty at. \V rap 

Onions . 12 in. until fall each ball of roots in newspapet 
ars ) Is } or 

sini ae : The plants should be sheltered as 
Salsify 18 in. much as possible from wind and 
eas. dwa 181 Seed 1 he 1] ed b ‘ : . P ‘ a ers : ean may Se Se) by sun. lor this reason a cloudy, quiet 
Peas, tall 4 tt. late fall croy ‘ . . 

Potatoes, early 2% ft day is preferable, but in the home 

garden, where the number of plants 

to be set out is usually small, it can 
be done late on any Saturday after 
noon. In taking plants from the 

flat or frame, it is best to cut them 
out with an old knife, as a much 
better ball of earth and roots can be 

had in this way. The rows should 
mm be marked out before any plants 

are taken out. It SOOTY ge 

is better to have 

two to do the 

work if possible 
one to drop the 

plants and one to 

set them, so that 

they may be got 
into the ground 

as soon as possi- 

ble after being re- 

moved. There are 

small, 

hand tools which 

(Cont. on p. 296) 

VaTIOUS 

After sowing, press the seed down into the drill with the edge of a board or the 

back of a narrow hoe 
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y the stranger and gives the impression of the spirit of the household and the personality of its occupants. kt should be 

1 place to pass through convemently and ought to be pleasant enough to invite one to linger on the way 

The Inviting 
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In the long, narrow hall the less furniture the better. 

chairs are quite enough 

Hall 
ES OF HALLS—THEIR ARCHITECT- 

THE UPSTAIRS HALL ATTRACTIVE 

INALDSON Est 

A table and one or two 

types of halls, and upon the 

type depends the method of 

architectural and decorative 

treatment. The hall of the 

first type is a commodious pas- 

sage and a connecting link be- 

tween the rooms. It is of con- 

venient dimensions, of agree- 

able aspect, and lends itself 
readily to numerous phases of 
treatment. It is the sort of 

hall we find in so many of the 

broad, old Georgian houses, al 

most as wide as a room, and 

oftentimes running the _ full 

depth of the house, with a gar- 

den doorway at the opposite 

end from the front door. The 

stairs may form a conspicuous 
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feature in the rear part of the hall or they may be in a small offset 
or room, so that the hall is, in effect, a long and narrow room. 
This spacious type of hall, usually with the stairs visible, has 
always been in favor since the ¢ 

into which the house door 

opens directly, and is to be dealt 
with, for the most part, as a 
room. This type is especially 
suited to small and informal 
country houses or bungalows. 

\ generous fireplace ought, if 

possible, to be a conspicuous 

feature. 

The hall of the third type is 
merely an abbreviated and in- 

significant entry, or, if it is 
longer, a narrow rat-hole-like 

passageway of thoroughly un- 

prepossessing character and not 
inviting as a problem to the 
professional or amateur deco- 

rator. 

lhe hall of the first type is 
usually of such sensible and 
comfortable proportions and is 

so easily furnished that we 

need scarcely consider it from 

the architectural point of view 
vith the object of alteration. 

factoril\ 

an 

r 

‘olonial period, and is still popular. 
Che hall of the second type is in reality a kind of living-room 

The paneled hall, even if commodious, needs but little furniture. A fireplace is 

always an attractive addition. There should be plenty of light in such a hall 

The same thing may be said of the 
hall of the second type, but the hall of the third type presents 
serious difficulties that only heroic treatment can overcome satis- 12! 

Such halls lack light and are ill-proportioned. The 
best thing to do is to eliminate such a hall by throwing it into 

adjoining room, leaving merely such supports as may be neces- 
sary to sustain the floor joists above. 

be made to this alteration on 

or protection from 

draughts. Privacy can 

be attained by the use 
of screens or by a 

lraw curtain attached 

to rings sliding along 

a pole. When not 

needed the screen can 

be removed or the 

curtain drawn back, 

and then the hall be- 

comes a part of the 

room. 

The stair is the 

next feature to claim 

attention \llusion 

has been made to 

halls, in some of the 

old houses, where the 

stair is placed in an 
offset and does not 

hgure in the central 

Sometimes this 

offset is closed by a 

door and partition, an 
arrangement doubt 
less adopted to keep 

what heat there was 
: : : : 
cownstairs in winter 

the 

‘ 
Second floor halls should be large enough to 

No serious objection can 

score of either privacy 

chests of drawers that can serve both decorative and useful purposes 

It will be found that treads 12” broad with risers 6 

214" broad and the risers 6” high. 

contain such pieces of furniture as highboys or 

time from ascending to the floors above. It is far more usual, 

however, to have the stairs visible and constituting a prominent 

feature in the hall. Fortunately, when the stair is awkwardly 

built, it is usually susceptible of readjustment and improvement, 
and may oftentimes be made a distinctly decorative element, espe- 

pecially when the newel posts 
and banisters are of interesting 

workmanship. 
It is always desirable to have 

a stair broken into several 

flights, and this arrangement is 

preferable because such a stair 

case is more comfortable to 

ascend and descend than one of 

an unbroken flight, and, more 

over, is readily amenable to 

agreeable decorative treatment. 

Whether in making altera 

tions or building anew, it is 

most important that the stai 
case should be of generous 

breadth and of proportions to 

accord with the dignity of the 

rest of the house More 1m 

portant still, from the practical 

point of view, the measurement 

of the treads and risers should 

be such that ascent is easy and 

made without conscious effort. 

high will 

make a delightfully comfortable stair, or the treads might be 

Whatever measurement 1s 

decided upon, it is useful, asa rule ot thumb, to remember that 

the dimensions of the breadth of the treads and the height of the 

risers ought to be multiples of 75; 

It is not uncommon to find in farmhouses a boxed-in or closed 

stairway that is depressing in appearance and a menace to 
safety by its steep 

pitch. lo solve this 

problem knock out a 

partition at one side 

of the stairs, leaving 

posts at necessary im 
tervals to support the 

joist o1 the floor 

above, and changing 

the pitch of the stairs 

by bringing them 

down into the room 

with a turn, thus 

making two or three 

fights 

was but one before. 

At the same time the 

appear 

larger. When it is not 

possible to change the 

pitch of the stairs and 

incorporate them in a 

where there 

room. will 

room, some improve- 

ment, at least, may be 

effected by knocking 

out a part of the par- 

tition and filling this 

space with turned 
balusters or spindles. 
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ing therefrom. In the next 
place they should be light 
enough in tone to lighten 

the darkness of a dark hall 

and to brighten an area 

that, in any house, is rare- 
ly as well lighted as the 

rooms. The walls may 

suitably be paneled, painted, 
if the plaster be sufficient- 

ly good, papered with plain 

and unobtrusive paper or 

left with the plaster sand- 
finished rough, which may 
either be tinted or left its 

natural hue. 
Whether painted, pa- 

pered, paneled or sand- 

finished, color must be con- 

sidered first Colonial vel- 

low, tan, fawn, light gray, 

light coffee color, or gray 

with an element of yellow 

in it, may be recommended. 

lf there is enough warm 

light in the hall, even 

though narrow, other col 

ors, such as sage green or 

old blue, might be used, but 

the first-mentioned hues 
Although in this instance the stairs were built open, it suggests a possible treatment for stairs will generally be found pre- 

te t i r that have been boxed in, a change worth considering in remodeling an old house ferable. The woodwork 1n 

thei re most cases should be white 

back i the other hand, they are subjected With gray walls, however, gray woodwork is often desirable and 

ul ear, especially from water and mud __ pleasing in effect. Only in commodious halls where there ts a 
b et umbrellas o iry boots, and a floor of one of good light will wood in natural finish be advisable or appear to 

terials is readily cleaned and does not show le same advantage that the lighter woods display. 

ot weal l-looring For paneling that is to be 

painted—while some hard wood 
is desirable — well-seasoned 

poplar, pine or cypress may be 

satisfactorily employed. Plas 
ter walls should not be painted 

unless the surface of the plas 
ter is entirely free from crocks 

and hair lines, otherwise the ap- 
pearance of the paint will soon 
be spoiled by its bad backing. 
Paint may be either left dull or 
finished with a gloss. Ina case 

of bad plaster, the walls may 

be covered with canvas or bur 
lap, tightly glued on and then 

painted. Plain felt papers of 
desirable color are easy to ob- 

tain. It is worth noting that 
some excellent paper is to be 
had resembling cut Caen stone. 

lf a glazed surface is pre- 

ferred, some excellent patterns 
are to be found in bright-hued, 

glazed paper of old-fashioned 
pattern. Sand finish, though 
slightly more troublesome to 

isant contrast vitl Tiles for flooring in a hall that also serves as living-room are a distinctly decorative apply than the ordinary white 

ne f the rooms ope asset. Rugs will dispell the chill in winter { Continued on page 312) 



JN the development of the 
I small lot it is best to cen- 
ter all the attention upon one 
important feature. This fea- 
ture should be in full sight of 

the house and have a close re- 
lationship to it. It should 

have individuality enough to 
perpetuate genuine pleasure in 

it. It should have elasticity 
enough to offer a chance for 
the expression of changing 

interests. It 
should have a distinct origi- 

and growing 

nality which will grow in the 

hands of the ingenious de- 

signer directly out of some 

character peculiar to the site 
itself. These principles under- 
lie the development of this 

property 

The unobtrusive, low shrub- 

bery, still rather unconvinc- 

ing in its newness, which is 

planted along the front of 
the house, conforms with the 

quiet character of the nar- 

row Plymouth street over- 

shadowed by old elm trees. 
Che front of the house is sim- 

ply good to look upon. There 

is nothing of particular in- 
terest or striking originality. 

This is left entirely to the 

development of the ground 

in back of the house. There 

the attention is focused 

upon the garden. 

In the beginning it was 

only a deep, uninviting hol- 

low. Now it is an oval 
flower garden. In May, 

1913, it was an unsightly 
dump, an ugly hole in the 
ground. On the 2oth of 

August of the same vear 
there was a carefully ar- 

ranged garden with abun 

dant bloom and color. By 

July of the next vear 
astonishing growth had 

sprung up. Later pictures 

A glimpse into the informal garden shows a bright tangle of color in old-fashioned 

plants and favorite flowers of odd tints and curious shapes 

THE FORMAL AND INFORMAL 

PLYMOUTH PROPERTY 

GARDENS OF A 

ELIZABETH LEONARD 

STRANG, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

ELSA REHMANN 

In May, 1913, this was an ugly hole; four months later by an almost magic transition had it 
been made a carefully designed, well ordered, formal garden 

T 
“Ss wn 

will show still heavier growth, 

but these early pictures shown 

here convince one of the eff- 
ciency of a plan in which the 
work is carried on skillfully 

and rapidly without unneces 
sary readjustments of hap- 

hazard and disjointed ideas. 

The ordering of large sized 

plants, the planting of heavy 

clumps for later thinning and 

the use of annuals for filling 

in bare spots gave in a few 

months a full-grown effect to 

the garden. 

Its oval shape and = sym- 
metrical treatment fit natu 

rally into its sunken position, 

Its full expanse is seen in a 

semi-bird’s-eve view from the 

house. The path on the 

shorter axis of the oval, cen 

tering on the central doorway 

and terminating at the gen- 

erous seat under the trees, 

binds house and garden to- 

\ path cuts through 

the oval on the longer axis. 

gether. 

hese two paths dividing the 

oval into four equal parts 
meet at the center in a circle. 

The main lines of the de- 
sign have a_ simplicity of 

which one cannot tire. 

They have a strength which 

holds together all the minor 

elements. lor convenience 

in caring for the flowers in 

the verv wide borders a 

stepping - stone path de- 
scribes an inner oval. In 
summer it is almost lost in 

the thickness of the foliage, 
but in spring it strikes a 

minor chord in the compo- 

sition. 

The flowers are arranged 

to carry out and emphasize 
the design. The four parts 
of the oval are so planted 

that at first glance they ap 
pear symmetrically correct. 
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The house is 

f the formal garden 

n keeping with the 

n phlox time, 

: ry the 

e out < 

1 

Maria 

St 

bor in ft 

cre t of 

e 0 pa 

peonies, phlox and Japanese anemones, 
asters and chrysanthemums. Planted in 
strong masses they give body to the bor 

ders. The monotony of absolute conformity 

is avoided, however, by subtle gradations 

of color made possible through the abun 

dant use of many named varieties of each 
kind of plant. No exact symmetry is at 
tempted in the placing of the many 

flowers, which, used in small quantities, 
fit in the borders to lighten the strong 

mass effect. 

Without spoiling the apparent balance 
of the whole, an attempt is made, at least 

during part of the flowering season, to 
gain an eftect of greater height in the 

farther segments than in the parts nearer 
the house. This is done to grade the 

ower planting harmoniously into the 
high, sheltering background of old trees. 

lor this purpose, heavier masses of taller 

and darker larkspurs are used in the 
farther parts of the garden than in the 
nearer ones Qn either side of the short 

path, but only in the farther segments, 

Bossonia cordata, with plume-like termi 

showing the relation between the two gardens and the nal panicles of white flowers raised high 

transition from one to the other ihove the heavy foliage of handsome, 

iT 

large lobed, heart shaped leaves, P1V¢ al 

ful distribution of strikingly picturesque accent in height. 

ot the oval, scillas In order to emphasize the short path, a balanced arrangement 

lanted between the of flowers is quite rigidly adhered to in the borders on either sic 

\Mertensias circu Chroughout its length English daisies and early tulips make a con 

describing a wider tinuous border in early spring, to be followed by forget-me-nots. 

In back of them is a row of salmon-pink sweet William (Dian 
netry is continued = thus barbatus var. Newport pink), whose June flowers are re 

masses of iris and placed by the later bloom of heliotrope and pink stocks. The 
1 white and pink peonies in back of the 

sweet William in the nearer borders are 
replaced by the yellowish blush Peonia 

Canari farther away. 
Where the circle breaks the path in two, 

groups of purple Japanese iris make an 
emphatic end to the borders; pyramidal 
foxgloves make tall June accents at the 
beginning of the path, and day lilies 

(Hemerocallis flava and H. thunbergii, in 

terplanted } terminate the other end. 
\ balanced effect is also felt in the at 

rangement of the flowers on either side of 

the longer path. Bordered by alyssum 

wild geranium, Carpathian harebells, sia 
tice and sedum, the edge is kept in con 

tinuous bloom. The varving greens and 

gray greens of the foliage add a special 

interest to these compact, matlike ground 

covers. In back of this edging of dwart 

flowers the irises, Queen of May, pallida 
and Purple King range from soft lilac 

pink, through blue to deep purple 

\t the circle the symmetry is most 

strictly carried out. This is done to focus 
all the attention upon this central point 

quiet character of a New England street, overshadowed by old trees. Note and bind together the many motives of 
} t ve vine covered panels of the wall the flow er design. 

saxatile and Arabis, Adonis and white 

5 ee ee 

ot 
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The back of the house is so arranged that the descent into the formal garden is gradual and gradually formal. The lattice screened laundry yard, which will event- 

ually be covered with vines and hidden by arborvite, is an excellent development 

our terra-cotta pots with salmon-pink geraniums are placed 
in the circle. The planting in the borders is arranged in a series 

of inscribed circles. In the first tier the early-blooming Merten- 
sias make a complete circle with blue flowers that fade into pink. 
hese are replaced later on by deep-purple pansies var. Emperor 

William. During July this tier is made effective by eight Oeno- 
thera Missouriensis placed at the points where the paths converge 

into the circle. The large, bright yellow flowers make a bril- 

liant color note especially striking in front of the deep purple of 
Japanese iris in an outer circle. In the second tier Iris Purple 

King continues the color effect of the purple pansies. In the 

third tier are peonies in a deep pink and rose circle. Each peony 

is encircled by a dozen pink tulips, whose early flowers have dis- 
appeared by the time the peony has opened its abundant foliage. 
In the fourth tier are the purple Japanese iris. With them the 

circular treatment fades into the masses of phlox, which help to 

develop the oval outlines of the garden. 

Special attention has been given to color in this garden. Not 
a single jarring color note can be found in it. Only the clearest 
of yellows, the softest of pinks and rose, the quietest of lavender, 

blues and purples and harmonizing whites are used in this elusive 

pattern of color, and the result is satisfactory in the extreme. 
It is obvious that in such a formally arranged garden the suc 

cession of bloom is most carefully developed. [arly tulips and 

daffodils ; Darwin tulips and irises, peonies, foxgloves and sweet 
Williams, larkspurs and phloxes, Japanese anemones and asters, 

and chrysanthemum give continuous bloom. Coming into flower 
one after another with varying lengths to their periods of bloom 

they present a closely interwoven succession. Used in big masses, 

they form the major succession of bloom. 

Complementing it is a minor succession. Bright-yellow Alys 

sum saxatile, pure white Arabis, blue Mertensia, pink bleeding 

heart, yellow Trollius make a spring medley of bright color 
Columbine and yellow day lilies accompany the bloom of German 

iris; dictamnum and campanulas that of peonies. Purple Viola 
cornuta, creamy-white and pink spiraea, lavender Galium, snow 
white Achillea. “The Pearl” and filmy Gypsophila, the baby’s 

breath, accompany the flowering of the larkspurs. Yellow An- 
themis, lavender Sedum spectabilis, blue statice, and purple ve 

ronicas are in flower, while the phlox is blooming. Pink snap- 
dragons complement the delicacy of Japanese anemones, salmon- 

(Continued on page 279) 
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eeds and the knife is the only weapon that wages an 

effective warfare on them 

liLa fe ears back it was recognized by all that a new 

wh or green could not be made, if sown with grass seed, 

1 thre cal ! this belief is still rigidly adhered to 

burt vh lal at take it least three yeal to make a 

r tie inp reason that the vTra seed Was SOWN SO 

om three to four bushels per acre) that each plant had 

| its | | suze clo Live round was covered lhis slow 

ited its time, but now the strenvous life demands quicket 

| ere ol « eTiments, not only have several new 

ve Varictye @ es been tound. which tiller out ovet 

na: mstea Tt yrowilhg mn tufts, as the oldet varieties did, 

ciciously the amount of seed sown per acre, 
e to the finen of the mixture, the quality of the soil, 

tithe nm whl the tut 1 required ror play, a lawn or 

«, al bee le with a close, uniform and even 

te i bout nine to twelve months from the 

eed w SOW | have seen lawns, greens. and entire 

rses grown mm eight months, and not only was the turf 

ough ior rey ilar plav, but it had the appearance and 

wood ) I ! h as is found at thre seaside and in 

etary Its at 0 és ..meescr. 

THE SECRET OF THICK SOWING 

SEED 

ENT 

and the turf was cut and laid in the following April. 

200 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT 

FOR THE LOCATION—FERTILIZERS—THE INSIST- 

WEEDS—LAWN-MOWERS AND THEIR SELECTION 

ome famous parks; and | have actually seen a golf green turfed 

with turf only six months old. The seed was sown late in October 
This was 

in England 

Che method which should be employed for procuring a turf in 
the shortest possible period of time is as follows: \ Lor «1 time to 

commence the operation of making a new lawn is as soon as pos- 
sible after the break-up of the hot summer weather, with the in- 

\ugust, or during tention of sowing, if possible, at the end of 
the early davs of September. The soil is warm at the end of the 

summer, and an abundance of rain and dew may be expected, 
which is very beneficial to the growth of the young grass before 

the real cold weather sets in. As weeds are far more in evidence 
in the spring than they are in the autumn, it follows that the long 

start given to autumn-sown grass should make it better able to 

withstand the onslaughts of any weeds that may be lying dormant 

in the soil when they appear in the spring. For spring growing. 

prepare the ground as soon as the weather permits, and sow the 
seed as soon as weather permits. 

It is good policy to allow as much time as possible to prepare 
the ground \ month or six weeks is not too much, as the sur- 

face will, to a certain extent, find its own level, which can be more 
Work that is easily corrected before than after the seed is sown. 

done in a hurry is generally badly done, as it gives no chance for 
the surface to consolidate, which is so essential for the welfare 

seat 

eee 
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of the young grass plants or for quick-growing weeds to show 
themselves and be destroyed before the grass seeds are sown, <A 
lawn made and sown at the end of August or the beginning of 
September should be fit for play by the middle of the following 
summer; if sown in the spring it should be fit for play before the 
end of the summer. The making of a new lawn can be roughly 

divided into five operations, viz. : digging, manuring, preparing the 

seed-bed, seedling, and aftet treatment. 

Dig to the depth of 

a spade, turn the soil 
well over, break up 

the large clods, pick 

out all large stones, 

weeds, roots, etc. 

Grass being a_ shal- 

low rooted plant, 

makes it quite un- 

necessary to work the 
soil toa greater depth, 

unless the old turf is 

to be buried; then 

the surface should be 
turned under to a 

depth of two. spits. 

Work into the soil a 

generous quantity of 

manure. This is the 

most important op- 
eration in the making 

of a new lawn or 

green, and I cannot 

too strongly recom- 

mend it to be given 

very careful atten- 
tion. because, no mat 

ter how good the soil 

may be, the results 

will be both better 

and quicker if it is 

well manured. The 

best general manures 

for digging in are 

fresh peat moss, sta- 
ble manure, old, well 

rotted short straw, 

and artificials. The 
peat moss and rotted 

straw manures should 

be spread over the 

surface at the rate of 

one load per 100 

square yards, and 
forked or dug _ into 

the soil in such a way 

that the bulk of it re- 
mains within 2 ins. or 

3 ms. of the surface. The artificials should be broadcasted over 

the surface at the rate of 2 ozs. per square yard and raked in. 
Some people maintain that manure, if used, should be buried 

at least © ins. deep, while others hold that it should not be used 
at all, otherwise the grass will grow coarse and rank. I have 

proved over and over again that the closer the manure is to the 

surface the better and quicker are the results, because the young 
grass can reach it quickly during the early period of its existence, 

whereas if it is buried deeply it will take months for the roots to 
reach it, and it often happens, especially during unfavorable sea- 

The healthy, living lawn is the result of the careful seed selection, generous sowing, occasional fertilizing, 

sons, when grass grows very slowly, that it perishes for want of 

manure, in spite of the fact that plenty has been put in the 
ground, but out of reach. . The suggestion that manure makes 

grass grow coarse and rank is another fallacy. If a mixture oi 

coarse grasses Is sown, a coarse turf will be produced, but if a 

mixture of the finest grasses is sown a turf of the finest quality 
will be formed. 

Prepare the surface by breaking up the clods, removing large 

stones and all weed 

roots with an iron 

toothed rake; then 

roll, rake and tread 

the ground until the 

surface becomes quite 

firm, true. fine, and 

when walked on 

hardly shows the im 

print of the foot. It 

will then be ready to 

receive the seed. Sow 

the seed on the raked 

surface at the rate ot 

1 oz. per square yard, 

choosing a calm, dry 

day for the work; 
otherwise much of 

the seed may be blown 

away and lost; or, 

should the soil be wet, 

it will stick to the 

operator's boots, and 

in this wav the level 

may be seriously dis 

turbed. Divide up the 

ground into. strips 

about 3 ft. wide by 

means of pegs and 
string, and divide the 

seed into as many 

equa | portions as 

there are strips or 

squares; this will be 

found to be an easy 

way to ensure an even 

distribution of the 

seed. Sow the seed 

by hand, with the 
back bent, taking care 

to spread it as evenly 

as possible over the 

surface. The seed 

must now be covered 
“<% 

af Muad POR OA ORS BLAIR POET RES x ee Ds to a depth not ex- 

ceeding : in., other 

a constant clipping and rolling—and years of growth wise much of it will 

be lost. The most 

simple way to do this is to lightly rake the surface in two direc 

tions, taking care not to bury the seed too deeply. The ground 
should then be rolled and cross-rolled with a light roller. 

Under favorable conditions the young grass should appear 

above the ground in about five to ten days if autumn sown, and 
fourteen to twenty-one days if spring sown, according to the 

weather. When about 1 in. high it is greatly benefited by a 
dressing of fertilizing fiber, malt culms, rape dust, o1 prepared 

compost. These top-dressing materials are gentle in action; they 

(Continued on page 283) 



e children are interested in the care of plants and taught the rudiments of 

the work, they can be put in charge 

Give the pecmes o ance » hangin YT e Lift some mint from the bed, pot it and 
basket » vase of this kind beiween New [ Sse for Old Plants trim down, and a bright spot of green is 

the window produced 

HOW TO USk HARDY PLANTS INDOORS--TREATMENT FOR SCRAGGLY GERANIUMS—MAK- 

IN¢ rHE WINDOW-BOX SERVE A DOUBLE PURPOSE—AN EXPERIMENT WORTH TRYING 

| K | DooG 

ibilities of increasing past. How often it has happened that an unlocked early spring 
A the e house during the early spring with a burst of heat has suddenly brought everything into flower 

this suggestion is to use ind leaf and suddenly terminated all planting operations? What 
if the house fully flowered, tempers and plans were destroyed by such a happening! Happily, 

one. lor the inside, this is over. Surely, such treatment as potting hardy plants has 
eep 1 for the outside put them in resulted in a better demand for them, with no damage to their 

( OXe « for the usual summet good qualities. 

, [f there is no crime in potting these plants for use in the gar- 

t with a surprising «ce den, surely the dispensation could be stretched to allow some of 

nts in the house’ them to get inside the house if such an entrance will tend to 
ar iret f these plants that the brighten the dull days of spring. 

housand objections to such (here is as great a need of novelty in the manner of using 

people are not aware of the plants as there is in handling any other commodity, and that ele- 

t that most of t C1 erin f the country, to meet an ment of novelty is always possible if a little serious consideration 

eve easi ing thei is given to the subject. 

\ bed of geraniums planted out as they 
ep tin usually are is always a bed of geraniums, 

thi (Continued on page 281) 

This trollius was dug up in full bud and in a short This is the sort of plant that makes window decoration Aquilegias in full bloom at the window. If properly 

time had sixty blossoms. |t was a glorious sight a joke, They are used all too frequently cared for, these plants will last for several weeks 
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Spanish Mission style adapted to the bungalow is a tempting form for architects, and in California it has been adapted successfully, as in this 

instance. Every possible means of letting the sun into the house has been provided—wide windows and generous patio 

BEING A HOUSE BUILT OF MONOLITHIC REINFORCED CONCRETE, FIREPROOF AND TIME PROOF 

THE CONCRETE INTERIOR FINISH—DEMOCRACY AND THE PATIO 

ITS ADVANTAGES—THE POSSIBILITIES OF ADAPTING THIS STYLE OF 

ALBERT MARPLE 

A CENTRAL FIREPLACE AND 

BUILDING TO ANY LOCALITY 

is not always that one sees incorporated in a home features _ penditure is a little more, but when it is considered that when the 

that are suitable for either the country or the city dwelling. concrete home is erected it is there to stay, necessitating no con 

True, a city type of home might be 
built in the country, but there would Soe 

; PPO cs RE i NT nA oe, Ce RA a 
be something about it that would give 5 ; 

it the appearance of being “placed” ee 
—“—- there and of not having “grown into 

. . soy ees Gest "oom & 
its surroundings. The same would 5 “16 ey 

be true if the country residence were 3 Fi 
placed in the city. It would seem a , 
little out of place. The home, then, 
which might, with equal propriety, be 

EOL $a ghia 
placed in either the city or the coun 

SF REBe. aye 
rer Y 

try, would be of a somewhat unusual 
character. Such a home is the subject 
of this sketch. It is owned by Ridley 

*. Taylor, of Long Beach, California, 
and is located in a semi-city district 

known as a suburb, and even in that 4 f he io. 
° ° . ° ‘6 ee be, divine Poem 

locality it is right “at home. pitied 392652 | _ 
This house is a one-story structure, 

built along the lines of the Spanish 
type of architecture. It contains 
fifteen rooms, sun parlor and two 

cement porches, and cost $20,000. It 

Vet Glass Pe of encelr 

7x76 0 

is built of monolithic reinforced con- 
crete, which is, possibly, the most sub- 

stantial form of building material 

known. 

In many minds the mistaken idea 
that a concrete home is an expensive 

luxury still exists. The initial ex- 

Two advantages of such a plan are the ease of access to the 
rooms and yet the maintenance of their privacy. Every room 
opens on the patio—through a French door 
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tinual repairing, that far less fuel is 
necessary in winter to keep the rooms 

at an even temperature, and a great 

deal less ice is used in summer for 
cooling purposes ; that there is no need 

of an excessive paint bill every two or 
three years, etc., it will be clearly seen 

that in the long run a home made of 
concrete is far cheaper than is the 

frame dwelling. 

The word “monolithic” is synony 
mous with “one piece,” so it will seem 

that this home is a one-piece struc 

ture. To all intents and purposes it is, 
although naturally it will not be ex 

pected that this entire house was 
placed at the one time; that is, the 

walls, floor and roof made by the same 
set or forms. That would have been 
as nearly impossible as anything could 
be. This house was, however, erected 

so that now that it is completed it is 
practically as strong as one piece of 

concrete. 

The initial work of construction 
was to build the forms up to the floor 

level. During the process of placing 

the concrete in these the horizontal 
reinforcing rods were installed, and 

just as soon as there was sufficient 



Above the h gt wainscot of the dining-room 

A substantial post for the clothes dryer was 

made of concrete, to be later planted with 
honeysuckle 

is a frieze painted with scenes of California. 

oak, the floor terra « otta tile, set in a brown cement border 

vertical rods were placed 

the fl ir slab was poured 

va ufhciently strong the 

rete and teel of the walls 

ack mplished ust a 

t pport it with safet 

ions were so jomed as to 

concrete brackets for the 

during the Construction 

walls, having been 

twelve dav ~ 

When the 

oved the 

ide ten T 

tort . were ren 

inch slabs beneath 

the red tiling of these 

ling vere set in Os! 

lhe outside walls oft 

tit won ire SIN mth cs 

Utilitarian throughout, concrete was employed even in such a small detail 

as the making of a chicken coop, rat proof and easily kept clean 

HOUSE AND GARDEN \PRIC, IQi5 

thick and of solid concrete, reinforced 

by %- and 44-inch twisted steel bars, be 

ing placed two feet on centers. The 

beams are reinforced by steel bars, while 

the roof and floor slabs are three inches 

in thickness and reinforced by electric 

welded fabric, this having Nos. 3 and 8 
wires, the No. 

tudinally of the house or the longest way 
f the slabs. 

3 wires running longi 

\ll interior partitions are 

I he woodwork 1s 

of Class .\ construe 

built ol YA tion, 

Sharron iron chan 

nel ’ metal lath and 

plastered to a thick 

ness Of 2 inches. 

lt will be seen that 

there is nothing to 

qecay or give way, 

everything being - 
: 5 5 Concrete work was used even in the garden struc- 

| substan ture. The pergola is a permanent structure, and 
tial when covered with vines will prove of genuine 

decorative value 

solid alll 

The home is of 

unique arrangement, the rooms being formed around a spacious, 
l'resh air and sunlight enter two sides of each 

Double French doors 

living-room, dining-room, breakfast 

open-air patio. 
of the principal rooms every sunshiny day. 

j 

7 

! 

connect the patio with the 

room, kitchen, family bedroom, guest bedrooms, screen porch, 

plunge and dark room, making accessibility of one part of the 

home to another a very impor- 
tant feature. The patio has 
cement floor and walls, except- 

ing the parts taken up by doors 
and windows, while the roof 

is of copper wire screen hav- 
ing '4-inch mesh. It is drained 

to the center, at which point it 
drops through a pipe into a 
concrete box. The roof being 

of concrete, no especially pre- 

This 
is used as a sun parlor and a 
pared roofing is needed. 

children. 

It is drained to the four cor- 

ners of the 

playground for the 

patio, at which 

points the waste water enters 

pipes that convey it to the box 
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beneath the center of the patio, whence it is carried by a 4-inch 

cement pipe to the street in front of the house. 

The living- and dining-rooms are finished in oak, each room 

having a floor of 6x 6 terra-cotta tile, brown cement border, etc. 

he dining-room has a leather-effect paper to a height of five 

feet, above which is painted in a frieze showing scenes of Cali- 
fornia. It has beamed ceiling, which is tinted, cement fireplace, 
buffet, ete. 

The living-room is in the natural finish of the cement, so that 

the grain of the wood which served as the forms is plainly seen. 

equipped with a 5- x 5-foot cupola above the center of the room, 

this having chipped-glass lights at the sides. This is supported. by a 

cove ceiling. The furniture in all rooms matches the woodwork. 

The kitchen is a cabinet affair with 4- x 4-foot cooler having 
cement shelves, cement sinkboard, etc., while the breakfast room 
is finished with Oriental paper and handwork. The sun parlor 
has a 7- x 16-foot art-glass roof. Upon a background of light 

blue is a pergola in dark brown, interlaced upon which is a rose 
vine bearing dark-red and pink flowers. At the center of the 

sun-parlor floor 1s a panel of 6 x 6 Utling, this effect also being 
carried out on the front porch and the ap 
proach between the house and the side 
walk. 

The doors of this house are all of the 

“slab” variety, being flush with the walls 

In the planning of the house an effort was 
made to eliminate woodwork, and thus 

Glassed in, the patio becomes a room itself, im- 
pervious to the weather, an avenue of access 
to the various rooms 

Neither the walls nor ceilings have been 
decorated in any way. The brazier or 
fireplacé in the living-room is a novel 
feature. Both the basin and the hood 

of this brazier are of hammered copper, 
while the screen is of copper wire. It 
is located a little in front of the center 
of the room. The occupants of the 

room may sit on all sides of this fire- 

place, the sides of the basin serving as 

\n important point about 
this brazier is that after the fire has 

secured a good start the hood may be 

raised, the upper part of the “neck” dis- 
appearing into the ceiling, thereby per- 
mitting the occupants to see one an- 

foot-rests. 

other and talk across the fire. 
Both the living- and dining-rooms 

have 10-foot plate-glass windows, simi- 
lar windows being located on either side 

of the sun parlor, one facing the street, 
the other the patio. 

The family and guest bedrooms are 

finished in mahogany, with cut glass 
doorknobs and doors with full-length 

bevel mirrors. The family bedroom is 

trim down the work for the housekeeper. 

There is no wood base, no picture mould 
ing, no casing nor stool. Throughout the 

house 6-inch transoms cap the windows, 
and at points where there are two or three 
windows in a row, a single-light transom 

runs the entire width. Nearly all of the 

windows are of the casement variety. An 

idea original with the owner was to swing 

these windows outward, placing them out 
side the screen, thus protecting the screen 

from the weather. The curtains are fas 
tened to the outside windows, coming be 

tween the glass windows and the screens 

and permitting the using of one long cur 

tain across the entire width of the two or 

three lights. 

otherwise stated, are of cement, and 

\ll the floors. except where 

throughout the ceilings are tinted and are 

(Continued on page 282) 

The most attractive feature of this many-featured living-room is the brazier. The walls here are left rough finished, 

the floors laid as in the dining-room, and the woodwork being eliminated to simple door and window frames 
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If all the effectiveness of German iris would be had, they Let a row of stately hollyhocks dominate the garden in July 

must be given a conspicuous place—and let alone ihey are |; when droughts may have withered the other blossoms. 

easily grown They also are easily grown 

PHE PLACKk OF HARDY PERENNIALS—HOW TO SELECT THEM—SPRING PLANTING AND SUMMER CARE 

tographs by N. R. Graves and Chas. Jones 

N (YT only the arrangement half closed, after the fashion of 

it ot the rdener s BY SEASON OF BLOOM an art critic, at the beauty ot 

terials, but also their selection the picture presented, and who 
for the marti lar part the ine a x to Bloom in Season of Bloon Height Color never risks soaking feet in the 

to play in the completed lan March morning dew, or gets a hand 
Blood-root Mch.-Apr 6 ins White : P . 

ipe picture, must be given Wind flower Meh.-May 6 ins Blue dirty or a wrist scratched in 
the gardenet ost careful at April rendering some little service, 

ThY \ | oO slant ‘1 Rock-moss \pr.-June 6 ins White, purple = annals : 

tent ' : la " Daisy \pr.-July 1-6 ins Various perhaps Uneeces ary, to the 

ible for one purpose ma lye Hardy candytuft \pr.-May 10 ins White garden s inmates: who has no : 
. Myosotis, everblooming \pr.-June 10 ins Light blue ". ; | 

unsuitable for another, not be Hlue-bells \pr.-May 12 ins Blue friendships such as one may / 
. ; ; Moss pink, phiox \pr.-June 6-15 ins Pink P : : } 

cause of their height, color or Prilliumes Apr.-May 12-15 ins White, red have with a quiet but depend 
eason of bloom, but on account May able companion, among the 
: TOT : tare vt hah ot A\lyssum, saxatile May-June 2 ins Golden yellow ° a F 4 . ‘ of their chara ind habit scaiteria Seon Sem ne ft Various nodding faces along the well 

rrowth lhe complete itis Lily-of-the-valley May-June 12 ins White worn walks. 
; Gierman iris May-June 14 ft Various 4 , x 

tving garden nd itistaction Peony May-June 23 ft Various No one class of flowers has 

is the final test of efficieneyv in Seems all the desirable points. Some 
\nemone lune-Sept 18 ins White ° 6 

howell rdening in Columbine mat Aug 33 ft. Golden of the advantages and uses of 

‘ , : = Astible Japonica June-July 2 ft. White ‘ ‘ P ‘ ‘ ske a eal aside fro ere ¢ ne ggg AE june-Repa when Bine annuals and annual-like flowers 

thetic beaut lt is right that Canterbury Bell June 2-3 ft Pink were discussed in last month's 
Dianthus June-July Wins Purple : nt 

one should not fill one’s garden Dietamus (Gas Plant June & ft Or'nge maroon article. The paramount advan 
al ° . lupanese iris lune-J uly 2-3 ft Yellow a m 

on the collection oOrimnciptle leeland poppy lune-Oect 12 ins Crimson tage ot perennials, oft course, 1s 

, Oriental poppy June 2-4 ft Scarlet : — . 
Striving to get me eC Oo! Phiox, hardy hune 2-3 ft White their longevity. Instead of havy- 

. 4 . Spires lune-Jul tft White : , 6 
everything worth havi burt vr, _ eek . 4-5 ft White ing to be started afresh each i 

it is quite possible to err in th — year or carried over, like pot- 
opposite direction, and, in vi Hollyhock luly-Sept +8 ft Various ted plants or tender bulbs, they 

; Chamomile luly-Nov 1-3-ft Yellow a . 

ining thr gat len olel Delphiniuyn July-Sept 3-4 ft Various are planted once and tor all, 
Helianthas July-Sept 4 ft Golden ° ° ° 

work of art, to forget the Campanula grandafiora Iuly-Sept :f Blue and one is done with the job 

cheery, fragrant, lovable flow ieee until overcrowding or starved 
= _— Meas — Day Lily \ug.-Sept 3-4 ft Various So} aw alea + een i ; ers themselves, There is some Rm. POE in Gone +++ Cardinal red oil may make it necessary to 

thine wrong ith hy var . , (iant Daley Aug.-Oct S65 ft White repl: -¢ ak, oe : ing W gw the gardene oe lll, ~~ BP alien +4 - Golden yellow eplant; a condition which will 

who. ontent to stand at the Golden Rod Aug.-Oct 35 ft Bright yellow not be reached for several 

vate and look, through eve years, and, with some varieties, 
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in heavy soil, is hardly ever reached. 

tage is their great dependability. 

ralistic effects. 

exercised in selecting them. 
made are not for a few weeks or 

unless wishes to contem- 
plate the job of un-making a perennial 
garden, which is much more of a job 

than making it. 
The easiest part of this rather diffi- 

cult task of selecting your perennials 
is to find out everything there is to be 
found out about any particular plant. 
You can get this information from any 
good nursery catalogue or find it in 

more complete and convenient form in 

the numerous tables which have been 
made up, listing and classifying these 

data. 

without 

years, one 

\ complete list of perennials, 

going into varieties at all, 

would include many scores of plants 

of which there is not room for 

brief description here. 

even a 

of the 

most dependable and satisfactory are 
Some 

described in the accompanying table. 

Another advan- 
You can count on 

their being in the same spot and blooming at just about 

the same time vear after year. They include, of course, 
some of the most beautiful of flowers and kinds which 

are valuable for practically every purpose—gorgeous 

shows in masses, bold and dainty landscape effects, 
cutting for bouquets, use around rock-work and natu 

But the very fact that perennials are 
long-lived and regular in their season of bloom makes 

it doubly necessary that the greatest care should be 

The results of mistakes 
a season, but for 

April and May see 
the hardy candy- 
tuft in bloom 

In selecting perennials, the first thing to decide is when 
you want them to bloom. 

June, there is no use in wasting good 
money and _ space flowers that 
bloom in April and May; and if 
\ugust must see you again packing up 

for the city, those glories of the late 
autumn garden, Japanese anemones 

and the hardy chrysanthemums, will 
not be for your enjoyment. On the 
other hand, if your garden is enjoyed 
during the Spring and Fall, but left 

to its own happy self-contemplation 
during a month or so while you are 

on 

away at the seashore in mid-summer, 

you will miss the delphinium and cam- 

panulas in their glory. So, the first 
thing to decide in getting at your per- 
ennials is 
bloom. 

when you want them in 

Having settled this, you will 
find there is quite a list available. But 
there is another matter to settle in your 
own mind before you go any farther, 

If your hardy border is on 
a “summer place,” to which you do not come until mid- 

Through July and Sep- 
tember you have the 
hollyhocks 

and that is, how much care they are going to get after they 
are set out. This is a very important point. If you ex- 
pect to set out your perennials and then let them take care 
of themselves, you will save time and disappointment in 

the first place by setting out only the hardiest and toughest, 
those capable of surviving in the struggle for existence 

which they will have to make. Among these are most of 
the native species, especially those which may be native 

to your own locality, and other particularly robust sorts. 

Beginning to 

bloom in June, 
anemone lasts 

well into Sep- 

tember 

and September 

The pink of the Canterbury 

comes in June 

Rudbeckia lightens up 

the garden in August 

Bell 

\ few of these are blood root, trillium, 

aquilegia, lily-of-the-valley, iris, peony, 
dictimus. vuceas. Cardinal tlower, golden 

glow, and, for one of the least appreciated 

varieties of all considering the many beau 

tiful 

flowers 

varieties now available—the hardy 

asters and the native hardy lilies. If your 
must be left to shift for them 

selves, your nurseryman will be glad to 
suggest extra hardy sorts for the cond 

tions your garden will have to meet. Such 

conditions 

taken into consideration. 

should, however, always be 

The plants that 

are most tenacious, like the lilvy-of-the-val 

ley, for instance, under the conditions they 

require, may not prove dependable in-an 

uncongenial environment You should 

plan, however, to give your hardy plants, 
as well as your other plants, a reasonable 

amount of attention, 

have a wide field to choose from. 

With these matters settled, you will still 

So fat 

the process has been one of elimina 

tion. Now it will become one of selec 

tion. In solving this problem, you 

should first of all consider your gen 

eral garden scheme. You must picture, 
in your mind—if not want to 

take the trouble to do it on paper, al 

though that is’ the bette: the 

prominent points, the high lights and 

shadows, 

you do 

way 

so to speak, of the general 

plan or scheme of your place. (Upon 

your ability to pre-visualize thus a 

planting effect will depend to a very 

the 

efforts to make a beautiful place. 

great extent efficiency of vour 

\mong the hardy perennials are to 

be found many of the most striking 

and effective things that can be used, 

and the hardy border itself, particu 
larly on a small or medium-sized place, 
may be the dominant feature of the 

whole planting arrangement. 

\nother thing which must be care 

fully thought out at first is the arrangement of the plants 

in regard to each other. In the mixed bed or border the 

taller the 

ground, conflicting colors should be 

should be kept in back 

avoided, and harmonious colors 

planned, and such a distribution of 
species and varieties that no spot will 

look bare at any season of the year 

For this reason, a number of different 

plants blooming at the same _ time 

should 

without 

not be placed in proximity 

interspersing others which 
will come into bloom before or afte! 

them. 
From all this it becomes evident that 

about the last thing you do in plan 
ning your garden of perennials is to 

select your plants. This may seem at 
You would 

strange 

think 

when 

first paradoxical. 
an architect very 

(Continued on page 304 } 
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The house was set in an old orchard, with the trees forming a natural 
avenue up to the front door. Simplicity of line characterizes the building 
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appr ach from the 

characteristics of the Colonial style 

, are h tec Ls 

By using balanced lights around the door 
an old practice is put to an excellent 

wide house-depth hallway, and the 

ce department set in an ell by itself, leaving the living quarters a private entity 
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In the lower hallway the Colonial atmosphere is well expressed, the stairs being Full length glass doors between the living-room and the sun-room give to the first 

excellently proportioned floor an airy atmosphere 

TH 
yy 

In this house is well planned what in many others is often neglected—the upstairs With the alcove and wide spacing, there is ample room for a little work corner in 

hallways the hall 

The wall, shingled in like the house and garage, connects the two, tying the group into a pleasing, congruous whole, and carrying out the single direct lines to the best 

advantage. Note also the small bay in the angle and the roof treatment 
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robably lift the lovely brass toaster from 

hook and over the glowing embers 

there will be toasted marshmallows, done 

‘ ' , to a turn, just as they were at the erst 

‘ ollege teasts These brass toast 

; ' | ers are wonderfully charming, some that 

; ' iggest the far (Orient in the design of 
Rea lect ' | bowl and handle; others of remarkably 

wee ; ; e alver } imple, but none the less graceful, lines. 
» tae Oe tinctive \nd there are warming pans like them, 

too, which, like the toasters, are a joy 

vhether in use or not, because they are so 
ro +t artich ire fait decorative. 

1ect Door porters, those silent sentinels that 
t as we have the samovar copied from save our nerves from slamming doors, 

vill be welcomed when warm days tempt 
re one to stand every door wide open. One 

entirely new design is the Dolphin, hand- 
rkm: some, massive and heavy, which is illus- 

trated, and the very opposite of this is the 

(olomal style, plain, but with charm, as 
ip im the imutest detail hich 1s note 

vhen quick 
e rule lhe designer shows hi the true Colonial alwavs is. Between these 

init eat neient levet ) the use of two, the one ornate, the other severely 

' plain, there are many designs from which 
pose the handle of one of the roasters to select One that 1s good is a claw 

re f the svmbols also appears on the foot, evidently copied from the foot of 

in old davenport or highboy, out of which 
re fe ner! tions in this cover. buf rises a twisted rod with handle at con 

venient height 

t rele i] wottom Some door-knockers that are the out 

he ttle triangular estnut roastet ome of these tragic davs are reminders 

of Rheims. One is a miniature facade of 

tive ricerine the lara round chestnut the Rheims Cathedral, and two others are 

looking mn miter ting 

oaster or popper serving erry part copies of gargoyles from that histori | garg 
uunesters who have just come in from a church They may be interesting, but 

tramp 1 thy harp pring 1! nad cy th the y are not cheet ful 

er he blazing fir t before The “safety-first” slogan might have 
‘ | 1) ‘ hy] 1] een responsible ror the ( ane Cod fire 
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The old chestnut roasters have been Nothing more than the utilitarian Toasters and fire irons of rich old pat- 
faithfully reproduced even to the strainer, fashioned after the old pat 
crudities of workmanship tern, with a semblance of artistry decorative 

lighter, which recalls visions of Puritan 

New England. It reduces fire building 

to a feat of magic by its working, not to 
mention the quaint beauty of the device. 
There is a ball of absorbent stone clasped 

to a wire handle, and this stands in kero- 

sene, which is held in the brass container. 

lhe kerosene-soaked stone is thrust under 
the coal or wood, the match applied, and 
a quick fire is the result. No kindling or 
paper is needed. It is a blessing to the 
man who builds the furnace fire in winter 

ind to mountain campers, who often need 
fires on chill summer evenings. 

Let not the thought of keeping ones 
brasses in order be a hindrance to their 

possession. Brass is more easily kept 
burnished and shining than silver, vet the 
care of silver deters no woman from own- 

ing as much sterling and fine plate as her 
means will allow. Our grandmothers 

were wont to keep their brass preserving 
kettles shining like virgin gold through a 
liberal use of vinegar and salt, which re- 

moved every particle of tarnish. Nowa- 
days there are all sorts of metal polishes 

that do the work, but when none is con- 

venient try rottenstone and oil. Anv cot- 
tonseed oil product is good for this, and 

is inexpensive. 

[ admit a leaning to the use of rotten- 
stone and oil for cleaning brass. It pro 
duces such a rich, deep golden yellow that 

| use it on my grandmother’s brass kettle. 
No, I don’t make preserves in dear grand 
nother’s brass kettle in this day of porce 
lain and aluminum. But [ hold such 

happy memories of scraping that jam ket 

Stand: a. 

& 

A product of “safety first’—a fire 
terns are as serviceable as they are starter, with a stone torch to soak 

in oil 

—. 
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tle and licking up every morsel of sweet- 
ness, back in a far-distant childhood, that 
| greatly prize the old-time utensil. 
When it came into my possession | 

pe mndered a long time before | decided how 

| could use it. Finally an idea came. | 
took the kettle to a worker in brass down 
in Allen street, had him remove the old 

handle and rivet a plain drop handle on 
each side. Then he mounted the kettle 
on three plain balls, which serve as feet, 
and | had a jardiniere of unusual design 
and lineage. When once you know its 

history you quickly see there's no dis- 
guise attempted. It’s the old-fashioned 
kettle, transformed, it’s true, now holding 
a date palm in the hallway instead of jam 
on the kitchen range. 

Who has not had difficulty in getting a 

good arrangement of handsome flowers 

which have straight, stiff stems such as 
gorgeous tulips, lovely jonquils and nar- 
cissus? A low glass flower holder, a hem- 

isphere in shape, solves the problem. [By 
using it stiff flowers may be displayed in 
a mass for table or other decoration, with 

each blossom standing separate and dis 
tinct. This holder is on the same prin 
ciple as the small ones which hold only 
one or two sprays. But the spherical 
shape, full of places for the stems, hold 
and at the same time give form to the 

mass of blossoms. 

An Old Problem Solved 
SRANDFATHER, descending the 

& stairs on a cold winter morning, 
hurries to the living-room for a glimpse 
of the morning paper. But it is already 
in the hands of other members of the 

family. “I just wanted to know how cold 
it was last night,” pipes grandmother, 
pouring over the weather column; “but 

it doesn’t seem to tell here.” “I wish one 

could tell what the temperature is at 
night,’ complains sister Mary, examining 
her bulbs in the window box. The small 

brother wonders if the pond is frozen so 

that he can skate on it—and the man of 
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Door porters are being made in a number of patterns 
that have an enhancing charm 

the house falls into an amiable dispute 
with his helpmeet as to the advisability of 
wearing rubbers, the question devolving 
upon the condition of the streets—whether 
frozen or not. 

These domestic uncertainties would be 
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Of the many door knockers being shown few are more 
genuinely artistic than this of the satyr and the 
crab. George L. Lober was the artist 

impossible were this particular family the 
possessors of a regulating thermometer. 
lor use indoors and out, its value far ex- 

ceeds its price, in the mental satisfaction 
it gives in determining past and present 
temperatures. For this little instrument 
not only records the weather conditions 
(so far as the temperature goes) of the 
moment, but also the lowest and highest 

temperatures touched by the mercury in a 
previous given period. The mechanism 
of this “scientific toy” is so simple that 
the proverbial child can set it in action. In 
appearance it resembles the ordinary glass 
thermometer for use on a window. In 
stead of one tube, containing the mercury, 

it has two—one for registering the great 

est degree of heat, the other for the great- 

est degree of cold. In each tube is a small 
bar of steel, placed above the mercury. 
Controlling this bar by means of a magnet 
(which is provided with the thermometer 
without extra charge) it can be moved 
up and down in the tube at will. Tor de 
termining the lowest temperature during a 
cold night, for instance, one moves the 
steel bar—in the tube for recording cold 
down to where the mercury is at that time. 
The thermometer is then placed outside 
the window, or in the conservatory, or 
wherever the test is to be made. As it 
grows colder the mercury rises (instead 
of dropping, as in ordinary instruments), 
pushing the steel upward as it does so, till 
the extreme point is reached. When tem 
perature becomes warmer as morning ap 
proaches, the mercury falls, /eaving the 

steel, however, at the point touched during 
the extreme cold. By a glance at the 

thermometer it is seen at once just exactly 
how cold the night has been, or, to be ac 

curate, what has been the lowest tempera 
ture reached during the mght. In_ the 

same way, one may ascertain the greatest 
heat of a summer day, when the mercury 
is supposed to make a marked rise, say in 
the middle of the day, when the sun is 
highest. This is recorded in the other 

tube, in which the mercury rises to the 

extreme of heat. The thermometer, at a 

moderate price, will be found indispens 
able to the average household, for use in 

the house, on the porch, or in the care of 

indoor plants 

Warming Facilities for the Kitchen 
A N important problem in the kitchen 

A is that of keeping food warm and 
warming dishes that are to be used on the 

table. ‘This is a very simple matter in a 
coal kitchen. The best coal ranges are 

equipped with good warming shelves. 

Where the warming shelves are not pro 
vided, as in the case of a cheaper range, it 
is possible to have a tinsmith make a ser 

viceable substitute of japanned iron, which 
can be placed above the stove at a con 

venient height. These iron shelves should 

have round holes cut through for ventila 
tion, and may be supported against the 
wall by means of brackets. 

In a gas kitchen this matter of warm 

ing-shelves presents much greater difh 
culty and requires more thought. With 
the gas stove we have no longer a con 

stant radiation of warm air which can be 

utilized not only for the purposes named 
above, but for raising bread and drying 
the kitchen-ware. These needs must now 

be provided for in some other way. 

The larger gas ranges have a warming 

oven ‘above the elevated baking oven, 

which is kept hot by the oven burner when 

the latter is in use. At other times the 

(Continued on page 312) 
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For a Colonial room come these porters of less elab- 

orate and obtrusive design 
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rs this month are beet arrots, Work ApoutT THE GROUNDS 
ancl hieal ni ’ 

endive, kohlrabi, onions, Don't let your vegetable garden mo- 
Ips, parsk peas, potatoes, salsify, nopolize all of your time. In fact, during 

inach Swit chard and t turnip the earlier part o! the month there will be 

i t t t can be set out are <« ibbage. 

ower, onions, lettuce, beets, sprouted 

otatoe 

ee to sow for plants to transplant 

te f { abbage, iuliflowe r, lettuce, 

el eck, endive: and asparagus, rhu 

rb, and sea-kale to make plants for set 

in permanent beds next spring 

In the rush of your outside planting, 
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When roses have become scrawny, as has this dwarf 

they should be cut back, as 

illustration 

rose in the accompany- 

ing 

however, do not overlook the frames in 

which the plants to be set out early next 

month are coming along These should 

be repotted, and, for extra fine specimens, 
put into flower or paper pots Phe 

hould receive evet attention in the way 

of watering and care. During this month, 

‘ pecially as the weather begin to get 

settled, the should be given full air and 

nshine daily, the sash being removed 
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The cut should be made just above an outside bud, 

so that the growth will be outward 

many days when it will be comfortable to 

work outdoors, when conditions are not 

right for seed sowing. These should be 

utilized for continuing the work which 

was begun last month, and doing your 

regular spring cleaning, getting the place 

“licked into shape.” 
Carefully rake off the lawn, putting the 

refuse mulching away, if you do not need 

it in the vegetable garden, where it can be 

used later around gooseberries, currants, 

and other things benefited by a summer 

mulch. If there are bad spots in the 
lawn you can probably find a nice-looking 
piece of sod for patching. If not, there 

will probably be some florist or gardener 

doing work in your vicinity from whom 
you can get a wheelbarrow or two of sod. 

The small, spots should be raked 

with an iron-toothed rake and grass seed 

applied and patted down with the back of 

bare 
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the spade. Be sure, in any case, to get 
the winter mulch off before the grass be- 
gins to make any growth. 

lf roads and paths are inclined to get 
grassy or weedy, now is the time to give 
them a good scraping with the hoe or 
scuffle-hoe. Make use of the “edger” for 

trimming up the roads and walks, but 
don't overdo it—it is very easy to cut 
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Potatoes started in sand at this time have every chance 

to become strong, healthy plants 

back too far into the sod, making an edge 
that will dry out quickly, and looks ama- 
teurish. 

Work FoR A CoLp Day 

It is a good scheme to plan work as 
much as possible for cold days. One can 

be quite comfortable chopping pea brush 

or taking more or less violent exercise 

with hammer and saw ona day that would 
be decidedly uncomfortable for setting 

out plants, and vice versa. Get your pea 
brush early. If it is quite near at hand 
and you expect to carry it yourself you 
will find that a piece of rope fifteen feet 
long will furnish a better means of trans- 
portation than the wheel-barrow. You 
will find that the brush is of much neater 
appearance and handier to handle if you 
get it long betore you want to use it and 
lay it in a long, narrow pile on the top 
of which a few heavy fence posts or 
plank are placed. These will press it out 
flat, with the result that you will have 
much neater-looking rows and your brush 
will go farther. 

Roses and climbing vines _ trained 

against the house should always be sup- 
plied with trellises that will hold them 
out a foot or so from the wall. This ts 

better for the plants and also for the 
house. Where the vine grows directly 
against the wall, unless it is of brick, it 

will at least disfigure it and possibly cause 
decay to set in by rotting and rubbing off 
the paint and by keeping out the anti-rot- 
ting influences of air and sunshine. The 
form of trellis will depend largely upon 
the vine which is to be grown. If it is a 
real climber, making use of tendrils or a 

twisting stem, the cross pieces on the 
trellis should not be very far apart, and 

the trellis should be comparatively broad 
and flat. For climbing roses and plants 
of similar habit of growth, all that is 
needed is a rugged support to which the 
strong-growing canes can be fastened in 
any desired position, or through which 
they may be trained. Frequently, espe- 
cially for the annual climbing vines, 

strings are used as supports. This makes 
a cheap and easy method of vine training, 
but it usually breaks down before the sea- 
son is over. If you must use strings, get 

a heavy, brown jute or hemp, or ordinary 
“binder twine,” instead of the white, 
“store string” which one so often sees. 
It is much stronger and infinitely better 
looking. 

lf you haven't finished all your pruning 
and tree-repairing, that will make a good 
job for the colder days. One can get a 
good deal of exercise digging out old 

pruning wounds that have rotted back a 
foot or two into the limb or trunk. Clean 
out to firm, live wood, paint with creo- 
sote or tar, and, any time when there is 
no danger of a frosty night, fill with con- 
Crete. 

\ Specia Bep FoR SEEDLINGS AND 
RADISHES 

Beside the vegetables mentioned above, 

to be started now for plants to transplant 
later, a number of flower seeds give earlier 

and better results when handled in this 
way. Among these are asters, antirrhi- 
num, carnations, dianthus, kochia, petu- 
nias, salpaglossis, stock, verbenas and 
zinnias. A small packet of each of these 
will furnish a supply of nice, stocky little 
plants to put in the garden, not as early 
as those you would have from a green- 
house, but ahead of seeds sown in the or- 
dinary way in the garden. 

Radishes sown in the usual way in the 
garden are almost always put in in too 
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large quantities, and are not sown fre 
quently enough. Besides this, the soil 
should be especially prepared for them. 

For all these reasons, it is a good plan to 
make a bed in some sheltered spot fot 
starting these seedling plants and _ tot 
growing your radishes, where the water 
ing, the thinning, and so forth, can be 

regularly attended to. A couple of short 
rows may be put in regularly once a week 
—say every Saturday afternoon. To 
make such a bed, dig up a place some 6 
feet wide and 10 feet long (the dimen 

sions can be varied according to your re 
quirements). Dig up the top soil for 4 to 

6” deep, put ina laver of rough cinders 

and put the soil back—a little bone dust 
or wood ashes may be put with it, but 
avoid manure—especially for the radishes. 
A row of brick around this bed, set on 

edge, will hold it in place and will give it 
a neat appearance. The end of the bed 
to be devoted to radishes should receive 
a very heavy dressing of lime. Cover the 

ground thick; use raw, ground limestone, 

unless it is some time in advance of plant 
ing, when other forms can be used. 

Ser Our New Beps or AspaAracus, 
RHUBARB AND STRAWBERRIES 

April is the month, and the earlier in 
April the better, to make your new plant 
ings of rhubarb, asparagus and strawber 
ries. There are a good many kinds of 

asparagus listed by the seedsmen, but the 
listing is about as far as the difference 

goes, except for two or three varieties 

Palmetto, Barr’s Mammoth and Giant 

Argentine. As the asparagus bed is made 
for a long time, fifteen or twenty vears, 
if you take care of it, it pays to prepare 
it thoroughly in the beginning. The rows 

may be made 3 or 4 feet apart. After 
marking them out, dig out a trench along 

(Continued on page 300) 

The trellis should be permanent if roses are to be trained on it. Plain, straight bars of iron arranged 

in this fashion are simple and effective 
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gy twice mm the same fashion. [very rose is a new creation, 

like those that have gone before or will come alter. Every 

t is the beginning of a new history. Little wonder that he 

o works ou as guide leads a romantic life! 
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lhe good gardener may not be a protound philosopher, but one 

lil Nave to travel a great distance before he finds a body of 

en and women who are more innately philosophic than garden 

lhe reasons are obvious: they have ample time to think, 

they consequently gather the fruits of solitude; they work 

ith fundamental verities, such as the dust from which we are 

prung. Moreover, being initiated into a life and a companion 
that of the 

ld of books, they are led far afield by problems of which the 

little. lhe 

ew varieties leads them to speculate on the reasons why they can. 

hip different trom mercantile world, or even the 

verage man knows very fact that they can create 

\nd the deepe! they delve into the universe « f plant life, the 
ore complex grow the problems. lerhaps it is awe that makes 

the gardener a silent man, even as that silence makes him a 

philosopher. 

l‘o be a questioner in the garden is no far cry from being a be 

liever, and taken, man for man, there is more acute perception of 

another 
valk ; there is more of that rich, unresting life which characterizes 

the Divine in Nature among gardeners than in many 

those to whom mystic sight and speech are as a native tongue. 

he Light does not shine uncomprehended in darkness when it 

shines in a garden. For it would seem that gardeners know the 

visdom of Plato's observation, that “the true order of going is to 

e the beauties of Earth as steps along which one mounts up 

vards for the sake of that other Beauty.” 

Nature reveals little of her secret to those who only look and 

listen with the outward ear and eye, and the gardener, whom she 

takes into her confidence, soon learns that seeing and hearing in 

that world he in a peculiar attitude of his whole personality, a 
elf-forgetting attentiveness, a profound concentration, a self 

nerging which creates a real communion between the seer and the 

Only 

urrender their secrets, 

seen under such conditions do the things of his world 

enter into their 

What the mystic 

finds in his garden where he perceives the 

only under such does he 

lives. The true gardener, then, is a mystic. 
calls the Real he 

[hvine in Nature, where heart speaks to heart and in a tongue 

not understanded of men. 

Such is some of the true inwardness of those men and women 

Blind 

are we if we perceive not the gold in the dirt upon their hands, 

we see grubbing in the dirt of their gardens these days. 

if in their taciturn methods we read not the speech of other worlds, 

if in their naive words and simple pleasures we see not the light 

of mighty discovery and ineffable joy. Because the things of 

their lives are reflections of eternal things, gardening transcends 

wavering popularity. It is the expression of an ageless instinct. 

lhe gardener is at once a survival more ancient than the Pyra 

nids and a creation as fresh as to-morrow’s light. 
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= “Start your Berkey & Gay collection today” | = 
= 

OAT Furniture that lives with you 
Q Berkey & Gay Furniture lives with you—it fits naturally into your home = 
and into your life. E 
| It does this because, being truly studied and properly executed after the masterpieces of the = 
periods, it has the very qualities which have made the principles of the old masters in furniture Fy 
live through all the years. In our furniture the excellence of the wood is equal to the faith- | Ee 

| fulness and exactness of the workmanship—yet is most reasonable in price. 1 = 

[It is an advantage to know who sells Berkey & Gay furniture in your locality. The store offer- 1] 
ing it is usually the best, and it is so organized as to advise authoritatively on any house furnishing 
detail. Such firms as the following are examples of Berkey & Gay representation everywhere: 

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago Paine Furniture Co., Boston The Sterling & Welch Co., Cleveland 
Lammert Furniture Co., St. Louis McAllister-Mohler, Columbus, Ohio The Daniels & Fisher Stores Co., Denver 

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. 
Factory, Executive Offices and Show Rooms 

184 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Eastern Offices and Show Rooms 

113-119 West 40th Street, New York 

For fifteen 2-cent stamps we will mail you “Character in Furniture,” ade luxe 415 t7/atd mar 
honor identifies t 

book which is authority on the periods. Other of our ouch Deoken — 
publications are free. Write for the list piece 
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Choose a man to paint your house who 

will use 

7ZiNC 
in his paint. If he uses Zinc, it means that he 
is wide-awake and up-to-date in his trade. If 

he uses Zinc, it means that your house will 

eet painted so that it will stay painted. 

We have three books discussing Zinc from the three view- 
points of the parties most concerned. 

For House Owner: “ Your Move”’ 

For Architects: ““One of Your Problems”’ 

For Painters: “Zinc That Made a Painter Rich” 

Ask for yours. Sent tree. 

Che New Jersey Zinc Company 
Room 412, 55 Wall Street, New York 

For big contract jobs consult our Research Bureau 

Ombardy Poplars 
are the best trees for screening purposes 
and avenues. Branching from the ground 
up, and being beautiful and hardy, is what 
makes them so desirable. 
We make a specialty of Ornamental and Fruit Trees, 
Evergreens, Shrubbery, Roses, et 

THE MORRIS NURSERY COMPANY “®STCHESINSSSEVANIA 

se & GARDEN. 

My Suburban Garden 

(Continued from page 248) 

ripened for the table. The strawberries 

were something phenomenal, but there 
were only enough for picking three times 
a week. For a family of five, at least two 
hundred plants are needed, and three hun- 
dred is better for a surplus for winter pre- 
serving. The robins gave us a good deal 

of trouble and ate at least half of our 
berries. [Either lines of rag scares or else 

some of those French garden windmills 

with looking-glass flashers on their arms 

are needed to scare off birds. We hada 

family of cats, but they did not seem to be 
on their job. 

| had two canoes and a motor boat to 
paint and put into the lake, and a swim in 
the ocean to take every day, so that, aside 
from fighting weeds occasionally, garden 

operations in July were not very irksome. 
he hotframe glasses were stored away 
ind the frame itself planted with young 
bush melon plants. With heat above and 
below, they throve mightily and set a lot 
of fruit, but neither here nor in the main 
garden did the melons do well. 1 hey 

rotted on the under side, while the whole 

fruit was still yet unripe. Next year | 
tried a patch of excelsior under each fruit, 
with good results. 

July also brought a horde of plant lice 
on rose bushes, pear trees and grapes. 
(hese are a regular institution, as are 

black fleas and bugs on the potatoes, so 

we got after them with a brass sprayer 

loaded with kerosene emulsion and whale- 

oil soap. Also Bordeaux mixture for the 
fruit trees, following the regular spraying 
tables. It does not do to neglect these 

things nor to bewail your fate if the in 

sects chew up your leaves, suck out the 

sap and create general havoc and desoia 

tion. A thorough spraying in a small gar- 
den like this one takes but an hour, and 

should be done every two weeks. The in- 

sects will tell you if it is not done often or 

thoroughly enough. 

In August we had early corn, lima beans, 
plenty of little, tender carrots, young 

beets, turnips, stringless beans, peas and 
the last of the spinach. New plantings 
were always going on of lettuce, radishes, 

peas and stringless beans, of which | made 

a long, 75 foot border on the rear traverse 

path over the drain. This border vielded 

plenty of beans, but was a nuisance from 
the tendency of the bean plants to tall over 

into the path. It will not be repeated. 
Another border, of nasturtiums on each 

side of the main path, was a howling suc- 
cess. “Partner” put it in and drew from 
it an endless succession of nasturtium 

blooms until late December. Indeed, our 

floral display was beginning to attract no- 
tice. The wall of dahlias had done their 

duty right manfully, and were now fill- 
ing the gaps betwen the peach trees, with 
a topping of wonderfully variegated 

blooms scarlets, maroons, lavenders, 

whites, yellows—a sight to behold! The 
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front border of pansies had been another 
delight all through June, and _ still had 

blossoms until August, though in not such 

protusion. 

\Ve now had more time for the xs 

thetic features that every well-designed 
garden should have—rose arches, a back 

trellis, rose and grape trellisses. He who 

would be 

what of 
vardener must also be some 

‘arpenter, unless he is one of 

those unfortunate creatures who “have” 

things done for them by the mere act o 

waving a five-dollar bill about in the air. 
Such rob themselves of their rightful 

pleasures as much as if they hired an 

Italian to run their garden for them. Both 

double and single hairpin rose arches are 
easy to make. You need some 34” x 7,” 
vellow pine stock sixteen feet long, 

straight-grained and free from knots and 

+ 

checks, also “dressed four sides,” a mill 

term, meaning planed smooth on all sides. 

leginning at the middle of your stick, saw 

cuts for 2'. feet each way three-quarters 

through the wood, making a cut at ever 

inch. The stick will now bend readily 
into an arch about three feet wide without 
requiring steaming. Put the feet about a 
toot into the ground and paint white or 
green, according to the color scheme of 

vour garden. To make a double arch, 
plant two hairpins about a foot apart, side 

by side, and join with cross pieces at every 

toot around the arch and up both sides. 

hese cross pieces ought to be about 

twenty inches long to give a pretty over 
lap, and must be screwed in place, as the 

arch will not stand much nailing. We put 
louble arch at the garden gate and sing 

ches at ends of paths, etc., growing a 

pair of rambler roses over each arch and 
using both Dorothy Perkins and Crimson 
Ra ible T TOSeS. 

‘or rose and grape trellises on the walls 
t the house I used 134” x 134” yellow 

pine stock, making various forms of verti 
cal and horizontal ladder trellises, up 

rights and horizontals being about two 

teet six inches apart. The whole east 

wall of the house is now covered with 
Dorothy Perkins (pink), Crimson (red), 

nd Philadelphia (large red) ramblers, be 
sides four Niagara white grape vines, 

which have grown twenty feet long since 
planting two vears ago. 

\Ve used up a lot of this square stock in 

the tomato and grape trellises and for 
] 1,15 ae P ~ - - “ 

dahha stakes. Starting with nine dahlia 

roots (a tuber like a sweet potato) the 
st year, we dug upa peach basket full of 

them at the end of the season, enough to 

dividing the clusters of tubers. the 

hve 10-foot beds between the peach trees. 

\t the end of the next season. in the Great 

December Dahha Digging ing, we had over a 
bushel of thet ind had to clear more land 

to find a place for the “dam-dahlias”’ 

Now, every dahha needs its own stake 
or it will tuml ‘le over and be a disgrace at 

rst severe thunderstorm, so, at ten 
cents a stake, as bought from the florist’s, 
the increase in our dahlias bade fair to 

ankrupt the establishment. We _ took 

(,00D “YEAR 
Fortified Tires 

No-Rim-Cut Tires —“On-Air” Cured 
With All-Weather Treads or Smooth 

3 a 

it ae 

Last year men bought about one 

Goodyear for every car in use. That 

proves beyond question does it 
not ?—that Goodyears average best. 

Goodyear Fortified Tires have five 
great features found in no other tire. 
These combat these six chief troubles 

in the best ways known: 

Rim-Cuts Insecurity 
Blowouts Punctures 
Loose Treads Skidding 

~ Now in the Light 
Goodyear tires have for years 

loomed up as the biggest thing in 
Tiredom. And they loom up bigger 
each year. 

We spend millions of dollars to 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

give you these protections. One of 
them—our “On-Air” cure—costs 
us $450,000 yearly. 

That's why Goodyears rule. They 
are super-tires. Men who adopt 
them find contentment, and they stay. 

Lower Prices. On February 
lst we made our third great price 
reduction in two years. The three 
total 49 per cent. 

That is largely the result of our 
mammoth production. It enables us 

to give you greater value than was 
ever known before in a tire. 

Try them, in fairness to yourself. 
Any dealer will supply you. 

(2277) 
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A PLAN FOR YOU 
to meet your water requirements, will be 
gladly submitted. 

A CORCORAN WATER TANK 
on your estate means that you will always have plenty of water under 
high pressure for your house, stables and garage. 

FOR FIRE PROTECTION 
high pressure ought to mean a great deal to you. It would be to your 

advantage to get our latest designs, showing how we can harmonize 
with your landscape and architectural scheme. 

A. J. CORCORAN, Ine. (S38 '5"5") 17 John Street, New York 
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will soon be her 

Experience 

refuge in stakes made from 1” mill stock, 

four feet long and driven into the tarth a 

foot. 

My back fence cost $22 for five fifteen- 

foot bays, including posts and paint. It 
was, in effect, an open lattice, 8” x 18” 

with a 12” foot-board and a 4 top run 

ning-board. The posts were 4” x 4", 8 
reet long, I 

1 
feet in the ground, and the 

lattice 44” x 114”, nailed to an interior 

frame 1” cove moulding. | wanted an or- 

namental background for the garden, 
something to grow roses on and set off my 

currant bushes, something to differentiate 

the garden from the wall of forest behind 

it. The photographs tell about how we 
succeeded. | fussed with it odd times 

during September and finished it in three 
afternoons’ work, besides a number of 

morning hours before business. 

The garden that had been a flat fizzle 

the year before turned out a screaming 

success this vear, even with none of its 

fruit trees bearing, except a few raspberry 
stalks. The 10 to 4 o'clock sunlight was 

just right, indeed many people build a 
windbreak on the north and west sides of 

a garden to shut off north winds and afte 

noon sun, that scorching heat that wilts 

plants around 4 o’clock when the summe: 

day is hottest. I had proved that my prob 
lem was a soil and drainage one; that | 
had plenty of sun, enough to grow any 
thing; and a trip across the State in May 
and September showed that | was ahead 
of the average farm truck garden—few, 
indeed, could show corn eight feet high in 

mid-July! Sol began to cast longing eves 

at my remaining uncleared forest land, and 
smoked many pipes in the woods on the 

site of the future barn and chicken house, 

the green-house that I had promised my 
self for twenty vears, and the pergolas 

which would flank it, covered with Dela 

ware and Concord grapes. 

The principal trouble with my garden 
for this season had been that there was not 
enough of anything. It had turned in 
about $130 worth of green groceries in six 

months, but we had put up nothing for the 
winter—no preserves, no winter vege 
tables, no green vegetables salted down in 

crocks in the good, old wav. I wanted 

more land, and before leaving for my an- 
tiual hunting trip in the West, late in Sep- 

tember I engaged a laborer to take out all 
the blazed trees on a strip of forest to the 
west, and to grub up all the roots and 
bushes on it. 

Editor's Note—The reader who fol 

lowed Mr. Miller's work in the March 

issue of House AND GARDEN, and who has 

read thes record of the second vear, cenll 

learn a secret about gardening—that suc- 
cess is rarely attained the first season. 

especially by the amateur. A garden is a 
gilt-edge bond, but Nature doesn't pay a 
big dividend the first year, nor sometimes 

even the second, but when she pays, she 

pays well. 
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Landscape Gardening on a Small 

Place 

(Continued from page 257) 

pink annual phloxr Drummondi continues 
to bloom late into aster time, and calendu 

las are still fresh when the last chrysan- 
themum has faded. 

Succession of bloom, color harmony and 

arrangement are subtly interwoven. Thus 

analyzed it illustrates the difficulties and 
pleasures in designing the perfect garden. 

It makes clear the reason for many fail- 
ures, the source of many delights in gar 
den making. 

It is as easy to enumerate the flowers 
planted in the garden as it is hard to de- 

scribe the elusive effects that are attained. 
It is as simple to explain the underlying 
principles of the garden’s composition as 
it is difheult to analyze its charm. 

\ flower garden is a transitory, evan- 
escent thing. Without constant, patient 
and intelligent care the whole charm of a 

garden like this one, dependent on so many 

interrelated details. is lost in a year’s time. 

This garden has the monthly supervision 
of the designer. This means not only that 
she can see that it is kept up to the color 
scheme and arrangement as she devised it: 

that she can foretell and forewarn lapses 
of bloom, winter. failures and seasonal 
mishaps, but that she can rearrange and 

complete, substitute and devise new color 

effects in minor details which will give 

new interest to the garden without dis 

turbing its old vigor and its stable, con 
stant arrangement. 

The oval is box bordered, and then girt 
by a ten-foot wide strip of gravel. Al 
though the plan of the entire layout had 
been carefully studied beforehand, we had 

been, throughout the long and minute in 

spection of the garden, altogether uncon 
scious of the fact that this gravel strip 
was the turn-around. A turn-around is 
so much a matter for practical considera 
tion, a flower garden is so much a striv 

ing for an ideal, that the two seem an 

tagonistic. The harmonizing of these two 

opposing factors strikes not only a clever 
and original note in garden composition, 
but shows a serious understanding of gar- 
den art. 

Laundry yards are even more incon- 
gruous to flower gardens. With only a lit- 

tle space available, the vine-clad lattice 

screen and groups of Arborvitz trees hide 
the close proximity of drying linens which, 
no matter how fresh and clean, are not in 
harmony with flower gardens. 

In developing the principal feature of a 
place there is often a possibility of com- 
bining with it a number of secluded 

scenes of a special character. Attached 
to the side of this wide, shallow lot is a 
narrow strip of sloping land which lends 
itself to such use. Subordinated to the 
main garden it must still be related to it. 

One of its long paths is a continuation of 
the longer axis of the main garden. The 
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Apartment Building 

Smokeless Firebox Boilers 

Cut Coal Costs 
@ Ina 21 apartment building at 1st Street and 

Forrestville Avenue, Chicago, a Kewanee Smoke- 

less Firebox Boiler saves $883.20 yearly in the 

fuel bill—this saving being figured from the record 

of coal costs during two years. 

Q@ This is the way the saving was figured 

@ The Kewanee Smokeless burned during December 1914 

a daily average of 1400 pounds of coal, costing $4.90 pet 

ton. A coal cost of $3.15 daily or $756.00 for the entire 

heating season of 240 days. 

Q Another boiier, which was formerly used in the same 

building for heating 15 of the present 21 apartments used 

during December 1913, 2170 pounds of coal daily, costing 

$4.50 per ton. A coal cost of $4.88 daily. Figuring that 

the other make of boiler would heat the 21 apartments at 

the same proportionate cost, the cost ol heating the 21 

apartments with the other boiler would be $0.83 daily—or 

$1,039.20 for the heating season of 240 days. 

@ This shows a saving with the Kewanee Smokeless of 

$3.68 per day or $883.20 in a heating season of 240 days 

KEWANEE. BoILER COMPANY 
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS 

Steel Power and Heating Boilers, Radiators, Tanks and Garbage Burners 

CHICAGO NEW YORK ST. LOUIS KANSAS CITY SALT LAKE CITY 

Hodgson 
Portable 
Houses 

Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and 
practical at any time of the yearin any climate. Made for innumerable 
purposes. Erection of buildings extremely simple, and can be done by 
unskilled labor in a few hours’ time. 

fRoom 226, 116 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTCN, MASS.) Address al) corre- 
E. F. HODGSON co. \CRAFPTSMAN BLDG., 6 EAST 29th 8T., NEW YORKS spondence to Boston 

Sand House Bungalow 

Send for illustrated catalogue. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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Residence of J. A Bovey, Esq., Minneapolis, Minn. 
( actor Kenyon and Ma Architects 

Hy-tex ¢ " 1 in Flemish Bond with %-inch gray mortar-joint flus! 

FERNS attra e | e at Minneapolis is faced with Hy-tex Colonials, a 

| TIT srucd-t 1 Bric of pres uilingly smooth, deep red color tone, with 

t ty of wiin ind’ kiln-set marks that greatly enhance the chang- 

ty of the irface Note the chaste and pleasing ornamental 

fleet 1 | the elevat is by the seldierand row-lock courses, used not 

4 {1 the entire building, but as sills and lintels in the lower story. 

Hy-tex 
The Standard of Quality in Brick 

the 

building material. 

recognition of the all 

Almost of equal 

one name which stands for every variety 

tion with building should be , KR f t tey n conne 

ilue of brick a i desirable and 

is the realization that Hy-tex 

urtisti 

s the 

ul texture known to brick -craft. as well as for the highest quality ot 

| You can find in the Hy-tex line any brick you want for 

tural pu u choose 

\ rit hould read ““CGsenuine Kconomy in Home Building” not for what it tells about 

Hiyv-tex Brick but for | wht it throws on its whole subject. [t is profusely illustrated 

‘ ' stich Will Pye ‘ t te ou for LO cents to cover postage if you are interested in 

in senda ’ t tin tamer > | 2 The Hy tex House ot Moderate Cost F 

\\ ton ind please s Dept. G-4. 

ST. LOUIS 

| j iN \ OM Baltimore; C} ago: Cleveland: Davenport: Du Bois. Pa 

: Ka as M eat New York Cit Omaha: Philadephia: Toledo: Washington ) 

/ } st Mayr Nfacture rs of ace Brick aL the World. 
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KELLY BROS., Wholesale Norseries, 243 Maia Street, DANSVILLE, N. Y. 
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entrance to it, 

frames a long vista down the path 

(his minor garden is 

rose arch, which acts as 

as informal and 
unsymmetrical in design and planting as 
the other garden is formal and symmetri- 

al It is left to the lax attention of odd 

moments 

Japanese quinces and blush roses, old 
fashioned sweet-scented shrub (Calycan- 
thus floridus) and bush honeysuckles, fra- 

grant mock oranges and weigelas are scat 
tered through the ample beds to obstruct 
the view across them. Many flowers grow 

rampant in the borders and encroach upon 

the paths with their spreading foliage 
There are hepaticas, wind flowers, 

bloodroots and other spring wild flowers. 

here are snowdrops and lilies-of-the-val- 
ley, double buttercups and snow-in-sum 
mer. There are spring bulbs, narcissus 
and tulips, Spanish iris and /ritilaria 
Veleagris, the speckled (;uinea-hen flower. 

There are summer bulbs, the gold-banded 

lilies, pure white Madonna lilies, nodding, 
lilies and brilliant tiger lilies. 

here are many-colored gladioli. 
\ few Oriental poppies blaze forth their 

scarlet all alone amid dark-green foliage. 

Lychnis and Monarda; Heuchera, the 
Coral bells, and Lobelia, the Cardinal 

flower; each has a special place where its 
color will not hurt more delicate 

or be hurt by them. 

There are delicate flowers, like Gypso 

phila, galium and statice, tropical-looking 
plants like Yuccas, and _ heavy-leated 
l-unkias. 

Japanese 

shades 

There are all kinds of campanulas, hare 
bells, bell flowers and peach bells. ‘There 

are all kinds of spiked flowers, pyramidal 

foxgloves, spires of larkspurs and monk's 
old-fashioned  hollyhocks and 

coarse-leafed Physostegia, with spikes of 

gaping flowers, 

hoods, 

some purple, some lilac, 
There are sturdy, blue An 

decorative Shasta daisies, yellow 
anthemis and luxuriant phlox. There are 
feathery plumes of Thalictuum, the mea 
dow rue and the odd amethyst sea holly, 
with blue thistle-like globes on blue stems, 

with spiny, blue-green foliage. 

white. 

chusas, 

some 

There are summer wild flowers, orange 

milkweed from = sandy white 

Eupatoriums from the fields, strong, vel 

low mulleins from stony hillsides, and deli 

cate evening primroses. 

roadsides, 

There are all kinds of annuals, Agera 
tum and Scabiosa, white petumas and blue 
Vigella, hehotrope and purple 
pansies and brilliant orange zinnias, pink 
annual larkspur and salmon-pink annual 

phlox, 

COSINOS, 

lemon-yellow and mari 

golds and mignonette, snap lragons of deli 

and pink 
Ste cks. 

orange 

cate cream rose and lovely 

scented 

tall, 

asters, 

strong 

Boltonia asteroides 

New England 

Heleniums make 

white 

purple 

Large, 

reddish 

sturdy, 

autumn bloom. 

vellow 

Pots of tender flowers, sweet-smelling 

lemon verbena and rose-leaved geranium 

are plunged in the ground. 
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It is a place for old-fashioned plants 
and favorites, flowers of odd colors and 

curious shapes. It is a medley ef color, 
a spot full of fragrance. Little surprises 
are at every turn, unexpected flowers are 
found in hidden corners; there are little 
blind paths where steps have to be re- 
traced through flower tangles. It has ab 

sorbed in a very short time the inde- 
scribable, old-fashioned quality of the Co- 

lonial gardens, of which it was to be a 

freely rendered replica. 

New Use for Old Plants 

(Continued from page 202) 

and attracts the usual notice—or lack of 
notice—that such planting does. but if 
these same plants are grown so that they 
attain an unusual size and an increased 
number of flowers, then the element of 
novelty creeps in and the bed is some 

thing more than just a bed of geraniums. 
There are dozens of hardy plants that 

can be used in the house. A few that 
might be suggested are quilegea, Arabis, 

Asperula odorata, Trollius europeus, Ce- 
rastium tormentosum, phloxr  subulata. 

These are both suitable for the inside and 
outside. The plants should be small. If 
you don't happen to have a stock, grow 
them from seed, sowing 1n the early part 
of July and potting when of good size, 

and winter them in a coldframe or pit. 

Take them out in the spring and_ start 
them into growth at vour window. If 
you have a coldframe, give them their start 
there, since they will come along tougher 
than if brought into the house at once. 

lor larger plants, such as the Campanu 

las calacanthema, foxgloves, |’ eronicas 

spicata, anemone, Queen Charlotte, and 
the like, which can be used for veranda 
ornaments, go out into the border and dig 

the plants up early and put them in large 
yots and place them on your steps. 

Large clumps of trollius, although about 
to come into flower, can be dug up and 

potted without any danger of losing them, 
provided a thorough soaking is given when 
first potted. The same is true of the cam- 
panula. They are easily grown from seed 
or the old plants can be dug up without 
trouble. A large tub of these flowers 

makes an attractive and unusual sight. 

They can be potted singly, but when 
massed they are more effective. 

The use of hardy plants on the veran- 
dah is with the idea of succession, allow- 
ing one kind to remain while the flowers 

look fresh, and then substituting another 

and later flowering kind. By this 
process the season is materially length- 
ened. 

Returning to the interior use, it would 
be a good idea to make a small window 

box about four by three deep and wide 
and the length of the window and plunge 
the different plants into these boxes. The 
Aquilegea, particularly, thrives under such 
treatment, and the plants send wp masses 
of their wonderfully beautiful flawers, 
lasting for weeks. 

The Agency 
A striking comparison between a homo- 

geneous country and a heterogeneous 

group of countries is obtained by placing 
over the map of the Urited States the map 

of Europe. These represent the same area 
—about 3,000,000 square miles—if a few of 
the remote provinces of Russia are omitted. 

Europe has the advantzge in popula- 
tion, with more than four times as many 
people as the United States; in the num- 
ber of large cities, with two and a half 
times as many cities of over 100,000 
population. 

Yet the United States, a comparatively 
young country, has outstripped Europe in 
the diffusion of civilization, because of its 
wonderfully greater means of communi- 
cation between all parts of its area. The 
United States not only excels in transporta- 
tion facilities, but it has nearlythree timesas 
many telephonesasEurope, or about eleven 
times as many in relation to population. 

of a United People 
By the completion of the Transconti- 

nental Line we now talk from one end of 
this country to the other, while in Europe 
the longest conversation is no farther than 

from New York to Atlanta, and even that 
depends on the imperfect co-operation of 
unrelated systems. 

Europe, with twenty-five countries and 
many different languages, serves as an il- 
luminating contrast to the United States, 
with one language and a homogeneous 
people, despite the fact that our popula- 
tion has been derived from all parts of the 
world. 

During the last forty years the steadily 
extending lines of the Bell System have 
contributed in no small measure to this 

amalgamating of different races. The 
latest achievement—the linking of coast 
to coast—has given greater force to the 

national motto, “E Pluribus Unum.” 

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

AND ASSOCIATED 
One System One Policy 

COMPANIES 

Universal Service 

Shingled Houses 
are warmer in winter and cooler in summer than tiled, slated, 
clapboarded, or gummed-paper houses. They cover the surface 
with three insulating layers and non-conducting air-spaces, 
and no other finish does this. They are also much more pic 
turesque and attractive, and they admit of far more varied and 
beautiful coloring than any other finish 

Cabot’s Creosote Stains 
color them in beautiful tones of moss-green, bark-brown, silver- + 
gray, etc., and the creosote thoroughly preserves the wood and 
makes it less inflammable. 

You can get Cabot’s Stains all over the country. Send 
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent. 

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg., Chemists, 11 Oliver St., Boston, Mass. 

Country Cius, Newark, Onto 

Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains 

Frank L. Packard, Architect, Columbus 

In writing to advertisers, flease mention Hovse & GARDEN, 
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LE E Tires 
PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE-PROOF 
ee ee 

Puncture-Proof—Guaranteed! 
“REEDOM from “puncture,” “blow- || cushion absolutely guard carcass and inner 

}: out,” “undue wear” and “high cost.” || tube; how LEE “Vanadium” rubber helps 
Learn how three layers of impene- || add mileage ; and how the Zig-Zag 

trable discs embedded in a pure rubber || tread is the scientific non-skid. 

WRITE FOR NEW BOOKLET “V" 

LEE TIRE & RUBBER cx). Conshohocken, Penna. 

Manufacturers of Rubber Goods Since 1883 

Look up “Lee Tires” in your Telephone Directory. 

cin Adal, 

~ Are You Going to Re-Shingle ? 
rd to improve 

i Make this ifetime by using 

l7 Grades 16, 18, 24 Inch 

They come in bundles ready to lay. 

I ‘ os long as brueh-coated shingles or patural wood 

I ire prox wwainet dr rot leca worms and weather 

an ve me, mouse and expense of staining on the job We select best 
da } rR nd by our special process preserve them in creosote 

and sta hem a olor destred Best earth pigments— no aniline 

ve N wedg ha 1 shingles no wast 

Write to~da for sample colors on wood and book of “‘“CREO- 

DIPT” houses in all parts of the country Names of architect and 
mber dealer appreciated 

) i ‘ re ' Vv i 

‘ STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO., 1012 Oliver St.,N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 
shipments prompt. Branch Factory in Chicago for Western Trade) 

iingles both for quality and 

-“CREO-DIPT ” 3242222 
1) Different Colors. 

In writing to adv cers ; ent'on House & GARDEN, 

It is not so much what you use, but the 
way you use it, that is important. Re- 
member that sunlight is essential, and 

plenty of water must be given, for a se- 
vere drying-out will end the possibilities. 

Trying out plants on this plan is a 
profitable operation, however viewed, for 

nothing is lost. Even should the inside 
show prove a failure, the stock can be put 
out in the garden, where it will flower the 

next season. Once the prejudice against 
using hardy plants in such a way is over- 
come and the real possibilities are appre- 
ciated, there is no limit to the decorative 
effects that may be achieved by using them. 

A House Made for Sunlight 
(Continued from page 205) 

g feet in height. Not satisfied in using 
concrete and cement within the home, this 

builder employed it in the construction of 
the surrounding features. The  well- 
equipped garage and the driveway are of 
this material, as are the brooder and in- 

cubator houses, the chicken sheds, the 
standard of the clothes-drying rack and 
the fence which enclosed two rear sides of 

this property. The two pretty pergolas 
are also made entirely of concrete, these 
being so located as to “shut off” the view 

of the back yard from the streets. On 

the outside of these, rose vines are grow- 

ing, while on the inside are grape vines. 

The result of much and careful thought 
is this house. Planned right and built 
right, and, being on “Spanish lines, it is 
bound to be in “style” for years to come, 
for that type of architecture will probably 
always be appropriate in Southern Cali- 
fornia. 

The subject has often been discussed, 
and still is a moot point, whether or not 
this Spanish type of bungalow is adapt- 
able to other localities. For it has even 

been hinted that from the Spanish will 
eventually be created the American style 
of architecture. From the point of feasi- 
bility, however, there is no doubt but that 
for California this type is the best, the 
atmosphere conspiring to enhance the ap- 
pearances and the climate eliminating to 
a great extent the problems of heating. 
lor the other sections of the country the 
Spanish bungalow can be adapted, even to 
the patio, and an all-year house made that, 
with proper heat radiation, would make 
living in it easy and comfortable. It is a 
democratic style, and hence peculiarly 
\merican. 

But whatever the style of house, there 
is no doubt but that its construction of 
monolithic reinforced concrete is quite 
adaptable to any region, and should be 
given serious consideration by the pro- 
spective house builder. The material is 
plastic, capable of adornment and tinting, 
fireproof, timeproof and damp-proof, if 
properly treated. Moreover, if one com- 
bines with the use of concrete the use of 

steel door and window frames and sash 
set flush with the wall, there is still further 
eliminated the possibilities of fire, and 
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work is saved for those who have to keep 
clean and in order the insides of the house. 

\t all events, the reader can gain much 

from a close study of this “House Made 
for Sunlight.” for here are features that 
can readily be adapted to houses any- 

where, features that will prove their worth 
both in serviceableness and decorative 

value. 

_ 

ay Living Lawns 

eile Continued from page 201) 

do not burn the young grass, but they pro- 
tect it from extremes of temperature and 
assist to conserve moisture. I cannot too 
strongly recommend the use of these top 
dressings, as they supply nitrogen to the 
young grass during the most critical period 
of its existence, and the effect that they 
have on its growth is extraordinary. 

When the young grass is about 1% 

inches high it should be rolled with a light 
roller, and when about 2 inches high it is 

ready to be cut, which may be done either 
with a freely running machine, set rather 
high, or with scythes. It is most important 

' to regularly mow and roll the young grass 

irom the very start, otherwise it will grow 

Coldwell Combination Roller and Motor Power Lawn Mower on John D. Rockefeller’s Estate at Pocantico Hills, N.Y. 

Wit | fifteen years’ experience in the manufacture 
of Motor-driven Lawn Mowers, the Coldwell 

Lawn Mower Company is offering this season a 
line of both the Ride and Walk types, partially de- 
—. , viene sabe : ites rial] fer ond S xed be ; strate atalogue é g ‘ heir catedl Gheiet, lnetendl cf titlebinde oles aul crik ed below Illustrated cat ilogue containing full : 

covering the ground. Any thin or bare description sent on application. Ry 
4 P ey 

places should be repaired as soon as MODE! ryPl Ween | With et | Capeets PRICI ay 
o noticed by very care fully loosening the 4 DriveRollers Cut per hour iy 

surface soil, sowing a handful of seed, LD Ride 2,000 Ibs. 40. inches |29 acres $1,800 

covering, and rolling in the usual manner. : was 1,100 “ 40 " \22 © 1,300 
—\WWV R._  Gilber alk (1,100 “ 40 y L acre io 

W. R. Gilbert. C “ 600 “35 a 05 

Much of the success with a lawn de- va 000 300" Mg” 250 
pends, of course, on the kind of seed used, 
for there is just as much individuality in 
a plant produced from a grass seed as in 
the choicest plant in a greenhouse. One 
kind of grass seed will produce a low- 
growing plant while another grows high; 
one wants a moist situation, another a dry 
one; some will germinate in the shade, 
others will not, and so on through the list. 

Kentucky blue Grass—line for lawns; 
grows slowly but vigorously almost every- 
where but on acid soil. 

Red Top—Shows results more quickly 
than blue grass; will thrive on a sandy soil; 
fine in combination with blue grass. 

, English Rye Grass—Grows quickly and 
f shows almost immediate results; good to 

combine with the slow-growing blue grass. 

. \Various-leaved Fescue—Good for shady 
. and moist places. 

All of the Walk type of machines have quick 
mountable cutter units. Model F, quick demount 
able Lawn Sweeping attachment, $100 extra. 

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO. 
Manufacturer of Hand, Horse and Motor Po 

Lawn Mowers. 

Office and Factory at NEWBURGH, N.Y 

Warehouse 
Philadelphia and Chica 

CY INVITATION 
MEMBER OF 

Rhode Island Bent—Has a creeping 
habit; good for putting-greens, sandy 

+ souls. 

The Wise Builder 

Who Installs 

HUDSON ASPHALT SHINGLES 
is amply rewarded in having a permanent, 
weathertight, fire-resisting and attractive roof 

He saves maintenance ¢ xpenses and increase 

the value of his property 

Creeping Bent—Creeping habit; good 
i for sandy places and to bind banks or 

sloping places. Combined with Rhode 
[sland bent for putting-greens. 

Crested Dog’s-tail—Forms a low and 

compact sward; good for slopes and shady 
places. 

Wor ] Meadow Grass—Good for shady 

places: is very hardy. 
Red Fescue—Thrives on poor soils and 

gravelly banks. 

Hudson Asphalt Shingles 

Are Slate Surfaced in Colors 

RED and GREEN 

Free Samples and Booklet will be sent upon request. 

Residence a. Finch, Bea.» Cos Rae) Conn. ASPHALT READY ROOFING co. 

~8.$ ° ich, nn., Builder. . 

- Rooted with Hudson Asphalt Shingles. 9 Church St. Room 451 New York 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN 
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HARRY A. BUNYARD CO. 
Grass Seed Specialists 

New York City 

Between B way & 6th Ave. 

Being Grown with 

RADIUM MAKES 
THINGS GROW 

Take a high class fertilizer and add to tt 

Radium Element in just the right promor- 
tion and you have the ideal plant foou ; 
Radium Brand Fertilizer (R.A.F.) Apply it accord- ’ 
ing to directions and your flowers will bloom more  -*- 
beautifully, your vegetables give greater yield, your ka 
lawn will thrive, your shrubbery wil! increase its ; 

foliage and bloom. Put up in handy packages for +s 
mail users. One Ib. will sertilize 50 sq. ft. surface, 

raplot 5 ft. by 10 ft. 

ADIUM ; py a 
<K 2 e 

Fertilizer kiss 
has been thoroughly tested on 130 acre farm, in con- %3 
servatories, gardens, etc. In fact, scientistsin Europe 7 
and America have been testing effect of radium upon 47 
plant lifefor ten years. In addition to its won- Gs bs 
dertul beneficial effects. it has been discovered V, ws 

,at where Radium Brand Fertilizer > Ss 

(R. A.F.) was used, plants suftered ti: 
less from soil parasites, especially s 
cut worms. Dr. H. H. Rusby, 
Columbia University, in speaking of 
his experiments with Radium Brand 
Fertilizer (R.A.F.) says: “Perhaps 
the most important effect of the 
radium was that of improving the 
edible properties of the products."’ 

Sample Can, Prepaid, 25c 
1um SS 

Radium Brand Fertilizer (R.A-F.) makes. things 2 
is sold by florists, grocers, drug- srow ay) 
gists and seed and hardware dealers. PA : 
If vour dealer can not supply you ‘a 

send us his name and 25 cents for can (12 oz. net : 
R.A.F.) prepaid. Also, sold as follows, prepaid, “Yj 

where , Am can not supply you: oy 

2ib.can... 50c 10 Ib. can... $1.75 cK 
5 Ib. can . . . $1.00 25 Ib. can . . . $3.75 “> 

In writing always be sure to give us yourdealer’s GQ 
name, so we can arrange for your future supply. ~ 

RADIUM FERTILIZER COMPANY *) 
203 Vanadium Building Pittsburgh, Pa. Er 
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ith Re d Brand rown with ordinary 
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Specimen 

Cottage Gardens Co., Inc. 

Hedgerows 
Surrounding your country home or subur 
ban place will add greatly to the appear 
ance and value. Provide for a splendid hedge 
by planting this season our inexpensive. 

EVERGREEN saci ie: 
““We Raise Our Own Trees” 

Our specialized collection of these young coni 
fers is all hardy, field-grown stock. Varieties for 

every place and purpose 
Plant a windbreak of Blue Spruce or a row of 

fine Poplars. You'll be surprised how quickly our 
3- and 4-year sizes will grow to large sturdy trees. 

Send for booklet giving description, sizes and prices 

Planting instructions free Write us today 

The Nerth-Eastern Forestry Co. 
Tree Seeds and Nursery Stock Box I, Cheshire, Coan. 

—— 
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Your Lawn’s 

Betterment 34 
Buy Alphano Humus Now 

LPHANO HUMUS is nature’s own 

: 

soil builde Pp. because no soil can be 

fertile without Humus. 
It is rich in root feeding foods 

Highly sanitary 
Has no odor 

Contains no weed seeds 

Has great moisture holding power, which forti- 
oe fies your lawn or garden against dry weather 

4+ Spread on your lawn; rake it in Effects will be 

oF immediate Results will be lasting 

ce Mix it with vour garden soil; sow it in the drills 
with the seeds;dig it around vour plants and shrubs 

+ Abolish obnoxious, unsanitary manures. Garden 
with Alphano Humus from start to finish 

Its low cost makes its liberal use possible 

For partculars, send for Humus Book 

Advise about how much ground you want to 

enrich, and we wil suggest amount of Humus 
heeded 

Alphano Humus Co. 
17-E Battery Place 

New York 

EREREREEEEBREEEEREREBEREEREBRABEY 

800 best Dahlias 
All the finest varieties to date 

in decorative, fancy, cactus, show, 

peony-flowered, col- 
larette, Century and 
pompon dahlias are 
described and illus- 
trated in 

HERBERT’S 
1915 Catalog 

Contains full directions on growing— 

any amateur can raise these fine flowers. 

Cactus Dahita 

Johannesburg 

Includes also the finest Can- 
nas, Gladioli, Lilium and other 
summer-flowering bulbs. Send 
today for your copy—it is FREE. 

DAVID HERBERT & SON 
Box 471 Atco, N. J. 

3U dahl r 100 acres devoted to dahlia 
4 Ganitas in all, 

$2.50. , culture—the largest plant 

in the world. 

$1! Dahlia Offers 

10 cactus, named; 
10 decorative, 

named; 
10 show, named 

Any one of these 
collections, our selec- 

tion of varieties, de- 
livered postpaid for 
$1. All 3 collections, 

about 175 pounds to the acre; or, dissolved, 

three pounds to every 100 gallons of water. 
lhe dry application should be made always 
before a rainstorm. otherwise much burn 

ing is apt to result to the grass. For an 
occasional application it is all right to use 
this, but for the vear-in-and-vear-out fer 
tilizer it should be alternated with other 
things. 

Humus is invaluable for use on lawns 
and golf courses as a top dressing and also 
when it is incorporated into the soil before 

the seeding is done. 

being valuable as 
in clay soils, besides 

a plant food, it helps 
greatly in surface drainage, which is, of 
course, absolutely 
velopment of the 

necessary for the de 

short-rooted dwarf 

golf courses. On os oe 
which are usually deficient in 

plant food, it provides a very lasting food 

desirable on 

sandy soils. 

vrasses 

for the grasses. 

[ven if vou paid a thousand dollars a 
bushel for vour grass seed, and then spent 

as much more on the preparation of your 

land, you could not escape having weeds. 

Che thing to do when you have them is 
to get rid of them, and this is accomplished 
only by getting right after them with a per 

sistence proportionate to the abundance of 

The knife is the only real 
weapon for this. 

the weeds. 

\fter digging out your 

weeds, sow in grass seed with the idea of 
inaking the grass grow so thick that there 

will be no place for the weeds to creep in 
Dandelions and plantains are simple mat 

ters that can be handled easily, but where 
crab grass shows up there is work ahead 

lo get the best of it. Itis a destrover of 

the first rank, an annual that seeds itself 

vear and kills out under the first 

frost, leaving great,-bald spaces in the lawn 

to show where it has been. [ven after it 

has been killed by the frost its baneful in 
fluence is not ended, for it has spread 

broadeast its seeds for the next vear’s crop. 

When vou find it, dig it out. This is the 

only way to conquer it. Set the blades of 
the mower low, and after dragging the 

grass up with a rake, run the machine over 
it: and this should be done early in the 

vear, before July. 

each 

On newly-made lawns the weeds are 

easily removed, and they should be care 
fully watched so as not to allow them to 

get too far ahead. Chickweed is almost 

as bad and when you find 
the combination, crab grass and chickweed, 
the simplest solution is to spade or plow 
the place up in the fall and leave it exposed 
for the winter. 

For the broad-leaved varieties of weeds 

there is a preparation of what is called 
sand on the market. Sprinkle it on the 
weeds, and within an hour afterwards they 

have shriveled and turned black. 

as crab grass, 

Very often earthworms become disfig 

uring on a grass plot. Where there are 
many present it is an indication that the 
earth is in poor condition, ce mmpacted, and 

needing humus. An application of strong 
lime water will drive many to the surface, 

“Third Call 
for Dioner"’ 

“The stock 
ain't fed yet 
Hiram |" 

“Teaching 
Young 
America 
to Shoot | 

} 
' 

| LS 

Enchanted 
Homes 

Transformed by 

BILLIARDS 
This grand old game was once the sport of royalty 

alone. Yet these are days when Carom or Pocket 
Billiards reigns supreme in mansion and cottage alike 

Look about you—learn how home folks love the 
boundless pleasures of Billiards. How they prize its 
physical benefits, too 

Each evening in the billiard room a round of gaiet 
ensues Men lose their cares amid the thrilling rivalrs 

Here girls develop gracefulness and charm 
And billiards keeps boys home, quickens their wits 

and makes them great big-hearted little men! 

Superb BRUNSWICK Home 

Billiard Tables 
Real Brunswick Regulation tables, modified only in 

size and design to harmonize with home surroundings 
The “GRAND” and “BABY GRAND" are cabinet 

masterpieces in mahogany richly inlaid Other styles 
include Convertible models in oak or mahogany that 

serve as perfect Library and Dining Tables when not 
in use for billiards 

All Brunswick Home tables have quick-acting 
Monarch cushions, genuine Vermont siate bed, fast 

imported billiard cloth—all the most scientific playing 
qualities 20 Cents a Day 

Our popular purchase plan-— ferms as low as 20c ¢ 
day— lets you pay monthly as you play And you are 
privileged to try any table 30 days right in your own 

home 

Playing Outfit Free 
Balls, Cues, Rack, Markers, Spirit Level, expert 

book on How to Play,” etc all included without 
extra cost 

See these beautiful tables pictured in actual colors in 

our de luxe new book Billlards The Home Magnet.’ 
Valuable and interesting, sens ree, postpaid Mall 
the coupon while the edition lasts 

ail For Billiard BookFREE 
| 1 
1 The Brunswick-Balke-CollenderCo. j 

Dept. 15-6, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago | 

Send postpaid, free, color-illustrated book — 

“ Billiards—The Home Magnet” ! 
and details of your 30-day Home Trial Offer 

i Name 

where they can be swept up; or a heavy 

In writing to advertise please mention House & GARDEN, 

< 26) l 

l 1ddress z ay ! 
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Can These Things Be Replaced? 
4} Ik orm-chair, where perhaps you sit as you read this magazine — how comfort- 

ably it conforms to the curve of your back. How often you have thought of its 
welcoming arms as a haven at the end of a hard day — and 

the side-board that has been in the You can safeguard them as well as all 
family for more than one generation. You the other home treasures made priceless 
can remember how you had to stand on _ by association—if you build your house 
tip-toe to reach the sugar bowl on its of Natco Hollow Tile—Fireproof; damp 
shelf — and proof; vermin proof; age proof; warmer 

the old secretary in the cornet in Winter; cooler in Summer. 

Old trends, these The house built of Natco throughout 
Could they ever be replaced? Is there —walls, partitions, floors and roof—is con- 

any insurance inthe worldthatcouldcover — structed rapidly and economically. Its cost 
them in case of of maintenance is low; it is durable and 
destruction by fire? — interior fire risks are absolutely controlled. 

Natco Hollow Tile 1s precisely the same material—the same Company's product 

that has been used im the construction of the greatest fireproof buildings im the 
world The twenty vears’ experience of this Company has deve loped a perfect 

form of Fireproof Construction. “ Natco” stamped on every tile. 

Investigate this modern form of construction before you decide upon your build- 
ing specification \ line will bring you our new 32 - page hand - book, “ Fireproof 

Houses.” Contains photographs of typical Natco residences, large and small. An 
valuable gunde to the prospective builder. Mailed anywhere for /0 cents (in 

stamps or Com Write today. Address Dept Y 

NATIONAL FIRE -PRG@DFING -COMPANY 
Established 1889 

Offices in All Principal Cities PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 

Why are the largest properties being planted with groups of a hundred 
or more of each color ol 

Meehans’ Mallow Marvel 
For the same reason that this plant creation of the century is being used the country 

over on smaller properties— because no other hardy plant provides such a pro- 
fusion of immense bloom, in brillient reds, solt pinks and pearly white. 
Plant them now. Two-year roots —will bloom plentifully this year 

Pink or White 50 each, $4.00 for 10; $34 per hundred 
Red 7TSe each, $6.00 for 10; $50 per hundred 
Mixed Colers 3S5e each, $3.00 for 10; $25 per hundred 

ian wee toate aie be aan 2 THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS “7 
/ 

between April tet and October tat . 

Box 40 Germantown, Phila. Tells how to get quick results on 

that nee property 

rolling with a 1,500-pound roller will do 
much to discourage them. 

It is surprising how much damage a 

colony of ants can do on a lawn. They 
should be looked after the first time they 
are noticed, for they work rapidly, and the 
longer neglected the more difficult it is to 

eradicate them. 

There are many remedies recommended, 
but the best one lies in the use of bisulphide 

of carbon. This is very effective, but it 
has come into such common use that a 
word of caution should be given as to its 
handling. It is very volatile and, when 

near flame, powerfully explosive, and 
should be handled with great care. Pour 

it into the runways of the ants, and then 
throw over these a mat. The fumes will 
speedily kill all the ants. A better way, 
however, is to drive a stick into the ground 

in several places where the colony 1s 
located, and in these holes pour the carbon, 
afterwards plugging the holes up tightly. 

Moles are frequently found on lawns, 
but they are not serious, because they can 
be easily controlled by heavily rolling or 
by traps made to catch them. Where there 
is a suspicion of the presence of moles, 
no time should be lost in getting after 

them. They sometimes work for a long 

time before their destructive borings are 

evident, and then it will take much labor 
to get ahead of them. Keep the heavy 

roller going as a preventive—Luke J. 
| ou gue. 

The garden at the seashore is usually an 
afterthought, but often these afterthought 

gardens can be a success, as you will dis- 
cover in the May House AND GARDEN. 

Country Houses. By Aymar Embury 
Il. Doubleday, Page & Co. $3.00. 

very man has in his heart the vision 
of the house that he will build some day. 
\ few of us are able eventually to attain 
that vision and see our dream crystallized 
into permanent fabric; as for the re- 
mainder—a plausible majority—they buy 
picture books of houses and go on with 
the dream, which is true wisdom. Such 
a picture book is this volume showing the 
work of Aymar Embury II. Though 
holding firm to the best traditions of the 
Colonial and Dutch Colonial craftsman- 
builders, he has gone forward in the in- 

corporation of exquisite detail and in- 
genious planning, so that his houses may 
be said to represent the best of American 
domestic architecture of the day. Of 
each house are shown the plans, and ex 
terior and interior views. The costs range 

from modest structures of $5,000 or $6,- 
000 to the more elaborate country home 
Several of the pictures have been repro 
duced in House AND GARDEN, bringing 

from the readers a deserved measure of 
interest ; others are new; but all are worth 
the seeing and the knowing, even if one 
belong to that plausible majority whicl 
never attains the real house, but has to 
content itself with looking at pictures. 
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The Lawn Mower—Its Proper —" a Baik: oo 
Selection for Various Conditions K 

HE creation of the lawn mower was 

entirely due to an Englishman 
Idward Budding—a native of Gloucester 

shire, England. He had_ considerable 

ability as a draughtsman, mechanic and 

inventor. It was while he was superin 

tendent for a large woolen manufacturer 

in Dursley, England, that the cloth-clip 

ping machine used in the manufacture of 
woolen goods suggested to him the possi 

bility of inventing a machine for clipping 
grass. He successfully worked out his 

idea, and on October 25, 1830, was 
granted a patent on the first lawn mower. 

Woodwork 

. _ . .* ] 

| Fine for Floors, Pianos, Automobiles, Linoleum 

| There is nothing cheaper for the cottage —nothing richer for the mansion, 

A good wax is the most practical preserving appli- _ Polish your automobile—just a rag and a can of Old 
4 cation your kitchen linoleum or woodwork can have. English make a machine look hke new—shed dust — 

4A A good wax produces that beautiful lustre on the preserve the finish. . 
j floor of the library, dining room or living room which Even cheap interior woodwork can be made attrac- 4 I '. 

A roller mower, with demountable cutter and steel- 2 unconsciously shows good taste. tive with one or two applications of Old English and is 

, h | d b h | / Old English Floor Wax is ot the highest repute be- thereafter easier to keep looking nice. st 
carrying wheels, adaptable to the small place cause it 1s made of the hard, substantial wax which Old English Floor Wax, because of its high- .° 

, oe. Sev gives the most beautiful finish but is most grade quality of wax, must be put on thinly. But rs 
It was of a pattern now known as the durable. . ; it is most economical—50c worth will covera 
‘Roller”™ r \ large roller is u | q cn vee floors 7 — a S$ easy—juct good-sized room; needs it about twice a year. ,* 
voller mower, arge rower 18 set ¢ arag z acan—no odor and in an hour you can use * 

, ' | | > . - dey ss ecu . 2 Hardware, Paint (Drug) and House e THE A.S. 
Ts < . -< *T< ; < vear ; ® . . > y nar > : y 

in Ue ad Of drive wheels, it operates a geat Polish your piano with Old English. It restores the Furnishing Departments sell it. Py BOYLE CO. 
which causes the Moy able blades to re- y lustre and protects the delicate finish Think over what your floors cost ,* 1943 Dana Ave. 

: nif ‘ i Old English makes linoleum look new and makes it and how they look. Wecantell you .*° Cincinnati, O. 
volve against the cutting knife and also last about twice as long how to prevent “worn spots,”’ too. e ” 
| ° * 

elps to kee p the lawn smooth and free ; Send for Free Sample ot Old English Floor Wax and Book, “ Beautiful Floors, Send Book and FREE Sam- 
from bum] yc Their Finish and Care.” It tells authoritatively about ” = ple so I can try Old English 

* 
> ‘ ] ‘ - _— | ‘ vA Finishing New Floors Care of Waxed Fioors Interior Woodwork at home 
Once that day ~. Manutacturers lave Finishing Old Floors Finishing Dance Floors Stopping Cracks ° 

: ~ . «t + 7 *.° “ ks Hardwood Floors Kitchen, Pantry and Polishing Automobiles 
realized that different conditions required Pine Floors Bathroom Floors Removing Varnish, SO TE cntinnnsinansinnininiipegiats 
1 : ’ q Cleaning and Polishing Finishing Furniture etc. ? different machines, and as a result the y 

; . . . . . . + Address 
buve rot the present time can obtain ama H THE A. S. BOYLE co., 1943 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 

° . . — a - _ — . 9 Cea CI A i , 
chine peculharly adapted to his re juire ne iii lid. ill. abn dias , TI! 15 ecalicr is ..cccccccccccccecccecessceeceessceccesees 

ments l-or mstance, all mowers are not 

suitable for terraces having an abrupt 
: a slope, and machines used on golf greens e 

or tennis courts which are mowed daily ery. Ic Ul cs 

vould be unsatisfactory for the average 
lawn mowed weekly Every home should have beautiful pictures. 

, ee eee ° ia Every child should have a collection of them. [he small lawn or grass plot, so com 
They cost only ONE CENT EACH for 25 or more, 

size 5'%x8, postpaid. 

Send 25 cents for 25 Art Subjects, or 25 for Children 

m to the private dwellings in most 
cities, where all that can be had are small 

patches of grass in the front and back 

vards, requires a small, light-weight mow 

er of about 12” cut, having direct-drive 

internal gears, 8” wheels, four revolving 

Send 35 cents for these five Extra Size pictures on paper 
10 x 12—Baby Stuart, The Angelus, Sir Galahad, Christ 
and the Doctors, Angel Heads 

Send 5 two-cent stamps for Catalogue of 1600 miniature 
illustrations, two pictures, and a colored Bird picture. blades and adjustable, split-bronze bear- 

THE MILL THE PERRY PICTURES COMPANY ings. A medium-priced machine is all that 
: . . . . (The é € victures are 6 to 10 times the size 
is required, because it receives so little oe ee ee ptetare , Box H. G. Malden, Mass. 

In writing to advertisers, please mention Hot & GARDEN. 
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MT RALITE is used 

in the little homes 

nestling under the 
trees, and in the big 
mansions on the Ave- 

nue, because it combines 
richness and economy, 
beauty aud durability. 
Vitralite is truly the Longe-Life 

White k-namel. \t will not mar, 

scratch, crack, peel nor turn 
yellow, whether used inside or 

outside, on wood, metal or 

plaster, and withstands repeated 

washiny 

ait re are 

Pratt & Lambert 

Varnish Products 
tor every purpose 

But there e that 

pre-eminentiy, peri 

must withstand such o 

tical tests daily, and that 

Floor Varnish -—“40E"" 

mar-proof and water-proof It is 

is hee pro 

easy to apply and hard to wear out. 

The quality of P i L. Varo 

Produ ts has ai trys been their str ne 

eit guarante Our established 

4s full satisfaction or 

Pratt 4 La ert 

Peirteet 

”* FLOOR: 
VARNISH 

\ luratole 

‘ww 

Protect the Wren 

$1.50 ea. 6 for $7.50 F. O. B. 

THE BIRD BOX 
West Chester, Pa. 

Packed for Exy ame 

Evergreens Grow 
ma Beautify your home. Plant Hill's Eve rgreens. 

W ¢ are evergreen specialists, not only in grow- 

ing but in planning artistic effects. Prices low- 
est — quality considered. Don't risk failure 

Get Hill's Free Evergreen Book. Writ@ today. 
Expert advice free! 

D. Hill Narsery Co... Evergreen Speetalists 

3014 Cedar Street, Dundee, 11. 

3 for $1.00 postpaid 

“BOMBAYREED” JARDINERES 

THe NOME 
Woven by hand from the celebrated East Indiareeds. Practically 
indestructible. Allsizes and colors. SPECIAL OFFER—Size to 
cover Standard 4 inch pot, style 7. or Sinch pot. style 1, 35c. each; 

Send for our booklet, “For the Home,” con- 
taining 24 pages of practical artistic suggestions in Wicker Ware 

“BOMBAYREED” MFG. CO., Sole Makers, ATLANTA, GA. 
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FOR 

will last tor years, arn the 

high-priced machines are too large and 
umbersome for this purpose lf the 

plot 1s very small and enclosed, a lawn 

trimmer is more satisfactory than a re 

ower, because on one side the arriving 

heel is omitted, allowing the blades to 

ut close to a wall or fence, eliminating 
ll trimming with grass shears, which 1s 

a tedious operati mn 

Phe suburban lawn not over 100 feet 

100 «feet requires a high-grade move 

having driving wheels 10” or more in 
hat ever. vith four blades 1f mowed veek 

or not so often: with five blades 1 

nowed twice weekly or more often, nl 

hich case it is essential to have the | 

~ 

The large country estate requires a high-grade motor 

mower, such as this used on the property of John 

D. Rockefeller 

well rolled, eliminating all unevenness 

lor this size lawn a 16” to 18” cut should 
be used, even 20" cut w ruld be advis ible 

where the lawn is perfectly smooth and 

iree from bushes and flowers. Do not 

use a smaller machine unless the lawn is 

so encumbered with tlower beds and 
bushes that a larger machine could not 
easily be steered around them. 

lhe plot over 100 feet by 100 Tect Tre 

quires a high-grade mower having driving 
wheels 10” or more in diameter and a cut 
of 18" to 20” and four or five blades. ()n 

large lawns, roller mowers having 1&8” o1 

20” cut with driving rollers instead of 

heels are very successful, and may be 

used on smooth lawns with six blades, 
which, owing to the great speed of the re 

volving cutter, leaves the lawn excep 

tionally smooth and velvety. The rollers 
keep the grass moderately rolled, keeping 

down ant hills, etc 

he large country-estate lawn or golf 

course requires high-grade motor or horse 

mowing machines, probably both if the 
estate 1s very large and a portion of it is 
too hilly for the motor. The best tvpe 

large motor mower, weighing about 2,300 
pounds, having demountable cutter unit, 
described later, and seat for operator, is 

the ideal machine, and should be used 

i ee Oe 

a el 
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vherever practicable. They are about 8 
feet long by 5 feet wide over all, the 
driving rollers are 21” in diameter, and the 

width of cut is 40". The high speed of the 

revolving cutter and the heavy weight of 
the roller make it all that can be desired 

for the finest cutting and rolling of the 

lawn. The high-power motor enables it 
to cut successfully on hills not over 20 per 

cent grace These machines will do the 

work of three horse mowers at little more 

than the cost of operating one. 

lf the size of the lawn be such as to 
not warrant the purchase of a large motor 
mower, a small mower weighing about 

1,000 pounds will accomplish wonderful 

ults with great speed, and is so far 
siete of the horse machine (having a 
heavier roller and obviating hoof marks 

when ground is soft) that it is more than 
worth the difference in price. It has the 

same width of cut as the large motor and 

horse mowers, namely, 40", and takes up 
no more room than the horse mower with 
the shafts removed. It cuts around shrub- 

bery, trees, etc., with greater ease than any 
other mower, excepting a hand machine. 
his machine speeds up to about four 

miles an hour, and will operate success- 

fully on 25 per cent grades. Demount- 
able cutter units, described later, are a 

very important feature of this type of ma- 
chine, as is also the lawn sweeper, which 

be quickly substituted in place of the 

utting mechanism and easily accomplish 
the work of seven men with rakes. 

If for some reason a horse machine is 

re ferred, one from 30" to 40" cut 

having four blades if for coarse grass on 

uneven ground, or six blades if for fine 

grass where ground ts fairly even), should 

be used. In purchasing this type of ma 
chine, be sure to obtain one having a cle- 

mountable cutter unit, as it avoids the 

necessity of shipping the entire machine 

to the factory should it require adjust 

nent. Extra cutter units may be pur 
chased and kept on hand to insure against 
the possibility of the machine being put 
out of commission in the height of the 
grass-cutting season. This feature is very 

important and should not be overlooked. 

if conditions require a narrower cut than 

30°, a smaller horse mower commonly 
known as the “pony” type may be had, 
having a cut of os" These can also be 

procured with four or six blades for gen 

eral use, or nine blades for putting or 
howling greens. Boots should alwavs be 

by horses doing this work. 

[he “pony” horse mower described 
above is one of the best mowers for put 
ting and bowling greens and other greens 
vhere exceptionally fine cutting is re 
quired. The horse should be supplied with 
hoots when using this machine. If a 
hand machine is desired. a roller mower 
having cut from 16” to 20” and demount- 
able cutter unit, with six blades, should be 

lhe latest types of these machines 

J-M Transite 
Asbestos Shingles 
Fire- and weather- 
proof, last forever 
Highly artistic. 

J-M Asbestos 
Ready Roofing 

Weather -proof, fire 
retardant, needs no 
coating. First cost 
only cost. 

J-M Asbestos 
Built-up Roofing 
Permanent, fire re- 
sistant. Light- 
weight, smoottr sur- 
faced, needs no paint. 
The imperishable 
flat roof. 

2 
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Pr J-M Regal 
Ready Roofing 

“Rubber -~- Type” 
ready roofing for 

general roofing pur 
poses. 

J-M Roofings 
for Every 

: . Requirement 

aL 

Every J-M Registered Roof, 
no matter where it may be 

of the Gundlach Machinery Co 
Belleville, Ill. 

Everyone around Belleville, Illinois, 

knows this contractor and knows that 

a Johns-Manville roof is a roof you can 

* depend on because of 

-M ROOFING | 
Responsibility 

When you put a J-M Roof on your building = 
and register it with us, its long life and 
efficient service become our responsibility. 

unique service and in the full- 
est practical sense to live up to 

a located, is systematically kept our idea of J-M Responsibility. 

f under our care. J-M Asbestos Roofings are 
The tremendous size of the more than weather-proof. 

Johns-Manville field force, They give fire protection also. 
with its representativesevery- Sparks and flying brands will 
where, enables us to give this not ignite them. 

| J-M Asbestos Roofings are examined by Under- 
writers’ Laboratories (under the direction of 
the National Board of Fire Underwriters). 

og Wewant every J-M RoofOwner to register his roof with us so we can see that it 
™ gives him the real J-M Roofing Service we know it ought to give. Tell us what kina 
yf 

your roofing problem. 

THE CANADIAN H. W, JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. 

of building you have to roof and we will send you Roofing Literature that will solve 

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CoO. 
Akron Ruffalo Dayton Houghton Louisville New Orleans Portland, Ore. Seattle 
Albany Chicago Jenver iouston emphis New York Rochester Syracus 
Atlanta Cincinnati Detroit Indianapolis Milwaukee Omaha St. Louis 
Paltimore Cleveland Duluth Kansas City pane ~% lis Philadelphia St. Paul Wa 
Pirmingham Columbus Galveston Loz Angeles News J. Pittsburg Salt Lake City Wilkes-Barne 

, Jallas San Francisco Youngstown 

, LTD., Toronto. Winnipeg, Montreal, Vancouver 

1032 

et t 

one of o1 
and prac 

941 Willi 

See 

We will send this attractive Bird- 
To House post paid for $4.50 It's just 

in our free portfolio Write today 

The Mathews Manufacturing Co., 

his Bird House 

ir extensive line of attractive 
tical designs All illustrated 

amson Bldg., Cleveland, O. 

Free Portfolio 

Nut, Sh 

Beautiful 

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY 

under soil and climate advantages, 
Steele’s Sturdy Stock is the satisfac- 
tory kind. 

Small-fruit Plants, Hardy Shrubs, 
Roses, etc Fully Described in my 

alogue—it’s free! 

T E. STEELE. Pomona Nurseries, Palmyra, N. J. 

Great assortment of Fruit, 
ade and Evergreen’ Trees, 

Illustrated Descriptive Cat- 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN 

Garden and 

Hall 

Furniture 

Guaranteed to 
stand any climate; 

Marbles, Terra 
Cotta, Stones,etc., 

Vases, Benches, 

Sun Dial Termin 
als, Tables, Foun 
tains, Flower 

Boxes, Mantels, 
Statues Reliefs 

ete 

Send 25c for illus 

trated catalog of 
295 pages 

The best copies of 

the best originals 

EUCENE LUCCHES! 
748 Lexington Ave 
and 121 E. 59th St 

NEW YORK 
Est. 26 years 
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The Trenton Potteries Company 

ODERN science has improved the pro- 
N cess of manufacture but it has never 

been able to find a substitute for sanitary 

fixtures superior to the clay of the ancient 

potter. 

The Trenton Potteries Company 

LAVATORIES 
You can select designs from our line in harmony 

‘ with the architecture and furnishings of your home. 

Real Vitreous China, of which they are made, is 

white through and through, cannot rust, cannot change 

lor, nor lose its satiny sheen. Nothing short of 
} ' } deliberately smasi iing it will injure them. 

Architects and plumbers everywhere will assure 

1 that there is nothing better. Remember, the in- 

tallation work costs the same whether you buy cheap 

fixtures or the best 

" » fa Rook le 8 Write for J klet I J L3, 

“Batl rooms ot ¢ harac fer } . a e4 
The Trenton Potteries Co. | 

Trenton, N. J.,U.S.A,. sees i 

Makers of the Sileat SI-WEL-CLO Closet 

STANLEY’S HINGES Smoky No payment accepted unless 

The Standard of Quality the world 
over Refore buying the hardware e ~ ce , > 

for your new home, write for booklet Also expert se phages s on 
“Properly Hung Doors.” geveral chimney work. 

Department “ 

THE STANLEY 
New Britain 

successful. 

Hu” 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY 
WORKS Made to Engineer and Contractor 
Connecticut Draw 219 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

6 
OLD FAVORITES, but charming as ever. Some of them in bloom all the time from April 

to Octeber. Perfectly hardy. Succeed everywher« 

SPIREA VAN HOUTTE! White SNOWBALL White 
KERRIA JAPONICA — Yellow WEICELIA EVA RATHKE Red 
ROSA RUGOSA Red or White FORSYTHIA Yellow 

_ strong, established bushes; have flowered two years. The $'x for $2. Extra large : 

u may be interested in, get our Catalog and Planting Guide, profusely tllustrated, includes No matter whai yo 

GLEN BROS.. lec., Glenwood Norsery, Established 1866. 1728 Main Street. ROCHESTER, N, Y. 

FLOWERING SHRUBS $2.00 

Nut Culture, Prutis, Roses, Shrubs, Boergreens, Free 

re supplied with two steel irrying 
wheels about 14” in diameter, which are 

used to transport the mower easily from 
place to place and are only operative when 

the machine is_turned upside down. The 
demountable cutter units are not only a 

convenience when it is necessary to have 
utters sharpened or adjusted, but, being 

independent and a separate part of the ma 

chine, they are not affected by any twist 
ing or straiming to which the main frame 

may be subjected in passing over rough 
yr uneven ground. 

Roller mowers were recommended in 

the foregoing for use in the 18” and 20” 

sizes for large lawns. They can also be 
had in smaller sizes, and they are fine for 
mowing and trimming at the same time: 

however, the rollers on the smaller sizes 
are not weighty enough to be of material 

use as rollers, but are too heavy to be 

handled as easily as the mowers having 
the wheel drive, hence the smaller sizes 

are only advised in cases where no grades 

ere encountered and no lifting necessary. 

Lawn trimmers and edgers are great 

time and labor savers. They are fitted 
with a guard covering the revolving cutter, 
which protects the flowers when trimming 

around the flower beds. When trimming 

is completed, the machine is turned com 
pletely over and the revolving cutter edges 
the turf perfectly. 

\djustable bronze bearings require the 
least attention, but ball-bearings are ver\ 

satisfactory in the highest grade machines. 

Io not use a ball-bearing machine unless 

of the highest quality, because in the 
cheaper machines the bearings are not 
properly protected and readily become 

clogged with grit, which wears the balls 

unevenly, causing the blades to vibrate as 
they revolve. Even the balls in high-grade 

machines will become rough if precaution 
is not used to keep them well lubricated at 

all times. 

[f the lawn is terraced, be sure to ob 

tain a machine having a terrace attach 

ment. This usually consists of an extra 
pair of lugs on which to attach the handle, 

or an extra pair of holes in handle irons, 
either arrangement allowing the handles 

to drop completely to the ground, so that 
the tipping up of the machine as it runs 
down the terrace will not cause the handles 

to be lifted out of the hands of the 

operator. If terrace is a gradual slope, 
either internal, direct-drive gearing or ex 

ternal, rear-drive gearing (train of gears) 

may be used, but if the slope is abrupt only 

an internal geared machine should be used, 

as the distance between the drive wheels 

and the roller of the external geared ma- 

chine is so great that the blades, which are 

set back toward the roller, will clip off the 

top of the terrace as the machine starts to 

descend, and leave the grass “long” at the 

bottom of the terrace just as it starts to 
run along the lower level. 

Unless the grass is cut every day or 
two, in which event the cuttings shrivel 
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up and bow away, grass catchers should 
always be used. Raking tends to injure the 

and should be avoided unless used 
in the form of a lawn cleaner, which is a 
system of three rapidly revolving rakes 
that pick up all sorts of litter, leaves, etc., 
in addition to the grass clippings, leaving 
the grass standing upright and free from 
foreign matter. The suction created by 
the revolving rakes clean the lawn not un- 

like the vacuum cleaner does the carpet. 
It is easy to operate, and with one man will 
accomplish more and better work than 

four men with hand rakes—M. B. Me- 
Kibben. 

eTass, 

The Right Way to Grow Seed 
(Continued from page 243) 

are dead if they do not all come up at once. 
Out of doors it is impossible to control 

the weather conditions, although by means 
of shelter the seedbed may be protected. 
Indoors the question of watering arises. 
It is very important to avoid soaking the 
soil until germination is an actual fact. 

The best way of all is to have the soil 
nicely moist at the start, and then, in the 

Py event of a fairly quick germination, no 
further watering will be required. A 
good plan is to cover the boxes, pans or 

pots with sheets of glass, admitting air 
daily. This protection prevents the soil 

Tt from drying too rapidly. If, on the ger- 
mination of the seed, it seems that the 
sowing has been too thick, it is an excel- 

lent plan to thin out at once. Of course, 
the half-developed plants will have to be 
thrown away, but it is worth while 
making the sacrifice, seeing that those 
which are left behind will be much more 
sturdy than would be the case if they 
grew for a week or two in a crowded con- 

dition. 
\s soon as the little plants appear on 

the scene plenty of light is of supreme 
importance. Making allowance for the 
shading which may be needful indoors 
from bright sunshine, young plants can- 
not be in too light a position. Without 
light, the green leaf cannot carry out its 
wonderful business of extracting the car- 
bon from the atmosphere, but in another 

L way a strong illumination is needful. In 
dark or in shady places plants tend to 
grow up towadds a lighter position; thus 

5 they become lanky weaklings which would 
never yield good results. Light has a 

retarding effect on actual growth, and thus 
plants in a light position are sturdy, with 
strong stems and an abundance of leaves. 

b This augurs well for the future of the 

plant, and all gardeners should follow the 
advice of the books, and put their seed- 
lings on the top shelf of the greenhouse. 
Young and delicate plants will want close 
watching under glass, especially in the 
bright days of spring. The sun at these 

times is very powerful, and unless a cer- 
tain amount of protection is given a great 
deal of damage will result. Sheets of 

paper cast over the pots or pans are the 
handiest, seeing that these may be ad- 

Cleaner. 

= who tries it. 

Then the aesign is such a pleasant change from 

all previous styles of vacuum cleaner construc- 
Others never got away from the old 

The truss frame of the 

Western Electric 
Vacuum Cleaner 

and the comfortable handle grip places the 
cleaner in a natural position with relation tothe , 

body. You can push it without effort and the4 

tion. 

broom-handle idea. 

sturdy motor does the cleaning. 

manufacturing experience. 

ture. 

cleaner market. 

Write for booklet No. 5-A, 

and name of our representa- 

tive in your locality. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

Manufacturers of the 8,500,000 *‘ Bell’’ Telephones 

463 West St., New York City 

Houses in all Principal Cities. 

EQUIPMENT FOR 

EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED 

“I Can Run It— 36 
It Isn't Heavy” |! 

It’s not heavy—that’s one of the many advan- 
tages of this Western Electric Vacuum 

The easy-running qualities are the 
first thing to be remarked by every woman 

Here is a machine with a reputation 

back of it—more than thirty years of 
The price 

is $32.50, which includes an exten- 
sion for cleaning under low furni- 

We believe this represents 
the greatest value in the vacuum 

2 

Landscape Gardening 
A course for Homemakers and 

Gardeners taught by Prof. Beal 
of Cornell University. 

Gardeners who understand up- 
to-date methods and practice are 
in demand for the best positions. 

A knowledge of Landscape 
Gardening is indispensable to 
those who would have the 
pleasantest homes. 

250-page Catalog free. 

Write to-day. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
PT. 226. SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

Pror. BEAL 

‘i. 

. 

‘“*BUNGALOWS” My latest book, full of beautiful 
designs and information; the most practical and 
concise book of plans and perspectives on the market. 

Price $1.00 postpaid. 

O. S. Lang, Bungalow Specialist, Maple Springs, N. Y, 

J 
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America’s MOST BEAUTIFUL Evergreen 

W lhite 

Pine 

NORTHERN GROWN 

They Grow Fast 

USE 

FOR screens, Tall Hedges and 

Free from pests 

Hardy, vigorous 

Wind and Snow brea 

Dust and Nowe brea 

Backgrounds For Bor 

slong wWwenties anal ‘ 

For underplanting in shack 

olland For bheautifving One of our TWICE Transplanted 
} to 3 feet grade White Pines 

irre n Vint ina il well-branched, straight 
heavy-rooted 

Little Tree Farms of America 

NEAR BOSTON 

The GREAT Farms of LIT 

TLE Trees, of LARGE values 

and SMALL prices 

Let Us Help You 

with your 

Tree Problems 

American Forestry Company 

4 SPECIAL 

SALE. 
No. 1 Quality 
Root-Pruned and 

TWICE Transplanted 

3to4 FT. HIGH 
100 Trees, $334.00 
10 Trees, 7.00 

No. 2 (Regular) Quality 
ONCE Transplanted 

2to3 FT. HIGH 
100 Trees, $10.00 
10 Trees, 2.50 

All F.O.B. So. Framingham, Mass. 

LOWER PRICES 
For Larger Quantities 

Write now for Our Illustrated 

Spring Price List of many millions 
Shade and of Ornamental, Forest, 

Hedge TREES 

Division K 

15 Beacon Street 

BOSTON, MASS. 

lant for Immediate Effect 

~ Arponra Nurseries 

Build up your soil and increase the yie Ids. Unless you add HUMUS and 

PLANT FOODS to depleted soils you cannot expect results. 

Well-Rotted 
Horse Manure 

also stimulate bacteriological action in the soil. A large grower aptly says 

Dried, Ground 
DIAMOND BRAND COMPOST ana Gdorless 

is free from weed seeds, largely HUMUS and abounds in plant foods. It will 
* Stable 

Manure is the only thing that supplies all the needs for truck gardening, green- 

houses and lawns, with one application.’ ; 

post this Spring —need not be raked off 

Give your lawn a coating of Com- 

it will hold the moisture dur- 

ing the summer and keep your grass green Use it in your vegetable and 

flower gardens 

Put up in bags 100 Ibs each Write for Circular ‘*B 
’ P 

and prices. 

‘NEW WORK STABLE MANURE Co. 
STSVVASHINGTON STREET. JERSEY CITY.N. J 

‘Not for Future Generations « 

S TART with the larg- 

est stock that can be ing 

secured! It takes over 

twenty years to grow 

many of the Trees and 

Shrubs we offer. 

sults. 

Now Ready. 

Phila, 
Wh m Warner slerper Prapodes or 

We do the long wait- 
thus enabling you 

to secure trees and shrubs 
that give immediate re- 

Spring Price List 

ia Hill. ee 

Box iN 

justed in a moment as the need arises. 

\s the sun gets still more powerful it is 
a good plan to make the paper damp. 

Sooner or later, in most cases, a time 
comes when transplanting has to be ar- 
ranged. Wherever possible, whether in 

bed or border, it 1s an excellent plan to 
seed in the position where the 

plant is to be. Much stronger specimens, 
as a rule, result from this method. In a 
great many however, this cannot 
well be managed, and one is faced with 

the necessity of making a shift. A few 

hints on this point may usefully conclude 
this article. In the first place, 
to remove as much soil 
the little plant. Almost every 
which is exposed to the air, 

lew minutes, is likely to die, and this will 
mean a great tax on the energies of the 

little plant before it can settle down tn its 
new home. So much do some gardeners 

realize the importance of this point that 
in the case of many large seeds they sow 
these singly in thumb pots, out of which 
they can be turned without root 
disturbance. A small, flat piece of wood 
is very useful for lifting up a little wedge 

of soil with the roots of the plant. It is 

best to do the transplanting when the soil 

is in rather a specially damp state, as then 
the earth is not so likely to fall away from 
the roots. Do not keep the little plants 
cut of the soil longer than is absolutely 

\fter putting them into the 
tresh position press the soil gently around 
the stem. It 1s a good thing to plant 
rather deeply ; that is, well up to the first 
pair of true leaves. 
2 stocky growth. 

sow the 

Cases, 

always try 
as possible with 

root tip 

even for a 

serious 

ne cessary. 

This will encourage 

Now and again spindly 
seedlings may be improved if they are put 
deeply down into the soil. The first few 

days after transplanting are always rather 
critical in the life of the seedlings. The 

chief danger is that the specimen loses 
moisture more rapidly through its leaves 
than it can make good by root absorption. 

\t this early stage the roots are still suf 
fering from the shock of the removal. 
lranspiration from foliage is checked by 

protecting the plants, wherever this is 
possible, with glass shades. Where this 

cannot be arranged, as might be the 
out of doors, pieces of paper propped up 

with sticks could be employed to shield 

the plants from the hot sun. As soon as 

all signs of drooping are at an end the 

must be discarded, as 
plant is established, the 

it has the better. 

case 

shelters once the 

more light and air 

In many instances an even better plan 

than the use of individual thumb pots is 
to use one of the arieties of ingenious 

combination flat and paper pots that are 
being shown. This flat is of strong wood 

with an inside collapsible crating of stiff 
paper, dividing it into a number of square 

and the 

steel that also serves as a 
When the plants are 

compartments, bottom is a sheet 

of galvanized 

carrier. grown all 

one has to do is to put out the bottom 
and each plant drops from its com- sheet 
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partment with sufficient soil compact to 
its roots. With these potting can be done 
at a bench in standing position, instead of 
having to get on your knees in frames. 

Other flats have a side piece that can be 
removed and the whole block of compart- 
ments pushed out on the work table. Ama- 
teurs can make a convenient propagating 
frame by using one of these detachable 
side flats, and after planting the seed or 
small plants, put it in a sheltered spot in 
the garden. Covering it with a pane of 
glass of suitable size, you have a perfect 
little hotbed frame. 

Repelling the Pest Invasion 
(Continued from page 245) 

in April, Bordeaux mixture must be used 
as a fungicide. This may be mixed with 
the arsenate of lead and the two applied 
as one spray. Indeed, it is not a bad idea 
always to add bordeaux to any other 
spray, whatever the latter may be—save 

the lime-sulphur solution, which is a fun- 
gicide in itself without the addition of 

anything else. 

May adds the plant lice or aphids, which 
are likely to attack anything that grows, 
to the armies of the invading hosts. Also, 
it presents for our tender consideration the 
pleasant, slimy slug-worm—the young of 
a small, inoffensive appearing saw-fly, 
The former are sucking insects, the same 

as the scales; the latter, eating or chew- 
ing insects, as all “worms” are. The life- 
history of each is interesting, but is per- 
laps not quite so important to the defender 
of the garden as in the cases already dealt 
with. Briefly, however, I may say that the 
aphids generally hatch in early spring, 
about as the buds are bursting, or a little 

later; these “stem-mothers,” as they are 
called, bear young in prodigious numbers, 
their offspring, in turn, giving birth to suc- 
ceeding generations, up to a ninth and even 

an eleventh, according to some observers ; 
while others declare their belief that there 
are twenty generations in a year! 

Fortunately, aphids are as easily killed 
as they are multiplied; yet be not deluded 
in the treatment of them, for it is neces 
sary to reach an aphid, actually, to kill it. 
Spraying directed against them cannot be 
too thorough—and I think I may say that 
no one yet has ever succeeded in annihilat 
ing them from an infested plant with one 
or two applications of the soapsuds com- 
monly used. If it hits them, it will shrivel 
up their soft bodies in short order; but 
there are so many to be hit, and they are 
in such difficult places—under the leaves 
invariably, with the leaves curled over and 
around them because of their extraction of 
the plant juice—that one or two are bound 
to escape. Watch for them vigilantly, 
everywhere—and count upon spraying 
roses and the tender things which they 
favor as a place of residence, twice a week 
all summer through—and perhaps a third 
time, if the season particularly favors 
them. Being of the sucking class, only a 
contact poison, such as the scale requires, 
will destroy them. Poisons applied to the 

““THE MOST EFFICIENT FIRE EXTINGUISHER KNOWN” 

hasa HOME USE outweighing its BUSINESS USE, even as a 
human life is of more value than a factory or a business. PY RENE, 
recognized by fire engineers as superior on every kind of incipient 
fire, will protect your home against the greatest of inside perils. 

See the Pyrene display in Machinery Hall at the Panama-Pacifiec Exposition. 
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*‘ That 
Kid’s 
Going 
To Be 

Protected!” 

Brass and Nickel-plated Pyrene Fire Extinguishers are included in the lists of Approved 
Fire Appliances issued by the Nationa 
Tested and Approved by, and bear the label of, the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. 

Board of Fire Underwriters, and are Inspected, 

Send to nearest office for copy of “‘ The Vital Five Minutes.” 

PYRENE MANUFACTURING CO., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, N. Y. 
Aberdeen, 8. D. Birmingham Charlotte, N. C. 
Alton Boston 
Anderson, 8. C. Bridgepor* Chicago 
Atlanta Buffalo Cincinnati 
Baltimore Butte Cleveland 

Pacific Coast Distributors: Gorham Fire Apparatus Co., San Francisco, .0os Angeles, Seattle 
Distributors for Canada: ser atway Fire Alarms, Lid., Winnipe 

Distributors for Great Britain and Continent: T 

Charleston, W. Va. Denver 
Dayton Jacksonville Oklahoma City St. Pan! 

Louisville Philadelphia Salt Lake City 
Detroit Memphis Phoenix, Ariz. San Antonio 
Duluth Milwaukee Pittsburg York, Neb. 
Fargo, N. D. New Orleans Rich wond 

Pyrene Co.,Litd., 19-21 Great Queen ., London, W. CO, 

OWN AT LEAST ONE 
GOOD ORIENTAL RUG 

Place it in your living room and give it 
hard service. You will notice at the end 
of the year that it grows better looking. 

Other floor coverings will come and go 
but your Antique Oriental Rug lives on 

It is my aim to sell you at least one rug 
to make you a customer for life. I buy 
and sell because to do so gives me pleas- 
ure and keeps me busy. I will prepay a 
selection of rugs for you to look over and 
return, at my expense, if you possibly can 

Send for List of Rugs and Free Booklet. 

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR U. S. A., Retired 
3 LEITCH AVENUE, SKANEATELES, NEW YORK 
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Water Supply 
for FARMS 

Country Homes 
Send for descriptive Catalog 56 

LUNT MOSS CO. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
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HILLSIDE 
WITHOUT 

FOLIAGE ISA 

PITIFUL SIGHT 

A HOME 
without shrubbery, without a garden, 

looks as desolate and“as cheerless in the 

eyes of your friends and neighbors, as this 
hillside looks to you 

BEAUTY and PERMANENCE 
shrubs, trees and plants depends upon health just as 

n human beings \ll our stock is healthy 

EVERGREENS Five young birds were 

~ 

; Lin of any see 
70 VARIETIES 6 in. to 16 ft eared th Dox la t 

opring. Since then they 

Piant Now for Immediate Effect ave eaten 100,000 

Our large | in 3 harmful insects, but the 
cendid ros at eth, ts P oat box their parent chose 

endid Peui 
Trees, Nardy Perennials, Vines, Shrubs Prices, 15 cents to $50.00 
Deciduous ree 

eWorimate ' a n MAPLEWOOD BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, Stamford, Connecticut 
ROSEDALE NURSERIES 

Ol. MNarris Hex B, Tarrytown, N. Y 

Wa 

HOWES BIRD HOUSE 
Fully illustrated list (H 
of the famous Howe 
Bird Attractors free to 
anyone. Thousands in use 

IRISH ROSES 
The Blue Ribbon Winners 

Fndorese well-k wh writers as a most effective remedy for 
the green aphis 

APHINE has « world. wick et stom among the foremost pro 

fessional and commercial horticulturists as a garden spray for 

Roses, Sweet Peas, Asters and other flower ng plants, vegetables 
and fruits, for the destruction of the aphis and all sapsucking 
necets which infest plant life 

APHIINE tw also highly reeommended for Cleansing conaer 
Vatery and house plant am! destroying such tnsecta as green 
biack and white fly nealy bug, red epider and soft seale, which 
are found ® imioor planta 

APHINE t* weed by diluting with water at various atre natha, 
aceorling t Tireet bons neach can It i enay to Apply 

economic in cost mowt effective in results 

Gille, 26e.; Pint, G5e.; Quart, $1.00; Gallon, $2.50 

Inovat that your dealer su syou with APHINE and not some. 
thing that he may affer as “J ust a goo If you cannot obtain 
APHINE in your mumely i deliver ul to you frem our qj S ar en a nearest agent, at thy t soe riees, in pint, quart or gallon 
quantity And other Artistic Garden Accessories, including 

APHINE MANUFACTURING CoO. Garden Houses, Arbors, Pergolas, Treillage, Gates, 
Geo. A. Burniston, President M. C. Ebel, Treasures Rose Temples, in painted and rustic. 

Manufacturers of . ’ 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS a Cane C asp Oe 

Madison, New Jersey North Shore Ferneries Co. 
Cut thee adeertisoment out and Ale with your garden reference for BEVERLY, MASS. 

fubure use 

New York Showroom Crafteman Bidg., E. 39th St. 

y 
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plant for them to eat never get to their 
insides at all, for their bills reach fairly 
deep down into the tissue and they draw 
the juices from well below the danger 
line. 

Slugs, on the other hand, are poisonable, 
just as the coddling moth and the curculio. 
Slugs eat, instead of drink. Indeed, they 
eat so energetically that we may hear them 
if they are very abundant, as the second 
brood sometimes is, in July! If you doubt 
it, go out and listen some time. A little 
faint sound like fine rain falling on leaves 

will reward such investigation—if the 
slugs are numerous. And this is, indeed, 
the chewing of the many tiny mouths. 
Late in May the egg laying is at its height, 
from then on a little way into June. 
Earlier eggs are laid, but it is supposed 
these do not hatch to any great extent 
owing to unfavorable weather conditions. 

\bout two weeks is required for incuba- 
tion; then out comes the larva, nearly 
white, with a yellow-brown head, if it is 
a pear slug, and free at first from slime. 

Immediately this exudes, however, from 
the pear slug—the rose slug is without it— 
and it is shortly well coated and truly a 
“slug,” eating away at the upper surface 
of the leaf. 

It is not necessary to poison these crea- 
tures, for they are so soft-bodied that the 
soapsuds used against the aphids will 
usually finish them off as well. Some 
recommend only a strong spray of water 
to be thrown against rose bushes, but this 
I have never found to be sufficient to in- 
sure success. Arsenate of lead kills them, 
poisoning their food; but one objection to 
using this on ornamental growth is that it 
shows as a milky deposit on foliage and is 
therefore unsightly until a rain washes the 
sprayed plants. My own plan is to use the 
soapsuds on roses and any ornamental 
thing that may be troubled, but to let the 
arsenate of lead take care of them when 
they are present on other than ornamental 
growth. 

June brings nothing new save the rose- 

bug—and he is impossible! This we might 
just as well acknowledge right at the start. 
Tough and resistent both inside and out, 
poison that can be applied without injury 
to the plant, either its leaves or its bloom, 
will work so slowly that he will have done 
his damage before death overtakes him. 

Moreover. there are such endless hordes 

of him, and he travels so readily that a 

plant freed from him to-day may be as 
thickly covered to-morrow as ever it was, 
with new recruits. Daily applications of 
arsenate would be necessary, to feed and 
kill off the daily newcomers. 

Hand-picking in the rose garden, rigor- 
ously followed up every morning, early, 
during the six weeks or so that these 
beetles are in evidence, will insure com- 

parative freedom from damage to flowers. 
But it is tedious work, for they hide 

cleverly in the very depths of flower and 

bud, and are not discovered without care- 

ful search nor dislodged without vicious 
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clawing resistance. Proper methods of 
cultivation are practically the only ade- 
quate means of fighting them, where their 
depredations extend to grapes and fruit 
trees and bushes generally. They breed 
more freely in light soil than in heavy, 
consequently gardens in such soil are al- 
most sure to be greatly troubled by them. 
Orchardists plan trap plants about to draw 
them, anything having a white or light 
flower being attractive to them. If it is 
possible to discover just where they are 
breeding in a given locality, the ground 

may be saturated with kerosene-soap 
emulsion with fairly satisfactory results; 
this, of course, chokes off the larva as it 
draws near the surface to pupate, and if 
done in May will destroy great numbers. 

July and August it is the same old story 
carried on. Sprayings for the second brood 
of the coddling moth are made in each 
month, while the weekly precautionary 
treatment against fungi, and the bi-weekly 
soapsuds bath to overcome aphids must be 
kept up as long as real summer weather 
lasts. Last year I sprayed my roses until 
late in September; and to insure healthy, 
vigorous, blooming plants I believe it is 
decidedly advisable. It is not a difficult 
task, when one is provided with the proper 
equipment and the ready-to-use sprays so 
thoroughly furnished by our friends, the 
dealers in things for the garden. Without 
much trouble spraying mixtures can be 
made at home. Those to use from April 
on should be mixed in the following pro- 
portions : 

Arsenate of Lead—Three ounces crys- 
tallized arsenate of soda, 7 ounces crystal- 
lized acetate of lead, 10 gallons of water. 
Dissolve the crystals, each kind separately, 
in a small amount of water. The lead will 
dissolve more readily if the water is warm. 
Unite these, and reduce by adding the re- 
mainder of the water. A milky mixture 
will be the result, but straining will not 
be necessary if the poisons have been 
thoroughly dissolved and _ thoroughly 
stirred with the water. When combining 

with Bordeaux, use the latter in place of 
water, instead of clear water. 

Bordeaux—One pound copper sulphate 
(blue vitriol or blue stone) to 1 gallon of 
water is the proportion for the copper 
sulphate stock. As much may be made as 
desired, keeping to this. Prepare and keep 
in a wooden or porcelain vessel. When 
needed, add milk of lime made by slaking 
2 pounds of lime in 17 gallons of water, 
to each gallon of the copper sulphate stock. 
The mixture must not be made till needed, 

as it loses strength if united and allowed to 
stand. 

Potassium Sulphate—Three pounds 
potash, 3% pounds sulphur (finely 
ground), 3 ounces salt, 1 gallon water. 
Mix the potash, sulphur and salt together 
in a porcelain vessel, with a part of the 
water. Chemical action will make the 

mixture boil. Add the remainder of the 

water. This is the stock, to be put away 
and kept carefully covered. When the 
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Light Plant that 

Equals City Service 

Kewanee Plants are 
made as carefully for private 

use as the big public generating station is constructed for public 
use. That is the secret of their successful and economical oper- 
ation. The first cost of the Kewanee Plant is reasonable and its 
maintenance is but a few cents a day for the current used. It 
also furnishes ample current for the operation of Electric 
Iron, Washing Machine, Toasters, Cooking Stoves or any 
other household or farm appliances. 

Have electric light throughout 
your home, grounds, garage, barns 
and out-buildings. It is the safest, 
cleanest, surest and most conven- 
ient way of lighting. An effective 
safeguard against fire also. 

The installation of a Kewanee 
Piant is extremely simple. All ex- 
pert work is done at our factory. 
The plant is shipped as a complete 
unit, ready torun when the crate is | 
taken off. Only two bolts and seven wires, 
properly tagged, have to be connected. 

Youcan absolutely depend upon 
the Kewanee for good daily service 
and this is guaranteed by us. Semi- 
automatic switch board. Reliable 
ampere-hour meter which tells 
condition of batteries. Exide Hyray storage 
batteries—whole plant assembled on adjust- 
able Kewanee sub-base. 

The Kewanee can be operated 
by the same engine that operates 

| the pump and other household machinery 
so that your whole Private Utility System 

| may be compact and complete if you install 
Kewanee Systems. 

KEWANEE Private Utilities 
like Public Utility Plants, give every city comfort to the man in the country. Work toa 
plan for your home power plant and get the best and longest service out of what you buy. 

Our Engineering Department wili furnish free a layout or 
plan for the best arrangement of your Home Power Plant 

Water Supply Systems Electric Lighting Plants 
Sewage Disposal Plants |Home Power Plants 
Gasoline Storage Plants 
Gasoline Engines 

Vacuum Cleaning Systems 
Kewanee Windmill Pumps 

Write today for Bulletins, mentioning 
subject you are interested in 

Kewanee Private Utilities Co. 
(Formerly Kewanee Water Supply Co.) 

122 South Franklin Street, KEWANEE, ILL. 
BRANCH OFFICES AND DISPLAY ROOMS: 

59 Church ., teert, New York 1212 Marquette Bldg., Chicago 

| Portable Fire Proof 

Garage 
Patented Oct. 14, 1913. Jan. 6, 1914. 

Write for catalog and full information to 

THE TAYLOR 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
Montclair, N. J. 

LET US HELP YOU 
Our experienced landscape gar- 
deners make a planting plan of 
your place, selecting trees, shrubs, B 

etc., suitable to soil and situation. . #3 
Our nurseries (more then 600 acres) offer the 

finest selection in America for lawn and gar- 
den planti Write for Myr! D. 
STEPHEN HOYT’S SONS CO. 

Est. 1843. Inc. [908. 

New Canaan, Conn. 
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$00 fie eszer Window Box 
That Makes Plants Grow 

It can be set inside or 
ties outside the window or on 

the porch railing. Will not 
leak and damage the wood- 
work. Patented ventilated 
and drainage bottom. 
Made of heavy galvanized 
steel, enameled dark green, 
6” deep, 7%” wide and 

_ made in any lengths. 
To introduce and show yon this box, we will send you by 

Parcel Post, One 30” long, anywhere East of the Mississippi on 
receipt of $1.00-—-West of the Mississippi for $1.50. our 
money back if not satisfied. 

Get our free Booklet on piants and how to grow them. 

SUCCESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
15 SARGENT STREET GLOUCESTER, MASS, 
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ects 
Vegetable Collection A” 

This contains 15 of our choicest 

vegetables and will be sent for 

$1.00 

|' ha proved a great favorite with 

those planting small gardens, both be 

cause of the care taken in the election 

indi the price, which is considerably le 

than th wveral varieti ol eeds would 

cost purchased separately 

ot Hear Refugee Cree l 

ot. Hear Colden Was 

s HKeet, Egyptia 
I (Cabbage, Early W 

1 pa. Carrot, Half-I 

pt. rn, Farly Bant 

Cucumber, Imp. Whit 
Leek, Best Flag 

i 
pra 

pea Lettuce, Big B 

pa (inion, White Globe 

pa Parsley, Extra ( rhe 

pt. Peas, Thort Extra-Early Market 
Radish i t | I 

1 o7 pinach, Viroflay 

i pa lurnip 

We cannot make alterations in this 

issortment for they are pack ready to 

hip The price of one dollar include 

free delivery You will find it just what 

you want for your small garden Send 

for it today 

J. M. Thorburn & Co. 
53D Barclay Street through to 

54 Park Place, New York 
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spraying is to be done, dilute 1 part of 
tock with 100 parts of water, and use. 
lor prompt application, it is simpler to dis 
lve potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur 

m the chemists) in water, using 

uunce to a gallon his solution will not 

retain its strength, however, and must 

therefore only be prepared as needed. 
Svapsuds—lTwo pounds whale-oil soap 

to 1 gallon water. Dissolve the soap in the 

vater by heating to boiling point, and put 

away for stock. Dilute 1 part stock with 
5 parts water for use against aphids, slugs, 
etc. Common laundry soap also makes an 

cake to 4 gallons water, 
ised hot, being the proportion 

effective wash, 

\ll of the above, save the last, are ob- 

tainable from first-class dealers, in forms 
to be depended upon and with full direc- 

tions for applying. It is quite unnecessary 

to make them, if one prefers to buy ready 
mixed 

Your Saturday Afternoon Garden 
(Continued from page 251) 

may be made to help in the work—dib- 
bles, transplanting trowels, the trans 

planting hoe, and so forth. The various 

kinds of plants are set at different dis 
tances, shown in any planting table (see 

lf the plants 
are large and succulent the outside leaves 

planting table in this issue). 

should be cut back a third or more, so as 

to make them more convenient to handle 

and to keep them from wilting in the sun. 

Unless the ground is very rich it ts 
usually best to put a litthe manure or fer 

tilizer in the “hill,” or the place where the 
plant is to be set out. It may be quickly 
lone either by marking off the rows both 

ways and digging a small hole with hoe 

or trowel at each intersection, adding the 

compost and covering it up, making a 

mark with the head of the hoe to show 

exactly where it is, or by furrowing out 

the rows one way with a hoe attachment 

on the wheel-hoe, crossmarking, dropping 
the compost and covering it again with the 

wheel-hoe. Where several hundred plants 

are to be set the latter method will usually 

save some time. In setting the plants, 
vet them well down into the soil, but not 
deep enough to cover the crowns of such 

things as lettuce, beets, strawberries or 

celery. Get them in as firmly as possible. 

Some planters make a practice of walking 

back over each row and pressing the plants 

in still more firmly with the feet. If the 

plants have to be set out in hot, bright 

weather it is not a difficult matter to shade 

each plant with a sheet of newspaper, 
which can be left on for two or three days. 

The Seed Border—One of the tasks 
which should be attended to early in your 
garden making—the third or fourth Sat- 
urday afternoon of this month, if you are 
maintaining a Saturday afternoon gar- 

den—is to start seeds of things which you 
will want for transplanting. This will in- 
clude such plants as cabbage and cauli- 
flower for fall use, leek, summer lettuce, 

late celery, and so forth. Ordinarily, this 

writing te advertisers, please mention House & GarpDEN. 
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modest or large, will be im- 
proved in appearance, comfort 
and value by installing 

Have your architect and con- 
tractor specify and furnish Mor- 
fan Doors for your building. 
hey are supreme in beauty, 

design, construction and service. 
Every genuine Morgan Door is stamped 

“MORGAN?” on the top rail as a guarantee 
of a perfect door and for identification at 
the building. 

The door is the most prominent feature 
of your home—make it the most beautiful. 

Send for our handsome Suggestion 
Book of Interiors, “The Door Beautiful” 
— it will help in building or remodeling. 

Morgan Sash & Door Company 
Dept. A-19 CHICAGO 

Factory: Morgan Co., Oshkosh, Wis. 
Eastern Warehouse and Display: Morgan 

Millwork Co., Baltimore. 
Displays: 6 East 39th Street, New York 

309 Palmer Building, Detroit 
Building Exhibit, Ins. Exch., Chicago 

There will NEVER be enough num- 
ber one apples—ALWAYS too many 
Cider apples. Don't waste your time 
and your trees growing inferior grades, 
Use **Scalecide”’ the one sure Spray for 

Jose scale, and produce number 
y one fruit. ‘Scalecide” is 100% efficient 
oe scale and has marked fungi- 

j Ccidal properties. Used by best orchard. 
ists the world over. Endorsed by Ex. 

ment Stations. Our SERVICE 
EPARTMENT furnishes everything 

4 for the orchard. Write today to Dept, 
*2” for new booklet—“Pratt’s Hand. 

{ff book for Fruit Growers” and “Scale. 
ff cide the Tree Saver.” Both free. 

B. G PRATT ANY 
i 50 Church Street New York City 
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work, if it is not overlooked altogether, is 
done by planting the seeds of the several 
things here and there about the garden 
where space and opportunity offer. An 
easier way is to have a small plot devoted 
exclusively to this purpose, where the 
plants, being all in one place, can be more 
effectively watched. If the garden is near 
the house and convenient to the water sup- 
ply, the seed-bed may be made up in one 
corner of it. An empty hotbed or cold- 
frame will make an ideal spot, or, if 
neither of these conditions is available, 
the seedbed may be made on the south 
side of a fence or wall or the side of a 
house or shed, which will protect it from 
the north, and where it can be handily 
managed. One of the essentials for it is 

good drainage; and, unless the soil is 
naturally dry and light enough, a few 
wheelbarrow loads of light loam should 
be added to the surface—after it is 
spaded up. A board set on edge along 

the front will hold it in place and make a 
neat-looking job. Such a seedbed can be 
managed about the same way as a frame, 

For Interior 

and Exterior 

Arkansas Soft Pine Looks Right, 

Wears Right and Is Right. It Is 

Pick of the Pines 

For your Pick of the Homes 

You will find ‘‘An Architectural Aid,”’ 

a reliable guide to the correct use of 

wood. Send TODAY for your copy. 

It is unwise to pay more money for 
a . . . 

: ct Be meee wood that is worth les or is less dis- 
and the plants watched daily, protected ca en tinctivel ; d b wer ll aa k d - . . % ; , PNR xs : inctive an eautifu marked. from insects and thinned out as soon as i y y 

they are large enough, and watered when 

necessary. By the time they are needed 
in the garden they will be strong, thrifty 

plants conveniently situated for taking out 
and transplanting. Very often when they 
are planted in the garden, and sometimes 
even when they are in a specially pre- 
pared seedbed, the plants are allowed to 
remain too close together, with the con- 
sequence that they crowd each other and 
grow up tall and spindling. The rows 
should be made from 6” to 12” apart, ac- 
cording to the size of the seed and the 
size you expect to have the plants, before 
shifting them to a permanent position. 
Another important job to be done late this 
month, some Saturday afternoon, about 
four to six weeks before it is safe to plant 

corn in your neighborhood, is to make 
use of paper pots or dirt bands to start 
early hills of cucumbers, melons, lima 
beans, and, if you wish the earliest sweet 
corn you ever had, some hills of this also. 
Dirt bands are simply paper pots without 
any bottoms. They may be packed into 
a flat which will furnish the bottoms or 
may be placed on newspapers. The for- 
mer method has many advantages, as a 
number at a time may be handled and 
carried to the field without disturbing ° 9 7 . 

them. The 4” or 5” size should be used. I have a very complete collection of good old Tricker sWater-Lilies 
furniture of the 18th and early 19th centuries, 

Every piece of Arkansas Soft Pine is 

an individual pattern of surpassing 

beauty. (See illustration). Added to 

the beauty of the surface grain is the 

Hidden Figure which is developed 
and intensified by proper finishing. 

Arkansas Soft Pine will measure up to 

your conception of the ‘‘Wood Beauti 

ful,’’ and to your standard of the ‘‘ Wood 

Useful.”’ 

It 1s easy to work and worth working. 

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE 

BUREAU 

608 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Fill with light, rich compost, water both restored and in the rough. ja the Garden or Conservatory 
r . - > sta ave 2 "4 » ole P -— . on . a ricker § ater LAly roots will gro dad bioo he smaiies 

thoroughly, and after they have been I will be glad to answer inquiries and mail garden or conservatory. For more than a quarter century I 
drained out enough to be friable again, photographs. have made Water Lily growing a special study, selecting the 

' c SUSAN WESTROPE varieties}fadapted to garden and green-house culture. Water 
plant in each pot a number of seeds (about 694 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. Lilies can be grown in a tub, pool or pond, if you follow the clear 

half or two-thirds as many as you would and Williamsville, N. Y. ne es wt ts mr 
‘ r ee oe oe The Water-Lily”’ which tells ho grow the com- 

. = f ‘Il f 1 f | Ga mon sorts, as well as the 
put into a hi out of doors of the variety varieties Mrs. Woodrow 

24 P > Thew c . . Wilson” and “ Panama- being planted). They should be given a Pacific,” the latest of my 
suitable temperature in a frame—the WRITE TODAY FOR FREE COPY OF orton sega 
corn, of course, will not require as much REE New Illustrated Magazine William Tricker é 2 : Devoted t« 
heat as others—and protected from in- ALK Arboricult ve aF t MSpectalier 
sects. The beans and melons should be Seuss Sas Pertens es hi : intiepeneite to Tree Ownen and Tree Lovers. All sbous lm Arlingtoa,N.J. 

> r LA . - « planting care of trees and shrubs. Oc. & year. ‘u 38 thinned out to two or three plants a hill Quarterly by The FROST & BARTLETT CO. tres Specialiste, ane 
when well up. 26 Cortlandt St., New York Stamford, Conn. 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN. 
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SPECIALTIES 
than 

Our 

We desit 

A FE 
vl h we bel we have 

und of better quality upply 

in generally be o 

tock 

tained 

ol large 

RHODODENDRONS 

\ b “ 

pe cunen 

i parti 

EVERGREENS 

| wi we have i me tock i plant 

which nave ‘ j frequently tr 

planted ind root pruned—larg 

pecimen Hemlocks, 6 to [2 [t. in 
height Colorado Blue Spruce, ol! 

which we cheve we ha the largest 

the United State Juniperus 

Virginiana glauca, fi! pyramidal 

pecimet it ft. high; Juniperus 

Pfitzeriana, 2 to 6 ft. high; Thuya 
Standishi, Sitka Arbor Vitae, fin 

pryitrie 

tran 

tock i 

pecimens 5 to 0 ft. high; Taxus cus- 

pidata, broad, tim ertect ecimen ) 

to ditt! h ' 

\l ‘ yatnit ant ( trie Hiowinks 

DOGWOODS 

White-flowered re i tl most 

beautiful of our American tre ito 12 

ft. high: Red-flowered, 5 to 6 [t. high 

JAPANESE MAPLES 

especially atropurpureum sangui- 

neum, dissectum well-grow! peci 

mens 4to 6 ft. high 

HY DRANGEAS 

Otakea and new French varieties, 

grown | tul ind half-barrel um 

mer-tlowert 

ROSES 

We make a specialty of winter-flower 

ing rom particularly the new sorts that 

we ure tt ing th caso Ophelia rnd 

Francis Scott Key, also other new and 

tanda varietr 

Cata Chores Ornamental 

Trees and Shrub mailed free on appli 

cation; also Spring Seed and Plant List 

F. R. PIERSON CO. 
Tarrytown-on-Hudson, New York 

lelephone: Tarrytown 48 

Seven Hardy Glorious Lilies for $1°° 
I ach 

L. AURATUM iden Queen), Im 
' nee flower, white with gold band 

L. Tenuifolium, masses of coralred 
ll-like flowers Exquisite 

L. UMBELLATUM, striking buff 
to rich apricot 1 

L. ALBUM, ke driven snow glisten the 

recurved petal FRAGRANT 10x 

1 SUPERBUM, macnificent tall, stem 

masses orange. dark-spotted bloom 1 5« 

1 ROSEUM, white potted and clouded 

{ vred Fragrant 20« 

Amearyllie Hallii, umbel of charming 

oder ros Trumpet flower tO 

I ¢ includes delivery, FULL directions, how 

to grow LILIES sent with every order 

SEND for owr 10 rRIN¢ GARDEN BOOK Full of 

GARDENLORI 

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., New York. 

lin & ring tt 

The Dahlia—A 

(‘ame 

Flower That 

Back 

(Continued from page 249) 

hich case no growth will start. All the 

ngle dahlias, too, are easily raised from 

eed sown in the hotbeds about March Ist, 

ind when so started the period of bloom 

is greatly increased by the early start 

thus obtained the dahlias raised from seed 

particularly torm 

Dormant tubers of doubl 

tarted 

and color 

dahlias can be 

are nne in 

about April Ist in a coldframe. 

When the plant is dead, remove the root; and after 
drying it store in some cool place until time for 

the next planting 

Che chief use of seeds is the production 

ot new varieties. Seeds are also used by 

those who chiefly desire a mass of color 

and are not particularly desirous of finely 
formed lf planted early enough 
indoors and transplanted to the open as 

blooms 

oon as Sate, fine masses ol color can be 

ecured before frost, and the roots of the 

desirable 

will give even better 

tl. 

Mn.o;Tre saved, and 

results the next 

kinds can be 

sea- 

lhe dahlia flourishes best in deep, rich, 

moist soil, although very good results can 

be had on sandy soil, provided plant food 
and moisture ( lay should 

be avoided. The soil is not so important 

ability to hold moisture 
luring severe draughts 

are furnished. 

except in its 

Dahlas are easily destroved by high 

winds unless they are given a protected 

position They need plenty of air and 

unlight for best results. In shaded, close, 

airless quarters the growth is sappy and 
the poorly colored. More- 

over, 1f the best effects are to be had, they 

hould not be planted in clumps, as their 
brilliance 

flowers are 

of coloring can often prove a 
jarring note in the garden scheme. 

lt is always best to broadcast the ma- 

nure and plow oI spade it into the soil: if 

the manure is not well decomposed, 
thorough spading is necessary. On heavy 

clay or gravelly soils, loose, coarse ma- 
nure may be used, but on light or sandy 
soils, manure should always be fine and 

well rotted. Commercial fertilizers are 

also largely used, and valuable when 

used in connection with manure. 
are 

\lthough there is a diversity of opinion 
as to the proper time to plant dahlias, it 

is always best to plant early—about two 
weeks before danger of frost is over. If 

small roots or green plants are used, do 

advertisers, please mention Houss & GarpEN. 

Every Country 
Home Needs a 
“WALROND” 
Boot Wiper 

Black Iron, Large, 88.00, 

HERE is nothing more 
disagreeable on the rainy 

days so common in the Spring 
than to have mud and dirt 
tracked into the house and 
over the floors and rugs. 

An efficient boot wiper is the only 
means of preventing this discom- 
fort—and the most efficient boot 
wiper is the “ Walrond.” 

This device combines metal 
scrapers with a pair of strongly 
bristled brushes set at the correct 
angle to thoroughly clean soles, 

sides and tops of shoes. No particle 
of mud or dirt can remain after a 
few seconds’ use of the “* Walrond.” 

It is heavily constructed and will 
last indefinitely. If necessary, 
the brushes may be renewed. 

Prices of the ‘‘Walrond:’’ 

BLACK IRON, small... $6.00 

BLACK IRON, large..... 8.00 

GALVANIZED IRON, small 7.00 

GALVANIZED IRON, large 9.50 

GUNMETAL BRONZE, small 26.00 

GUNMETAL BRONZE, large... 36.00 

Large sizes have additional Toe Brushes. 

EWIS& CONGER 
Home Furnishings 

45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York 

RIPE 

TOMATOES 
Earlier than you 

\ protected with 

al Seed é Plant forcer 
Makes any kind of seeds{or plants grow in the open 

garden just the same as if A hotbed sash. Cheap 
enough to use ‘em by the 1,000. Private and market 
gardners take the hint. It’s the early crop that brings the 
pleasure and the profit. Send for my beautifully illus 
trated free catalog. It's a compendium of many new and 
wonderful inventions for the up-to-date gardener. You'll 
be glad you sent for it. 

The Ball Manufacturing Co. 
Dept. V. Glenside, Pa. 

ever had them before 
No danger from frost, cold 

winds or late springs when 
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not set out until later. A good rule to 
follow would be to plant small roots and 
green plants as soon as the danger from 
frosts is passed, and large roots about 
three weeks earlier. 

During its early stage of development, 
the dahlia grows very rapidly, and should 
be kept thoroughly tilled. But, while deep 
tillage is beneficial during the early stages 
of development, it is almost fatal to the 
production of flowers if practiced after 
the plants come into bloom. Therefore, 
when the plants commence to bloom, cease 
deep tillage and stir the soil to the depth 
of one to three inches only, but stir it 
often, and never allow the surface to be 
come hard and baked. This will not only 
prevent excessive evaporation of moisture 
and keep the undersoil cool and moist, but 
will also prevent the destruction of im- 
mense quantities of feeding roots. 

As long as the roots supply more 
nourishment than is needed to support 
the plant, both the plant and the flowers 
increase in size and beauty; but as the 
supply gradually becomes exhausted the 
plants cease growing and the flowers be- 
come much smaller. This condition is 
generally called “bloomed out,” but it is 
really “starved out,” and can easily be 
prevented if the proper attention is given 
to the plants. As soon as the flowers 
commence to grow smaller, broadcast 

around each plant a small handful of pure 
bone meal and nitrate of soda, in propor- 
tion four parts bone to one part soda, and 
carefully work it into the soil. 

In planting the roots or tubers, place 
them on their sides with the eye as near 
the bottom as possible; cover only two to 
three inches deep. As soon as the shoots 
appear, remove all but the strongest one, 

and pinch out the center of that one as 
soon as two or three pairs of leaves have 
formed, thus forcing it to branch below 

the level of the ground. As the plants 
develop, the soil is filled in gradually by 
subsequent hoeings. By this method the 
entire strength of the root and the soil is 
concentrated on the one shoot. causing it 

to grow vigorously; while the pinching 
back not only causes it to branch below 
the surface of the soil, and thus brace it 
against all storms, but also removes all of 

those imperfect, short-stemmed flowers 
that appear on some varieties. If the 
plants are pinched back low, as described, 
there is no danger of the branches splitting 

down, as the soil around them will hold 
them securely in place. 

As soon as the plants are killed by 
frost, lift the roots, and, after removing 
all the soil possible from them, allow them 
to dry in the air for a few days under 
cover, when they should be stored in the 

cellar or some other cool place secure from 
frost and yet not warm enough to start 
premature growth. This gives the tops 
chance to die down before they are cut off, 
while the clinging soil falls away readily. 
If the cellar is very dry or is not frost- 
proof, put the roots in a barrel or box 
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4 Why Endure Your Neighbors’ Ugly Buildings{ 

When a Planting of E 

‘Moons’ Trees and Shrubbery& 
Will Hide Them Like This? ( 

| O hide ugly views is but one use of Moons’ Shrubbery. Why not 
' a planting to soften the angular lines of house foundations; a 

shrubbery grouping to give an uninterrupted succession of bloom; a 
garden for the enjoyment of Roses and flowers; or trees for cooling 
shade about the lawn or avenue? 

lis 
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Wy alti 

ahs 
Moons’ Hardy Trees and Plants for Every Place and Purpose 

increase your enjoyment and enhance real estate 

Write for catalog, or better still, tell us of the planting you have in mind 
. . . 7 ny . ‘ 

that you may have the benefit of personal letter-aid from a firm established 43 
'“years and growing a stock of over 2200 varieties on 450 acres. 

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY 
Nu rserymen ° Makefield Place, 

Morrisville, Pa. 
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| Philadelphia Office: 

4 Room D, 21 S. 12th St. 
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Qawiwan y Ca Wome Forme em eR om 

IRISES 
EXCLUSIVELY 

The most wonderful collection in America. 
Over 500 varieties. Beautiful catalog on request. 

THE GARDENS, 

You can get solid comfort from 
Mathews Summer Houses 
and Garden Decorations. 

First send for our free 
portfolio cotitaaning many 

beautiful plates of garden decoration. Dayton, O. 
Then lay out your garden plans or let 

our artist offer free suggestions. Have 
a real outdoor living room this summer. 

: Free Portfolio of Garden Plates 
Send for this portfolio today. It con- 
tains over 150 attractive designs of 
summer houses, pergolas, trellises, 
arbors, etc. Ask about our wonder- 
ful line of bird houses. 

The Mathews Manufacturing Co. 
909 Williamson Bidg Oleveland, O. 

REES and SHRUB 
PORTER’S|HIGHIQUALITY!STOCK 
Illustrated Price List free. Write for copy{today 

PORTER’S NURSERIES 
Box 260 Evanston, Ill. 

NOTE—Big Stock of Large Specimen Norway Maples at Low Prices 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN. 
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Is Your Refrigerator Poisoning Your Food? 

neerou 

Approved by 
Goad Housekoep ng institute 

0 

white unbreakable porcelain 
ware which can be kept free from 
reeding places for disease germs 

that poiwon food which in turn 

refrigerator—how 

OUR doctor will tell you that a refrigerator which cannot 
be kept clean and wholesome like a Monroe is always 

the health of vour family 

The Monroe is the refrigerator with food compartments of genuine 
solid porcelain ware —modeled in one piece over an inch thick 
every corner rounded. Not cheap enamel porcelain on a metal base, but 

one piece of beautiful, smooth, 

Read what physicians and others say 
about the wonderful ice-saving and 
health protection the Monroe affords: 

poison people Nothing to 
crack up or absorb moisture “Using about one- | than any othe of sev 

ss easly cleaned as a china third the ice the ss save had, we 
. . a Shreve, Salem, bow ot a =~ 1 oe others did rT. G.| Mass. “Saved about cornet or any other lodging Mackie New Or 50 Ibs. of ice per day 

place for dirt and the germs of leans “Cut ice over another make of 

ease and decay bills from $36 to $8,"" same size W 

r. W. Williams, Mil- Rieke, Paducah, Ky 
n Sy e n da f oO r waukee Will save Monroe twice as 

| 
) per cent of ice | large as former re 
ver ore dit nary refrig frigerator. cut ice bill 
erators, b more than half,”’ S 

James, A Dickson, Weat Or- 
Reduced ice bills ange. N. J *Econo- 

nearly 40 per cent mical in use of ice; 

Dr B H Wells, and. preserving in 
about refrigerators which Southport, Conn best ‘manner articles 

explains all this and tells 

Gh*"Monroe” =: 
Saving 60 per cent | placed in it, Dr. R 

to select the on my ice bills H E. Starkweather, Ev- 
W. Webb, Columbus, | anston, Ill. “An ice 
0 ‘Don't use much | saver a erm pre 

better, more 1 “ @ \ 
over half the ice we ventor, hence a 

nourishing food-——how to did before Dr. G. health preserver to 
keep food longer without F. Beasley, Lafay any family,”” Dr 30 Days’ Trial- Cash or Credit whiae —- bem to ant | ote. ted” “See | Chee, nom’ Lalay- 

Direct from factory you—saving yo down ice bills how to more economical | ette, Indiana. 

store profits. We pay freig ht and guarantee guard against sickness 
your money back and removal of refrigerator doctor's bills. 

at no expense to you if you are not absolutely ” 

satiated end tor book now letter o : ° tablished . 

postal * Monroe Refrigerator Co. ( “iss” ) Sta. 4C, Lockland, Ohio 

CON- SER- TEX | 

SLEEPING BALCONIES 
PORCH FLOORS 

ano ROOF 

INVESTIGATE 
Secure Satisfaction Avoid Future Expense 

What is Con-ser-tex? It is a canvas roofing 
chemically treated to preserve the fibre from the 

mildew and the detrimental action of the oil in 

paint. Will last as leng as the house does. 

Does It Cost Much? Con-ser-tex is very in 

expensive Cheaper than most other roofing 

material It is easy to put on— thus saving time 

ind eliminating troubl 

Does It Do the Work? = [t never rots or stretch 
It hugs the porch or roof surface tightly Neat 

indi artistic in appearance It deadens sound, 

water proof and weather proof. Dehes treading 

coal gas, or any other wearing influence 

What Are Its Uses? It is used for Porch and 

House roof piazza floor leeping balconies 

bathroom walls and floors, kitchen floors and all 

other places where a serviceable fabric is required 

Anything Else? Yes, we will send you a sam 
ple of this wonderful fabric \ moment's in 

vestigation will show you its superiority over 

Cotton Duck and other roofing fabri 

We will send you descriptive folder and price list. 

WM. L. BARRELL COMPANY 
8 Thomas Street New York City 

Chicage Distributor: Geo. &. Carpenter & Co., 430-40 Wells St. 

California Distributors: 

Waterhouse & Price Co The Pacific Building Material Co. 
les Angeles San Francisce 

Advantages 
of Kelsey Health Heat 

r ventilates while it heats The air in your 

| Living Room, for instance, can be com 
pletely changed every fifteen minutes 

hink what it means to have a continuous day 
ind night supply of fresh air, absolutely without 
lraughts 

Think what this absence of draughts means to 

the health of children playing on the floor; or to 
the older members of the family who now have to 
leep in stuffy rooms for fear of draughts 

The Humidifier automatically furnishes just 
the right amount of healthy moisture in the air 

rhe Kelsey Health Heat can be installed in old 

or new house ind } is easy to run as a kitchen 

stove 

It burns less coal than other heats, and 

me it. Just give us the opportunity 

Let us send you our Booklet called ‘Some 
wine Sense on Heating 

Would vou like to know what the owner of 

above house thinks of his Kelsey \ line 

1 you will bring the informatio 

ne Kes EYE. 
Aveeue | WARM AIR GENERATOR 

237 James Street, Syracuse, New York 

Dealers in all Principal Cities 

and cover completely with dry sand or 
some other suitable material, such as saw- 
dust or tanbark, to prevent freezing or 
loss of vitality by drying or shriveling. 

There is such an endless variety of fine 
dahlias that it is impossible to have one 
specimen of each in a small garden. My 
policy has been to plant two good roots of 

each of the chosen varieties, so as to be 

fairly sure of success. 

Time to Set Out Asparagus, etc. 

(Continued from page 273) 

each a generous depth and width, and 
put in a good layer of manure, working 
this into the soil at the bottom and stamp- 
ing it down. Fill in the soil to 4” or so 

of the top, and set the roots on this sur- 
face, and cover them in. Where only a 
small bed is to be set out it may be made 
5 or 6 feet wide, putting in three rows, 

one in the middle and one a foot or a foot 
and a half from each edge. The plants 
should be set a foot apart. Rhubarb 
roots should be set 2 or 3 feet apart each 

way. If you are transplanting clumps of 
your own or getting some from a neigh- 
bor, do not set the whole clump into one 
hole; cut it up into several pieces. You 
will get fewer stalks from a hill in this 
way, but they will be a great deal better. 

\ few plants of sea-kale should be put in 
with the asparagus and rhubarb, as they 
are treated in much the same way—that 
is, they make their growth during the 
summer and store up plant food for a 
rapid growth early in the spring. The 

plants are heavily mulched in the spring, 
to blanch the immature leaf stalks, which 
are very delicious. 

Dormant roses should also be set out 
early this month. These are usually 
budded or grafted plants. They should 
be planted deep enough so that the union 
between stock and scion comes at least 
three inches below the surface, otherwise 
the stock is likely to throw up a cane 
which will destroy the growth above it. 
Dormant roses should be pruned _ back 
very severely when planted. Leave only 
three or four buds or eyes to each branch. 
Be careful to cut just above an outside 
bud, so that the new growth will be made 

toward the outside of the plant. Above 
all, get them in solid. A dormant rose 
will stand tramping on with both feet, and 
while that method of treatment is not 
recommended, it better than handling 

it as if it were glass, and gently covering 

the earth in about the roots with a gloved 
hand. Be careful not to expose the root 
to dry winds or bright sun while planting; 
it is an easy matter to carry them about in 
an old basket, covered at the roots with 
moss or damp burlap. 
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In Grandmother’s Garden 

ontinued from page 241) 

our play. What does a city child do to- 

day without the charm of a garden? 
the “pin-a-poppy show” 

Even 

has passed away. 
(ne never hears of it now, but we who 
pasted the lovely bright flowers and leaves 

m paper and covered them with glass can 
still remember the thrill experienced when 

In response to the invitation “A pin, a pin, 
a poppy show—Give me a pin and I'll let 
vou know” the wonderful show was un- 

covered. Then followed such gasps and 
expressions of admiration! No, the mod 

ern child knows nothing of the real pleas 
ure of a garden. 

(Of course, we must have done damage 

fo many things in Grandmother’s garden, 
but if we did she was kind enough to 

overlook it all. She must have known 
li«¢ that many of the morning glory buds failed 

to open. It was such fun to take firm hold 

of those pointed buds and pinch and hear 
them pop. 

Our playhouse was out under the apple 

trees. Never was there more wonderful 

housekeeping nor more varied and original 
meals. The garden furnished everything, 

even much of our clothing and adornment 

when we really “dressed up” for dinner. 
The lilac leaves pinned together with their 
stout stems made charming caps, belts and 
aprons. The flowers of the lilac were 

equally useful. One blossom put into 
another and another and lo! a lovely chain 
was ours. We fashioned the same thing 

from the larkspur blossoms and from the 
dandelion stems. ‘The latter were always 
popular, since the work of making a dan 
delion chain was more speedily accom 
plished. We loved the dandelion curls and 

hung them over our ears, and, with fuchsia 

hlossoms, or, on rare occasions, peanuts 

(split at one end and pinched onto our 
ears) for ear rings, we felt that we were 

dressed for any swell occasion. 

Grandfather always had corn in his 
garden—the blue, sweet corn. Whenever 

| see it I recall the day when Grandmother 

entertained a very stylish city friend. It 
was in the day of the bang, and when we 

children beheld this fashionably-dressed 

lady with a straight bang of blonde hair 

covering her forehead, we gazed in amaze- 

nent at first, and then flew to Grand 
father’s cornfield. The corn was just 
right for it, the silk the exact shade. It 
lid not take long to arrange it on our 

heads in an up-to-date bang; and at din 
ner we appeared a little self-conscious, 

perhaps, but well satished with the style 
of our hair dressing 

(in our table the playhouse, spread 
with a cloth made for our use, we served 

nost remarkable meals. We had few 
dishes ; but what of that, when leaves made 
adorable plates and platters and even cups 

in an emergency! Jack-in-the-pulpit flow- 

ers served as pitchers; little thorns from 
the thorn apple trees made splendid forks 
and such a lot of things we found to eat! 
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Pb itd l= S'ETH THOMAS 
° vat Se 

Te 3 Chime Clocks 
E. Hate fo 
i, x | 4 , UR Chime Clocks share with all Seth 

Chime 64°" Pattern 

Thomas Clocks the virtue of constant 
accuracy. ‘The music of Westminster ot 
Whittington and Westminster chimes is ai 

added charm to win your admiration 

The clock pictured here is Seth ‘Thomas 
Chime 64. It has a silvered dial set ina mahog 

any case, plain or inlaid marqueterie design 
Che movement is eight-day. The chimes 

play every quarter-hour or can be silenced 

Seth Thomas Chime Clocks are made in 

varying shapes and sizes. ‘hey are priced at 
$15 to $50. ‘The design shown here, and other 
similar, may also be had with hour and half 

hour strike instead of chimes. 

Your jeweler will give you full information 
on Seth ‘Thomas Chime and Cabinet Clocks. 

Descriptive booklet th ad 

ym care of clocks upon reque 

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO. 
Established 1813 

15 Maiden Lane New York City 

[)peKalb 
Nurseries 

Make your home grounds more beautiful 
and plant some of our wonderful varieties 
of Hardy Phlox they are the very best. 
Our assortment -of Evergreens Shrubbery 
and trees 1s extensive and you should have 
our list, please ask for it. 

ADOLF MULLER 
Norristown, Pa. 

i= 
wanted 

No. ll No. 1 No. 13 
$1.25 Each, the Three for $3.50 

BIRDS PREFER RUSTIC HOUSES 
and we know how to please them in matter of Architecture. * 

Best Wire Sparrow Trap, $4.00; Booklet, “Bird Architecture, 
20« Free with every order. Attractive Martin Houses, $4.00 
to $20.00. We prepay on Mailables within Third Zone. 

Weight of three, 10 Ibs. 

The Crescent Company, “Birdville” Toms River, N. J. 

GARDEN ORNAMENTS 
x 

HETHER for open lawn, garden 

spot or driveway—-our catalogs 

will supply you with ideas for every- 

thing needed on the modern country 

place. 

In addition we prepare special designs 

in garden ornaments to meet special 

architectural requirements. 

We issue separate catalogs of Dis- 

play Fountains, Drinking Fountains, 

Bird Fountains, Electroliers, Vases 

Settees and Grilles and Gateways, 

Chairs, 

Guards, 

Statuary, Aquariums, Tree 

Sanitary Fittings for stable 

and cow barns. 

{ddre Ornamental Dept. 

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS 

Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York 

Established 1828 

| 
r In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN. 
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andes sas tlie aaa a ers, a e them often as gloves. with those who have become ac 

tembe til lat without When the Canterbury bells were in §) quainted with this delightful annual. 
‘ ‘ ‘ " hlnaon . tsecd| to watch for the an 8 a pan ‘ - - . 

— 1 = vatch for the bee to The orchid-fiowering strain 
we «a 1! t (| \ int that imy 9 srl seve +] } 1] he fin Yr ( . * ° ° . a 

ther hor the world, © a Craw? Ito the wt t the flower and then & branches freely from the main 
wi ' y quantity pinching tie et what a thrill went ® stem, forming fine, spreading 

tu h our hut through us as we felt him buzz and beat =) plants, flowering from all branches, 
t inthe , to { late wrne teenie } een rs ee tye aE 2 ; ' ll t Chrysanth und t ree s way through the burst making it invaluable for cutting. | 

I ! ane i I] t elty ind 5 ie @ | — nN | et ] ing this once too e q 

t ird R " ( vil é ane SMM — GOING : rte Foliowing are a few of the popular varieties 
ma , many times, an tine veces were never agaln . Pkt l¢ Oz 

6 teal | ete’ a Purplish Violet $0.10 $1.00 
(i} ] CCl bi ivy hinge Pin , Bright Pink. . , 10 1 oo | 

| ’ 1] | ; 1 . Li ht Blue, Veined Gold. ; 10 1.00 
Ro Sc Ss lhe long needles ot the pie made fhne Gélden Yellow, ids adler 10 1.00 ‘a 

th os to sew with and wer evel bags Scarlet, Rich color... ‘ 10 1.00 

Wi ow Ros for greenhs e and garden Ns : - : “Pe: 9 Brown with Gold : : 10 1.00 
ampibenas Our Rose catalogue describe the more adorable than those we made \ ey 10 100 

»™ ‘ ; ‘ * , OF ; 
two Novelties for this year, ‘*‘ Mrs. F. F. pinching and blowing up the leaves of the 
Thompson,"’ a lovely hell pink ind live-for-evet Ihe queen of the meadow Our Special Offer 

‘** White Shawyer,”’ a superb whit ish ; ¢ ; : For 25 cents, in coin or stamps, we will send 

for if grew in this garden; marrige lds were there one packet each of the six separate varieties listed 

7 , ' : , , , above, which if purchased separately would cost 
an ie mourning bride (the pincushion 60 cents 

SPEC IAL INTRODUC TORY OFFER t] Wer ) anc the garcle 1} helhotrope For description and prices ol othe: novelties 

: . ‘ 1 and specialties in flowers and vegetables, as well 
We will send a dozen Assorted Early \ ale rian) | he cats alway q like al to roll as standards, write for a copy of our 1915 Spring 

Flowering "Mums, and include a plant : en , vette ab O Catalogue. 

of ‘Etoile d’Or,"’ prepaid to any s, and how ( \\ | scrat at the : 

addreas for $2.00. elder bushes! ‘ 

We buried many a pet canary under the lump ¢ Vober: 

CHARLES H TOTTY lilacs. Elaborate preparations were made Sj 
° Saat Gentate te which off of the wil » 30 & 32 Barclay St. New York tor these burila which all rt the giri zs ; 

Specialist were invited (not the boys, for they | [iim 
Roses Carnations Chrysanthemums laughed at us) Into a pretty little thread- 

Ridgedale Avenue, Madison, N. J. ox, lined with ferny leaves, the bird was 

tenderly laid, and over and about it we 

tucked the sweetest flowers Then the ‘Z 

cover Was put on and our choicest larkspur Buildin 9? 

— wreath was laid upon it; then the sad g: 
\\% litt » ) ‘SS10T 1] r oo uo oft he oT: . BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME! ittle procession; the digging of the grave Get This Bienen Rock 

**‘ARTBRONZ”’ Products j and its covering, and we were ready tof 
w of « . , »< ao ‘ . eS ' are » Ie < T tells all about the proper method is of pov e- the song \bove us we heard the laughter mi Pg a 

; oa, Se were of the martins, the glad note of the orioles yt --y bh, --S 

Book Recks Boudoir Lamps and the happy Hight song ol! the goldfinch., a 

Ash Trays Paper Weights \WV ret » ol rine 1 the rol -all- J h > W d Dy ens were chattering and the robins call 
Statuary Portables, etc. > * 

é ing. Ina way we resented all their songs onnson s oo e 
penses lve use ta Che heat at oie M : ; © Comes in 17 harmonious and natural shades. Makes Distinctive Gifts for all occasions f happiness We loved best. that dav cheap, soft woods as artistic as hard w 
Unusual Bridge and other prizes rl ? . \\ 4 if ee ent Famke at mall you free 

eh, ttle el nd e nl we > a Dollar Portfolio o ane owing all popular yd Mt $1.50 the little peewee and his plaintive all. ‘ woods finished with Johnson's Wood Finishes. Remember 

None genuine without ang the same song at every burial. There rm the 26¢ book Edition HG4, are Free 
this name “Artbrons 1 , ) } } Take this ad to your dealer—or write. ; ay ce was no partiality shown. Possibly the | 
KATH N BRONZE WORK # ; 5 ott - hot thcen S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. 
$01 Fifth Ave nuc New York ong Was not at all appropriate, but these “The Wood Finishing Authorities”’ 

words came from sorrowing hearts: a 



“Brother, thou wert mild and lovely, 

Gentle as a summer breeze: 
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Pleasant as the air of evening, 
\s it floats among the trees.” I 

Ser OLN i DOUBLES ZA4e GARDEN’S CHARM 
verses we sang the first one over and over 

until we felt that due respect had been 
given the little bird we mourned. 

In the fall great golden balls hung from 

the porch—fruit of the gourd. vine. 
Nothing could have made prettier balls for 
our games. When the evening primroses 

blossomed “with a silken burst of sound” 

we watched them in the twilight, listening 
ever for the sound that we hoped to hear 

as the yellow petals popped open. We 
never heard it, and neither were we able 
ever to light the gas on the seed pods of 

the Fraxinella. Both of these things, we 

decided, were fables gotten up by the older 

people to please children. 

hough your Garden be small, a Sun-Dial, Bird Font or 
Gazing Globe adds the essential touch. Terraces,Porches, 

and Cozy Nooks will invite you to linger if Artistically 
Furnished with Terra Cotta Tables and Benches,while your 
Plants will have New Beauty in GALOWAY Pots, Boxes and Vases. 

We are the Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of 
Garden Pottery in histaien Chas long Experience is 
Embodied in a Comprehensive Catalogue containing 
aWealth of Suggestions for making Your Garden 
Attractive. This Catalogue will be sent upon request 

GALLOWAY TERRA COTTA CO. 
3218 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 

NEW YORK SHOWROOM 

CRAFTSMAN BUILDING 

here was a witch hazel bush, however, 
that always delighted us. After all else 

had gone, out in the garden we would find 

the spidery little blossoms of this bush, 

and never was a fall complete until we 
had taken into the house some of its 
branches aS . rT : 4 alle hes. It Wa not the Howers that POSTER The most convenient way of collecting @) 
fascinated us. lhe heat of the room made poster art. We havea few copies of the 

, , STAM ps **Poster Pack’’ containing many beau is the title of the greatest book on the culture of ro 

the seed pods ex and, and how the hard tiful and rare specimens. 15c postpaid. and other plants ever published; gives expert experi 
: I ence of a lifetime—free Exquisitely illustrated in 

little black see¢ snap ; Standard Publicity Service - atural colors: offers and tells how to grow America 
ange a a ae Oe 706 Perry Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, PA. Poster sinmp most famous collection of high-grade, Own-root tos 

are und the room! ° % Omer Camps plants This beautiful book—FREI Write 
r : ‘ F HELLER BROS. CO., Box 452, New Castle, Ind. 

Grandfather once sat reading his paper ; 
- Rees gis agiseus ‘ 5 ae . ms when this cann mading was going on. He Horsford The perennials I offer are 500 ROSES $2.00 HOW? 

finally looked up from his reading and s apedierarged yg te’ E B BIG NINE” Rosebus! 
‘ 1 sist extreme cols lose dasy. uy our “ >» NINE” Rosebushes 
remarke hi > suppose se Wi , aa irked that he suy posed the house was Cold Weather that winter kill easily are the everbloomers—and average 60 roses each 
old enough now so that its walls were en- Plants saagene Pry June till Nov Did it 1914 Large heavv 

tirely settled, but ev idently not. We chil- silty. My list of German plants some 3 feet; all cut back ready for 

dren knew what made the crackling noises, And and other ‘Iris alone would furnish material planting Richmonds, Killarneys, American 

Lit oe lidn’t tell FI for a hardy garden. Beauts (Reds, Pinks, Crimsons). Assort as 
Se * Cll. I have wild flowers, hardy ferns, lilies, peonies, rg ' » 2.9.9 , P , ovect< 

ox: +} ¢ = ower foxgioves wild orchids, shrubs, trees, and vines ” ante d = ee limited supply suggests 
Xeally > ne sweetest part of Gt and- Seeds from many countries as cold as Vermont. See immediate orders. 

ey ‘ ) . my catalog before making up your spring list 9 9 
mother’s garden was down by the Persian That || Mailed tree on request CO-OPERATORS’ LEAGUE, 

lilacs. She called it her “garden of Crceeey 0: SOS Chrastatto, Vermont 950 N. Lockwood Av., CHICAGO 
sweetness.” Init grew such fragrant blos- 

soms. There were mignonette and violets, 
valley lilies, tuberoses, lemon verbena and 
lavender. Wall flowers bloomed there and 

heliotrope and sweet peas. A few plants 
of rose geranium were carefully tended, 
for Grandmother used the leaves in many 

ways. We often played near this garden, 
especially when the valley lilies were in 
bloom, for we loved their fragrance best 

of all. 

Yes, a “garden is a lovesome thing, Got 

wot!” and the memory of such a garden 
in one’s childhood is a blessed, comforting 

one. Many a time, when life has been 
hard and strenuous, when the journey has 
been dusty. and tiresome, have I in memory 
slipped back to the cool, sweet shade in 
Grandmother's. garden; to the rest and 

comfort and beauty of it all, and have 
blessed Grandmother for having brought 

us up in such sweet company. 

On the Estate of Mrs. Winthrop Sargent, Fishkill Landing, N. Y. 

Every garden plot, large or small, offers an opportunity for 

the expression of your individuality. Consider how much 
more charm your garden would have if you were to add only 

a simple stone bench, a sundial, or a bird bath. Our cata- 

logue illustrating some of the models in our remarkable 

collection of garden ornaments will help you in your selection 

on When you are in New York, call at our warerooms and see 

Do you have trouble finding time for the collection for yourself. You will enjoy the visit 

garden work? Possibly that’s because you le re 

ck mt parcel out your time systematically. To those desiring marble ornaments, we offer special facilities, insuring reasonable prices and prompt deliveries 

Glance over “How to Find Time for Gar- Png :. THE ERKINS STUDIO 226 oe 

den Work, in next month s House AND The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone 

(,ARDEN. POUL SUUDNONNLUULOUAL UA AMTMAUNUUOUNACNUSAONUELA LULU 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN 
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TRADE — 

MARK ' ~/ 

Sanitary 
eH Underground 

i Garbage 
Receptacle 

r f Aluminum and Concrete 

Nothing to rust 

Decompose or break 

THE MAIN ADVANTAGI 

of the 

NORRISTONE UNDER 

GROUND RECEPTACLE 

i 

Open information to 

J. FRANK NORRIS 
Norris Street ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

AD D
IIG

rAN
 | 

Write for booklet and full 

Start Lima Beans, 
Corn and Melons in 

Paper Iransplanting Pots 

» Es ‘ , 

P.B. CROSBY & SON 

Catonsville Maryland 

the Flower Garden 
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or two ot putter 

a fork, with vour 

e in this di 
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‘ ] ; ] ] sed to handling 

a very hard or 

s-sized border, 

lan that 

hie outlines ot the 

lave it excavated 

reet, throwing 

one side and 

roots to the 

gravel may 

material. If there 

as 1 Most Cases 

] ] 
Com Cinders, or 

do, and put in a laver 

over this with the 

surtace, and re 

In place OT sod 

leaves May be 

keep the dirt as 

mm packing down 
drainage laver on top 

t 

compost a toot or 

come within six 

the top of the trench. This 

garden soil. a 
einy preterable, and 

and half with a 
bone through it 

it the trench 

ost Yourself 

On Spraying! 
R’auaii SPRAYING means bigger crops—finest 

quality of yield—more money. More than 300,000 

Government and State Agricultural Experiment 

Stations, farmers, gardeners, orchardists, nurserymen 

and home owners have learned the full meaning and 

profit of right spraying at the right time. It has enabled them to 

prevent the ravishes of insects, blights, plant diseases—and to 

Get Finest Fruits, Best Vegetables, 
Biggest Crops 

You, too, can post yourself on spraying Just send us your 

name and address Back to you, free of charge, will come the 

valuable Spraying Guide. Also complete catalog of 

ee 

fe ican 

re, 

re 

made in 40styles and sizes—hand and power. Ask your dealer to 

show you the entire line. Top photo shows style No. 40—capacity 

8 to 12 gal. Lower left photo shows style No. 1—capacity 4 ga: 

Lower right photo shows style No. 37—capacity 1 qt. to 49 gal 

Every type of sprayer for every purpose Each type the finest 

for its purpose that can be made. We have specialized on ppray 

design and manufacture for 15 years Write for Catalog and Free 

Spraying 

Guide. E. C. Brown Co. 

851 Maple St. 
Rochester, N.Y. 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
and DECORATIONS in 
REINFORCED CAST STONE 

Sun Dials Bird Baths 

Vases Benches 

Settees Fountains 

Flower Holders 

Send for Catalogue 

J.C. KRAUS CAST 
STONE WORKS, Inc. 
157 W. 32ad Street, New York 
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TOWNSEND'S 
TRIPLEX 
LAWN 
MOWER 

(PATENT PENDING) 

The Greatest Grass-Cutter on 

Earth, Cuts a Swath 86 Inches 
wide. 

Drawn by one horse and operated by 
one man, the Triplex Mower will mow 
more lawn in a day than the best motor 
mower ever made, and cut it better and 

at a fraction of the cost. 

Drawn by one horse and operated by 
one man, it will mow more lawn in a 

day than any three other horse drawn 
mowers with three horses 

men. (We guarantee this.) 

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves. One mower may be climb- 
ing a knoll, a second skimming the level and a third paring a hollow. 

three 

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the mud in springtime, neither 
does it crush the life out of the grass between hot rollers and hard, hot ground in 
summer, as does the motor mower. 

Write for catalogue illustrating all types of lawn mowers with list of users. (Free) 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., 17 Central Ave., Orange, New Jersey 

A Refreshing Picture 
Smooth, well kept lawns present a 

refreshing picture. On hot summer 
days you cannot, at your command, 
call cooling breezes to your relief 
this priceless gift is denied you 

But you can, at your will, make 
your surroundings refreshing to the 

eye and pleasing to the senses 
’ The Ideal Junior Power Mower will 

keep your lawn in prime condition, 
and furnish a setting to delight every 
owner who takes pride in the appear- 

ance of his lawn 
This power driven mower is more 

economical to operate than either the 
hand or horse-driven mower—will do 
the work quicker and better. Ten full 
hours work costs but 20 cents for 
fuel—with no loss of power, as 1s 
the case when three or four chains 
are necessary to transmit the 
power from the motor to the 
drive wheel 

The motor is 3-horsepower, 
S.A.E. rating; high tension Na 
tional magneto 4 adjustable 
cutter blades; 25-inch cut; 
climbs 40% grades; cuts 5 
acres per day Speed up to 
4 miles per hour. The Ideal Com- 
bination Mower and Roller, a larger 

machine with 38-inch cut $400. Let 
us tell you more about what the Ideal 
Power Lawn Mower will do for your lawn 

THE IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER CO. 
R. E. OLDS, Chairman 

403 Kalamazoo Street Lansing, Michigan 

4 Junior 
Power 
awn Mower 

In writing to advertisers 

BOBBINK & ATKINS 
World’s Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products 

GROWN IN AMERICA 

Several years of constant thought and effort places us in a 
position to fill orders for all kinds of Nursery and Greenhouse 
Products for Outdoor Planting and Indoor Decorations, in- 
dependent of European importations. Among the many 
attractions growing in our 300 acres of highly cultivated Nursery 
are large quantities of the following specialties: 

Rose Plants. Hybrid Tea, Rhododendrons. English, 
Perpetual and other varieties. Hardy Hybrids, Catawbiense 

Evergreens, Conifers and and Maximum varieties 

Pines. Many acres of our Hardy Vines and Climbers. 
Nursery are planted with them 

Hardy, Old-fashioned Per- 
ennial Plants. 

Japanese FloweringCherry 
and Crab Apple Trees. 

Peonies, German and Japan 
ese Iris. 

Shade Trees, Flowering 
Shrubs and Japanese Maples 

Dwarf, Trained and Or- Boxwood and other large 
dinary Fruit Trees, Straw- leaved Evergreens 
berry Plants and other small ; ’ : 
Fruits. California Privet, Berberis 

Baytrees and large leaved and other hedge plants. 
decorative plants. Plant Tubs, Window 

Dahlias and other Bulbs Boxes, English Garden Fur- 
and roots. niture and Rustic Work. 

OUR NEW HYBRID GIANT FLOWERING MARSH- 
MALLOW will Bloom Everywhere. 

The above are described and priced in our Illustrated General cat- 
alog No. 40, mailed upon request. When requesting catalog please 
state in what you are interested. Visitors are made welcome to in- 
spect our Products, which is very important before placing order. 

*‘We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere’’ 
Correspondence Invited 

NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND PLANTERS 

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY. 

please mention House & GARDEN. 
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Exquisite 
and Art : ’ = - 

: Dainty Fayence 

The 

om ol 

design illustrated is but 

the many artistic 

patterns carried in open 

tock Tea, Breakfast 

Luncheon Sets consisting of 

or 

29 pieces, dainty and of 

design, ar 

$13.50 

unique specially 

priced, at Each 

piece i hand decorated 

under colors 

both 

the glaz in 

vivid and harmonious 

Royal Copenhagen Porcelain 
And Danish Arts 

256 fifth Avenue New York 

Vases, Lamps, Flower 
Holders. 

Figures and Animals in 
Porcelain Sculpture. 

A Terra Cotta 
TILE ROOF 

the only perfect shelter— leak-proof— moist- 
ure-proof and absolutely fire-proof. It adds 
architectural beauty and selling value to a 

building. Requires no repairs; lasts forever. 

Write for our illustrated booklet ‘‘ The Roof Beautiful,”’ 
orinted In colors, referring to the origin and use of 
Tiles. ttcontains views of many beautiful homes with 
roofs of Terra CottaTiles.and is sent free upon request. 

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO. 
Manutacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles 

Gen’! Offices: 1107-17 Monroe Bidg., Chicago, Ill. 

> 3_3! 

Dreer’s Dahlias 
E offer in 

our Garden Book this season 

and fully describe 

three hundred and forty-eight of 

the choicest New and Standard 

varieties, which include all types 

and colors of this favorite Fall 

flower, every one having been care 

fully tested and found desirable 

If you have never grown Dahlias 

you should begin by getting our 

Six “Incomparable” Dahlias for 
Garden Decoration, for $1.25 

send for a copy ' onr Carden 

ind make 

tion 

HENRY A. DREER, 

Peony-Plowered Dahlia 

Dahlia 714-716 Chestnut St. 
Specialists Philadelphia, Pa. tag 

> 

should be filled in with good, rich loam, 
rounded up well ai the surface, but 
flat enough so that water will not run off 

to the edges. Allow for the setting of the 
soil, which will amount to two or three 
inches the season is over. both 
compost and soil, as they are put in the 
trench, should be made fairly firm with a 
good packing down, not hard enough to 

make the soil hard or lumpy. 
before you begin to set the plants, you 

should have a plan showing exactly where 
each should go. Then take a section and 
arrange the bed, and arrange these clumps 

in order ready to plant. It is better to 
do this rather than to begin planting one 
by one. Do not expose the plants to wind 
and sun any more than possible during the 
operation of plant setting. If the soil is at 
all dry, water may used under each 
plant as it is set. But usually at this time 

of the this will not be necessary. 
lhe various plants should be set slightly 
deeper than they have been growing be- 

fore; or if they are from pots, an inch or 
so over above the ball of earth. Plants 
that have been kept wrapped up and boxed 
and kept from the light for several days 
should not be immediately exposed to the 
strong sunlight. If they show a tendency 

to wilt, shade for the time being with 
papers, plant them as the sun _ begins 
to weaken in the afternoon. If dry 
weather follows and the beds require sub- 
sequent watering, before the plants become 
established, use a fine spray and go over 
the bed several times until it finally be- 
comes thoroughly saturated. 

before 

be 

year 

The careless 
use of the hose on a newly set border may 
do considerable damage by washing and 
packing the soft soil. The plants should 
be set in as firm as you can possibly get 
them. If there to be danger of 

pushing them too far down, then the soil 
in the bed has been left too loose. 

The border already established, and in- 
dividual plants or clumps about the ground 
should come in for their share of attention 
in the general spring “cleaning up.” Leds 
that are still in good condition should be 

forked up after the winter mulch has been 
taken off and a dressing of manure and 

bone meal worked into the ground around 
and between the plants as thoroughly as 
possible. This should be done quite early, 
before new root growth and activity begin. 
\ root pruning, even though quite severe, 

while the plants are semi-dormant, will, 

with most things, do little or no injury. 
\round lilies, bulbs, iris and other things 

out of the ordinary root formation one 
must be reasonably careful. 

Hardy plants that have begun.to crowd, 
either in clumps by themselves or in the 
mixed border,can be taken up, divided and 
replanted and shifted to other positions. 
If you need more plants than you have, 
each clump or crown will usually make 
from three to six good plants. If your 

garden is already well supplied, take one 
or two of the best pieces or “crowns” from 

each plant and dispose of the others to 
vour less fortunate friends. 

seems 
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Gives a Grecian 
Touch of Beauty to 

. 

Concrete 
Artistic effects in concrete and 
stucco are made possible by the 
use of Bay State BrickandCement 
Coating in white or in color. 
This coating enables you to paint 

r out the dull blue-gray of cement 
r without losing the texture of the 
Zz material. 

i 

BAY STATE 
Brick and Cement 

COATING 
also means absolutely water- 
proof walls. And waterproof walls 
mean dry interiors. 

It is equally desirable for 
interior finish of bunga- 
lows, factories, office and 

other buildings of heavy 
design. 

Our booklet 2 tells what this 
coating is and cites the experi- 
ence of home builders. Send for 
it—it’s free. Ask for color card. 

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc. 
Paint and Varnish Makers Boston, Mass. 

You not only give protection, but add to the 
beauty of the bed by using 

“FXCELSIOR™ 
pd ei-y we sd Xele) a 

Lawn and Flower Bed Guards 

They are a permanent flower-bed investment because you can use them 

for years. Excelsior Guards are galvanized so heavily that they do 
not rust. The silver color harmonizes with the flowers and enhances 
their beauty. A handsome lawn border as well as for flowers. 

To beautify your home and grounds you may need such other Excelsior 
Rust Proof products as Trellises, Trellis Arches, Tree Guards and 
Fence. Ask your hardware dealer for the 
Excelsior line and write us for Catalog C. 

WRIGHT WIRE COMPAN 

Linens For Trousseaux and 
For Summer Home Furnishings 

\n outfit of trousseau linens, perfectly embroidered, laundered and tied with rib 
bon; stands out distinctively amongst the wedding gifts. We spare no pains to 
make ours perfect in every detail and have supplied outfits of housekeeping linens 
for the country’s most prominent brides for almost half a century 

SPECIAL OFFERING 
;-piece luncheon set, daintily hand embroidered in a unique scroll scallop with 

eyelet and dot; set consists of one 24-inch centre piece of good quality linen, six 
>-inch round plate doylies, six 6-inch round glass doylies 

Pry . > 

ind one 6 x 12-inch oval bread tray cover d/ OO per set 

Bread trav cover, sold separately 50 each 
Sideboard cover to match, 20 x 54 inches 4.25 each 

Centre Piece Roll. A convenient novelty for those who dislike creases in their 
centre pieces, scarfs, etc.; made of pretty cretonne with an adjustable strap to 
prevent unrolling. 109 in. long 50c; 26 in. long 75¢c; 38 in. long $1.00 
Free Delivery Anywhere in the United States. Illustrated Booklet sent upon request 

McGIBBON & CO., 3 West 37th Street, New York 

in writing to advertise 

Worcester, Mass. 

DANERSK 
Corner 

Cupboard : 

(P-40) = = 

DANERSE 

Arm Cbair = 

(P-27k) : 

RH MAL DANERSK 

Side Chair 

(P-27) 

A few pieces of Danersk Decorative Furniture. Decorated in the harmo- 
nizing tones of Old English and Renaissance polychrome furniture Finished 
in the antique tones of Walnut or Mahogany, dull French polish, or painted 
either Gobelin Blue or Jade Green. We also paint and decorate Danersk 
Furniture any color or to harmonize with any given color scheme 

2 
DECORATIVE FURNITURE 

for the informal room, bungalow, cottage or country house 
shops at Tryon, N. C., and Stamford, Conn. 

Made in our 

Ht 

Write us for literature “‘A’”’ and prices. 
We pay freight east of the Mississippi. 

Lan rere cre tae 

t 
i, Erskine = Danforth Corporation 
i 2 West Forty-seventh Street : New York 

TTT HATTA WH WW Hi} | | iH 4 

UU 

rs please mention House & GarRDEN. 
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Keep The Iceman Outside. 

Safety 
Economy 
Convenience 

These are the three essentials 

perfect refrigeration; safety in the 

preservatior of perishable food 

economy in the prevention of food 

and ice waste ind convenience it 
of icing 

refrigeration 

arrangement and method 

These three prime 

needa are the 

features of the 

McCray Sanitary Refrigerator 
The Met ray Patented { ystem 

biggest and best 

the most t om lent method « The McCray may be had 8! either snow white opal glass, 
re(rigeration known The walls are insu d with heat rep i porcelain or white enamel linings. Sanitary and easily cleaned, 

a materiale to insure a low, even t mips srature Then this For over 90 years the McCray has been recognized as best and 
uniform cold, dry air isin constant circulation and carries a is used wherever perfect refrigeration is demanded. The McCray 
th mopurities and odors to the ‘ amber where they are is built ina great variety of sizes, for every requirement of 

nilenaedd t ontact w hh the ‘ ‘ , liecharged through the 
water sealed drain pipe 

residence, hotels, clubs, restaurants, delicat 

ceries, meat markets, florists, hospitals, publi 

Write for Catalog That Interests You 
No. 73 for Florists No. 69 .~« Grocers 

No. 50 for Hotels, Restauran4s, etc. 

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO., 744 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind. 7 
Chicago, 1000 South Michigan Ave., New York, McCray Bidg., 7-9 W. 30th St. 

For Salesroom in your city see your Local Telephone Book 

“asen stores, gro- 

institutions, etc. 

No 92 for Residences No. 61 for Meat Markets 

TT 

TETTENBORN 
NYeliT- Porcelain Refrigerators 

fas ik a Sls ' q a ae ee er ers 

Are the only refrigerators made having the entire ice chamber of one piece of gen- 
wine solid porcelain ware over an inch thick without a seam, joint, crack or sharp square 
corner or edge. Guaranteed against cracking or breaking. 

You can appreciate how really permanently safe and sanitary these are and the decided 
advantages they offer 

Each food compartment too is of one piece without seams or joints, (Not enamel on iron or steel), but 
a? real solid pore elain ware. 

The circulation is right The walls are five inches thick, solidly insulated (thicker than any other) require less ice. 
Many sizes To ice from outside if wanted, Special sizes to order, Our catalog will be to your advantage. 

BEAVER REFRIGERATOR MFG. CO., New Brighton, Pa. 

SOUTHERN: GARDEN 
DEPARTMENT 
Conducted by JULIA LESTER DILLON 

Farr’s Hardy 
Plant Specialties 

Edition 1915-16 

sad enjoyed your cata- 

logue above ill others | 

have ever een. It is 

not only irtistic, but the 

text matter is very iIn- 

teresting, and brings a 

personal touch to us 

from the lo rt 

1 attribute much of my 

little 
T.L.B 

Luthor. 

SUCCESS in my 

Hardy Garden.” 
WE ANNOUNCE 

TO PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS 
and Irise 

Varieties 

Tlenies 
hundreds of 

THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF INEX- 

PENSIVE BUNGALOWS WITH CASEMENT 

WINDOWS DESIGNED FOR US BY A 

are a ibed 

in this new edition, and many of them 
NOTED AMERICAN ARCHITECT. 

pictured in the glorious colors of 
FOR REPRODUCTIONS 

nature. The book will be an inspira- ae = 
OF THE ARCHITECT'S BEAUTIFUL 

tion to lovers of hardy garden flowers. DRAWINGS, WITH FLOOR’ PLANS, 
Send today for a copy. FULL DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AND _IN- 

FORMATION 

FARR ING PLANS. 

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO. 
9 SO. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO 

AS TO COMPLETE WORK- 
BERTR., AND H SEND TEN CENTS TO 

W yomissing 

106 Csarfield Avenue 

x Nurseries 

W yomissing, Pa. 

t House & Gas 

ly 4 r 4 probiem jor tat df partment ui re s promp 

[ P 4 nei f @stij-addre ¢d mped ¢ 4 

Mba SEED-SOWING 

RB’ the time the 

over and one 

\pril is here, and 

planted whether one 
not. 

March seed-sowing is 

draws a long breath, 

more must be 

wishes to do so or 

seed 

l‘irst come the asters. The tribe has so 

increased that it is most difficult to decide 

which of the lovely varieties one would 

rather have, since it is not possible for 
most of us to plant them as Wordsworth 
saw the daffodils and Mrs. Ely has the 

asters ten thousand to a summer. 
Because mid-summer 

rather scarce in the 
blossoms are 

South, the early va- 
rieties are desirable, and, of these, the 

best are the “Queen of the Market” va- 
rieties in pink, white and lavender. The 
blossoming time of these is later in the 

South than in the North and East, where 
it is not so warm, but they may be counted 
on for August blossom. The Crego Giant 

Comet Asters furnish the handsomest 
blooms of all, and come in September, 
while the real fall blossoms of the Late- 

Branching kinds should by all means be 
planted. If space is limited, white for the 
early varieties, lavender for the mid-sea 
son, and pink for the late bloom, would 
give color variety as well as succession in 
bloom. They should be planted in the 

where they are to flower, and 

thinned out, if necessary, later on. 
Seed of white and blue ageratum sown 

now in the open will make masses of color 
from late 

( | CT] 

summer until frost. They are 

largely planted in the gardens of those 
who leave their homes in summer and 

seem to welcome the owners on their re- 
turn as heartily as if they had received un- 
remitting care. 

When there is room in the background, 

along walls or fences, or 

masses of tall flowers, 
lias should be planted. The new varieties 
of Cosmos, early Large-flowering, Lady 
Lenox, and Mammoth Perfection, are 
offered by all reliable dealers, and should 
give fine results, both for flowers in quan- 
tity for cutting and for 
borders. 

There are many varieties of Dahlias, in 
single and double, in fluted and quilled, 
mammoth and dwarf, which come to bloom 
in the fall from seed sown in the open this 
month. They are like the “prize-boxes” 
which allured in childhood days, you 

never know what you are to get until 

blossoming time. This is fatal to a color 
scheme, but flowers are usually growing 
fewer about the time the dahlias bloom, 
and among the brilliant green tones of the 

boundaries, for 

Cosmos and Dah- 

masses in the 

foliage they do make bright clouds of 

color among the more somber tones of 

autumn. 

The most important seed-sowing of 
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Don’t expose your fam- 
ily to draughts, cold and 

dampness. 
= 0 Mi eel] | =}, Open or close 
= =} / your Shutters 

| = /}/ from the In- 
=] side 

The Mallory Shutter Worker enables 

you to open, close, bow or lock your 

shutters at any angle by turning a crank 

on the inside of the window sash. 

Simple and easy to install— you yourself, or 
any carpenter can put them in place on old or 

new houses, whether brick, frame or stone. 

Write today for further information. 

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO. 
255 Main Street 

FLEMINGTON, N. J. 

ASTERS—DAHLIAS— GLADIOLUS 
rhe three best out-door grown flowers in the world for your 

garden, or cut flowers 
Dahlias—12 finest free flowering from a list of 500 varieties 

No two alike, $1.00 

Gladiolus—50 choice bulbs from our Hybrid Show Garden 
strain All guaranteed to bloom, $1.00 

Asters——100 fine growing plants from the world's best named 
sorts; all of late introduction rhe very cream of the Aster 
kingdom, $1.00 

Special Che three offers for $2.50; all prepaid to your door 
Note This We ha proposition which will start you in 

Florists’ Business with ry no capital Ask for it 

Ameri, ui show Gardens 
R. W. Macy, Mer. 

1212 Floral Drive Spencer, Ind. 

Steinway Piano 
The ideal of music lovers of every country. 

STEINW AY & SONS, New York 

An Everlasting 
All-Purpose Fence 

YOR an all-around general utility fence, at a mod- 
fk erate cost, it’s hard to beat thisone. The posts 

have cast iron, three-blade anchor bases, into 
which the steel posts are directly cast fast Not 
bolted or keyed, but cast fast 

Posts can be driven—cutting out post hole costs 

The wire is an attractive, close meshed weave, 
heavily galvanized Will keep even the smaller 

animals and chickens, either in or out 
Isn't this the fence you have been looking for’ 

The price is right Send for catalog 

ENTERPRISE 
Iron Works 
2420 Yandes Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 

7 I 
KeoRoRoRoKeoKeKo RoR. 

you dine out a good deal— ‘ 
and if you don’t want to feel out of your depth when the young lady on your 
right speaks of Matisse, or Debussy, or Compton Mackenzie, or carbureters, or 
knitting for the Poles—then you need Vanity Fair.* 

you go to the theatre— 
and if you like to brush up on a play before ne to your club for four 
good seats on the aisle in Row A; or if you like pictures of the stage, and " 
comment on the best plays—then you can’t get along without Vanity Fair.* 

and like outdoor sports— 
—especially those sports that appeal to people who have a good knowledge of 
Newport, Bar Harbor and the North Shore; who play a pretty fair game of 
tennis or golf, and who drive their own motors—then Vanity Fair will appeal 
to you strongly.* 

and have a dollar to spend— | P + 

‘) * . . . “7 a 4 “Ae 

this is your chance to secure Vanity Fair for six months without the least o 4" 
trouble. You will receive no calendars, no art proofs, and not one a ats 

pound of tea. You will, however, receive Vanity Fair for six , : AAs 
ae , , Ps a” . 

months beginning with the April number. ’ a a 
” wl” ¢ SY < » 

“bse $# 2 3 FS $ 
* Put your name and address on the coupon ; tear it off, - o* ae mM ae cs 
and enclose itin an envelope addressed to Vanity Fair, ra es < < 

Put in a dollar bill with it if you like—if you don't EP ra wv 
like, we will send vour first copy of Vanity Fair notwith- ° Ne et Sy R) 

wh i | bill on the first of May rf S SLO” OS standing, and will send you a bill on the first of May. ’ & 6 <o 

° ° 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

FRIENDLY RUSSIA 
By Denis Garstin 

With Introduction by H. G. Wells 

Mr. Garstin in these intimate well-observed 

sketches of rural villa, cottage and town life 

pictures for us the extraordinary kindliness, 

peacefulness and friendliness of Russians at home. 

8vo. Cloth. $1.25 net. Postage 12 cents. 

McBRIDE, NAST @ CO. : New York City 
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Modern Sleeping Porch Pitted with Wilson’ s Blinds 
Pracnecally makes an Outdoor Room of the ordi 
nary porch; « room at night, a piazza by day 

WILSON’S VENETIANS 
lor outside and inside of town and country 
houses; very durable, and artistic 

Special Outside Venetians 

convenient 

Ve 

b 
r . ra } w 

Orders should t placed now for 

spring of summer delivery. 

The J. G. Wilsoa Corporation 
1-3-5 W. 29th St., New York 

After May1-8 W.40th St..N.Y 
‘ netian Rolling Parth 

. thon he ling tee hutters, Kurglar 
j bP treproof stew (Curtains W ood 

A) k blioore 

SOMETHING FOR EVERY BUILDING 

ALEXANDER'S QUALITY DAHLIAS 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FPLOWER 

Tt} ) f lay ts of 

wi id ri ating against 

Alexander's Up-to-date 
Dahtias he World; be 

et in type 

lin color 

ner are 

" receive good 

stock t : ’ ‘ srantes to Ce Ww 

\ Flower La ‘ t ‘ ! Dahlia King 

for ie Pree tilustrated catatogue . ! otaine helpfu 
leecriptions and alua t Dahlias, Gladi- 
olus, Roses Cannas, Peonies and Iris 

J. HK. ALEXANDER, “The Dahlia King,” 
h<t2 Central Street, EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS. 

el) Sa) ao 

'N lan A aa ANAL 

NEW YORK 
SAN FRANCISCO 
By WaTtTeR Auw THE WAY 
ery at San Diego 

or Cos Angeles 

LARGE AMERICAN 
TRANSATLANTIC LINERS 

“Fin LAN Dand 
“"“KROONLAND" 

22.000 TONS OISPLACEMENT 

16 a Days *125-Up First Cabin 
BEALS AND GEATH INCLUDED 

at 

YAM ANE LA 

9 Broaoway New York 
SID Geary St. San Francisco. Asenrs Cvenvwnene 

ril is that of the perennials, which ger 

minate only while cool days and cooler 

nights are felt The seed-bed should be 

prepared in a partially shaded situation 

in an unobtrusive part ol the garden The 

ho be porous, rich and deep, and 

tiie eed 0 1 int \ cleat irked is 

to riet and color 

the middle of August the plants may 

( adesinniel into the places where 

they are to remaim permanently, or else 

thi av be removed to temporary quar 

ters to wait for final transplanting after 

flowers are cleaned out and 

the borders enriched for the winter bloom. 

his sounds a little romantic, but, as | 

rite this in mid-February, the Del 

imiums are showing color in their buds, 
the Digitalis have flower spikes several 

feet tall, the Campanulas are beginning to 

end out their new leaf stalks, Platycodons 

ire growing, Walltlowers are budding, and 

diy are strong and vigorous, get 

ting ready for April bloom. From April 

seed sowing to spring bloom ot the next 

car seems a long time to wait, but these 

perennial bridge so beautifully the gap 

between the real winter flowers and the 

annual which cannot be counted on un 

til late spring or early summer, that, if 

for this reason only, they should be in 

every garden ut they are in themselves 

daintily exquisite, so pure in color, with 

heavenly blues rivaling richest orange, 

vith golden vellow facing clear amethysts, 

with tall flower spikes in the border back 

grounds and dainty masses of snow 1n the 

foreground, that they should be planted 

wherever there 1s a garden, a garden-care- 

taker and a garden-lover 

\s to the varieties to be planted, there 
is not such a wide range of choice as in 

st of the annuals. Of the oe 
the Caerulea, the Rocky Mo ain CoO 

lumbine, the Crvsantha, _ vellow, 

and the Nivea grandiflora are the most 

attractive and beautiful The red tones 

are often not pure in color and do not mix 

well with the clear blues, and for this 

reason the above-mentioned ones are pre- 

terable Che Coerulea Hybrids are grown 

by many with satisfactory results. 

he lovely Campanulas in both dark and 

hght blues. in white, and a delicate rose, 

re so delightful in the a garden, such a 

bright spot of color in the shadows of the 

garden picture that no one should fail to 

plant them. Both the Campanula Medium, 

the single Canterbury Bells and the Calv- 

canthema, the Cup and Saucer variety, are 

to be had in the colors enumerated, and 

cannot fail to please. The Campanula 
Pyramidalis, the Chimney Bellflower, in 
blue and white, can be used where a taller 

variety 1s needed 

lhe Gold Medal Hybrids are tavorites 

the Delphiniums The Belladon 

na, Caelestinum and hinense 

album, are wonderful in 

l-ormosum 

and (himense 

their tones of azure, that range from the 

pure white of the Chinense album to the 

deepest blues of the other varieties 

nati rd 
‘ead SC) Uitra- Quality PIANOS 

and PLAYER PIANOS 
Preferred by music lovers because of tangible, 

demonstrable, really remarkable musical 

superiority that is apparent to any one 

who will investigate and intelligently choose 

between real and fancied values. 

If 

you 

expect’ 

to buy 
a piano or player piano it will pay you to 

get the beautiful Golden Anniversary Booklet 

that we send without charge. It will help 

you to avoid disappointing purchases and 

waste of money. Detach 
the coupon printed 
below 
and mail 
it today. 

Kranich 

& Bach 

Agencies 
Every- 
where 

EASY 
TERMS 

Kranich & Bach 

237 East 23d St., New York City 

Gentlemen—Please mail booklet to 

Name 

Address 

Not the photograph of a Country Place, but of FRANCES 

DUNCAN'S Miniature Collapsible Country House 
with the Plant-as- Y ou-Please-Garden 

A Most Joyous and Fascinating Pastime for Children 
An ideal Easter gift for anyone who loves a garden Of practical 
value to the grown-up gardener Endorsed by Montessori In use 

by Margaret Deland, Louise K le ‘in Miller, and other garden-loving 
folk of high inte lligence Send 2 for chicken yard with portable 

coop and pedigree fowls or ent stamp for catalog of Gardencraft Sets 

THE GARDENCRAFT TOY “COMPANY, Workshop, | Milligan Place 
6th Avenue between 10th and Ith Streets’, New York City 

- 
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Send $2 
for this ever- 
lasting birdhouse 

HiT | 

KUNA A AN 

Made of genuine Wheatley Pottery in } 
beautiful rustic effects. Imperishable, 
weatherproof, cheaper in the end than wood. 
\ttached in a jiffy; never requires further attention. 

Scientifically constructed toattract birds. You || never 
regret giving yourfeathered friends a home. Shipped 
on receipt of $2. Satisfaction guaranteed or your 
we k. Folder showing different designs sent on 
request. — 

Beautiful Wheatley 
Bird Bath 

The Magazine That Tells You How 

MN 

Fourteen F you read ‘‘In a Colonade Garden” you will ever after be 
Give to your garden or lawna Practical wanting just such a place. The pictures will haunt you. 
— of old Italy in this lovely m 

Orders piece of oldivory tint pottery. Here — a : i an , : 5 
filled you have the exquisite colorings and Articles IF you are in doubt about putting roses in your garden, your 

effects of the pottery of Florence and 
Rome. Weatherproof, durable. Write 
for Pottery Portfolio, showing scores 
of pieces. Order direct from Pottery 
or from nearest Wheatley dealer. 

The Wheatley Pottery 
2427 Reading Road, Cincinnati, O. 

ley Pottery 
GROWN ON NEW LAND 

Hird Bathe fears will quite subside after getting the facts from ‘The 
o. 2 _ 

Scores of Culture of the Rose.” 

e ling IF you find that gardening takes too much of your time, arrange 
. ¥ § . & . . . eS 

Pictures the work according to schedule, as shown in “Finding Time 
for Gardening.” 

Hgbt over 

ME 
IF you have an acre and want to create a lovely garden on it, 

read what was done by Caparn on a small property on Long 
Island Sound. 

=> Look IF you've ever feared a bull terrier, you will cease to fear him 
Testtty plants, how to get them after you have been introduced by Williams Haynes to this delivered to you free of Express — for the Hye eve UEC ‘yaaa ' . 
charges. on have been in the == ‘Good Dog with a Bad Name. 

ant business 45 years. I will == Ps 

tell you how to grow a => Cover , . 
large crop in time of = ; IF you can’t go to the country this year, make the country 

routh. $100 IN GOLD with the come to you, as did one woman who tells of it in ‘Outdoor 
Paid to the Party growing the lar- a a ee 
gest crop. If you receive my Cat- A pple Life in a City. 
alogue it won't thrown into the 

. waste basket. Send me the names — » . , 4 _ : 
of all the Strawberry Growers you know. Blossoms IF you want fo know the secret of maintaining your electric car 

Cc. S. PRATT, - - READING, MASS. 

**DOMES OF SILENCE”’ 
Make your furniture 
glide. Save rugs, carpets, 
floors and your furniture. 

at a minimum follow the directions given by John R. Eustis. 

i 
And, finally, if you've not been following the series about =e 
‘Your Saturday Afternoon Garden,” ‘‘ Efficiency in 
the Flower Garden” and ‘‘Woodwork in_ Interior 

“hie Decoration,’ it’s not too late to start with the May issue. = 
Look for the name inside . : = 

caster. At all dealers or > 

from us. > 

Domes of Silence Company = 

10C. for FOUR 19 State St., New York = 

= McBride, Nast G Co., Publishers = 
=z 31 Union Square North 

New York i 
- 4) TWO Re ~ 

Se ee = Bprww 
, a em | 

ee , Hi: 

MG A), \ 

iis 
tt 

\ \ 

iy 
A | YOUR GARDEN 

Will never be a disappointment if you plant The Stephenson System of 

and work it with tools like these— the op- Underground Refuse Disposal 

erator walks upright,the seeder sows accurately 
in drills or hills and with the cultivator points, 
side hoes and plows you can do more in one 
hour than in a whole day the old —e.. Re- 
‘ better garden and more pleasure 
ae hecuanints - - Opens with foot. Hands never touch. 

G den 
seg 

IRON Tm iS agen Underground Garbage 
give you a large line to choose from. F411) > and Refuse Receivers 
See your local dealer and ask us for 
booklet ‘‘Farm Home and Market 
Gardening with ModernTools.’’ 

BATEMAN M’F’G CO. 

Keeps your garbage out of sight in 
‘ \ the ground, away from the cat, dog and 

typhoid fly. 

Limbert’s Holland Dutch Arts 
Furniture Needs No Introduction 

Most American homes have some of it. Some American homes have \ 

nothing else. LIMBERT'S “ EBON-OAK”™ Furniture, deeply inlaid 
yf in the solid wood, is now for the first time introduced in Native Oak. 

Exquisite Inlay and Master Craftsmanship make it a distinctive ) . 

LIMBERT offering. Lovers of the LIMBERT Line will eagerly add NS 
} it to their collection. New buyers of furniture will 

Select it because it stands out so prominently beautiful. [FF - 
\) LIMBERT'S “ EBON-OAK" is the rarest combina- 

\\\ tion of sturdiness and daintiness in furniture imagin 
able. You should examine ““ EBON-OAK™" before you 

buy your needed furniture. Write us for the name of your 

SY 

; 
A 

NYY 

e n 

A Fireproof Receiver for ashes, sweepings and oily 
: waste in house or GARAGE. 

Our Underground Earth Closet 
ineans freedom trom polluted water. 

\ jour nated all w the come of Box 6412 Beware of I mitations. 

from the right hand corner of this ad, if sent with the Windmill Grenloch In use 10 years It pays to look us up 
, . Nyy it the upper corner, will bring you the LIMBERT Furniture Sold direct. Send for Catalogue. 

¥ Book showing 300 Holland Dutch Arts and Crafts Designs N. J. 

Cc. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr. 

20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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CONSERVATORIES AND GREENHOUSES 

honing Wha 

King Construction Company 
275 Kings Road North Tonawanda, N. Y 

The Model Support for 
Tomatoes, Chrysanthemums 

Dahlias and Carnations 

T Over 3,000,000 in Use 

IGOE BROTHERS 
67-71 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y 

tne mone 
fenste merwet 

for sale by all the leading seed houses” 

GLADIOLI 
A GREAT BARGAIN IN 
FINEST QUALITY BULBS 

! have secured an option upon a large quantity 
of the following choice varieties, which I can 
supply, while they last, at the prices quoted 

AMERICA. finest rue flow 61.95 $10. 

AL GUSTA, pure whit arue flower rho 12.00 

BARON HULOT, beautiful rich blue m 17.00 
BRENCHLEVENSI ant vermil carl 125 10.00 
HALLEY, bright sale pink: very por ar m iin 

HOLLANDIA, + aln range, beautif oO 17.00 
MR FRANCIS KING, flamingo-scarlet: large m 17.00 

NIAGARA ft promrose-yellow: large and beautiful 5.00) 40.00 

PINK REALTY wach! w-rmnk: early ” 100 

PRINCEPRS, ri aie carlet: large a ber ant 2.50 20.00 

TEN EACH OF THE ABOVE 100 BULBS, $2 
egular value, $5 

These bulbe were grown under con 

act by a prominent H and grower for 

| the Pre German and Russian trad 

| lhe tract were roket 1 ar int 

f the war. a e grower mmpelled 

at a eres ‘ 

: “ ‘ 4 ry ar { the 

ame FINE QUALIT ‘ eg ls I 
a mer 

They a " f 100. and 

‘ cy i * it ‘ 

‘ ‘ ‘ This the 
| ‘ " " fi. Clachol 

HK tw “ 

i , 

A. B. Vanderbeek 
174 Broadway, Paterson, N.J. | 

Warmine Devices for the Kitchen 

tinued from page 271) 
ning oven may be heated by lighting 

e pilot burne: In gas ranges having 

I o bal me overs, one l al VaVs available 

0 rinit oven by using the pilot 

rnet lkven with these facilities it is a 

Treat advantage to have some kind of 

pplementat warming appliance In 

kitchen heated by steam or hot water 

this is easily managed by purchasing flat 
topped grills to fit over the kitchen radia 

tor hese grills come in different sizes, 

painted the color of the 

lator With these the heat of the 

uliator 1s always available to dry kitchen 

and the like. Both 

lining-room and kitchen radiators may be 

thus equipped. The grills cost from $1.25 

to $1.50, according to size. The dining- 

na Miat\ be 

towels, pots and pans, 

room radiator grill is very convenient for 

warming dishes that do not need to go to 
the kitchen at all 

In homes where it ts possible to have 

special warming facilities in the pantry, 

the closet where the table service is kept 

may be warmed by having heated coils 

pas under the shelves In other special 

radiators are manu 

factured which have two shelves made of 

ases special pantry 

oils heated trom the furnace 

In even the simplest home, this need 
may be met by having a shelf built back 

if the three-burner Junior gas stove in 

kitchen. In such a case the gas stove 

should be set out a little from the wall. 

lhe shelf may be made the same height 

ind covered with zine \ portable oven 
nav be heated on a regular gas burner 

ind then set back on this shelf to serve as 

a warming closet for the dishes. In such 

a case it is well to have, in addition, a two 

or four-shelf steamer, in which food may 
be placed in the serving dishes and kept 
hot until it is ready to be put on the table. 

The Inviting Hall 
(Continued from page 254) 

at, costs but little, if any more, For the 

hall of ordinary width the foregoing treat 

ments will all be found satisfactory, but 

ude in the choice 

ft papers. A light, gray paper, with a 

there is an addtional latit 

foliage pattern, or some of the revived 

Chinese patterns with a light ground, or 
block 

printed papers in patterns that have been 

recently revived may be recommended. 
or halls that are virtually rooms, wood 

is the only fit flooring. As people will sit 
there. a tile, stone, or concrete floor would 

have to be heavily rugged carpeted all 

in which case it would not par- 

he floor was made 

even some of the old landscape 

the time, 

ticularly matter what t 
of. With regard to color, these living- 

om halls may be treated exactly as any 

other room, but it will generally be found 

safe to stick to the principle of light walls 
light woodwork, unless the architec 

ural motif of the house obviously demands 
some other treatment 

In any case where the ceiling is unduly 

Tennis Enclosures 
ON’'T spend your money on enclosures 
made with wooden posts and bulgy chic en 
wire. They are far from attractive, re 

quire annual repairs, and soon entire replace 

ment 
“oe 

oe 
ote 

A slight additional outlay will secure one of our 
all-steel fences, made with stocky, rustproof 
angle posts and anti-bulge heuvy wire netting 
Practically indestructible tere ST 

“- 

Don't wait until the playing season is here, but 
send your diagram and get our estimate and 

catalog now. 

American Fence 
Construction Co. 

100 Church Street, New York City 
oe 05% 06700 00" . 

sere.te ‘ Stee 

ote +ee : 

ee ees Lee 
Serer PTI eRe areata sane sas i teaete 

oseee ae ee, feet > 

f A Thought on 
Rhododendrons 

NM and White Pines 
S an all-year round shrub, the Rhododendron 

q A ae os ee eee in bloom; always 

If you want choice, sturdy * ants, every one 
full of bloom buds, then we ha at you want 

Prices are right 
When it comes to evergreet e pine 

quite the most satisfactor quick 
Thrives on practically all soils stages oi 

= growth is beautiful 
We have an exceptional assortment 

of fine, root-pruned specimens 
prices are more than reasonable. Cor 
and pick out what you want Ur 
send for catalog 

*"=29¢ Hicks & Son 
*sibury_, Loné Island 

‘uird Houses 
DODSON HOUSES WIN SONG 

BIRDS TO YOUR GARDEN | 

Free Book tell: * to at- 
tract Bluebirds, W Mar- 
tins, Flickers, etc. .. e near 
you. Thousands of Dodson 
Bird Houses successful all over 
America.I've been building bird 
houses for 19 years Get a 

Dodson Bird House and have birds 
this summer 

v & “ 

Wren House 
sseo 

Bluebird House—Solid oak : 
cypress roof, $5; Purple Martin 
House—-26 rooms and attic, $12 Flicker 
with all-copper roof, $15; Flicker e 
Houses, . 2.50 to $5; Chickadee or Hous 

Nuthatch houses, $1.50 to $3 $5 29 
Bird Baths— Zinc $7, Cement, $17 

Martin 
Hous = 
$92 ~y The famous Dodson Sparrow 

= Trap catches sparrows automati 
v4 "7 cally—as many as 75 a day. Price, 

iY $5. Get rid of sparrows; song birds 
will return 

All prices quoted are f. o. b 
Chicago 

Write for free illustrated book 
Bluebird 

about birds so 

JOSEPH H.DODSON 7 
731 Security Bidg., Chicago, Il! : 

Bird Bate Mp is sree or 
$17 2° saiionaimee SparrowT. up $5°° 
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Get Ready for the 

Song Birds 

Give Our Song 
Birds Food and 

| 

Shelter 
Incinding Pa 

3-Hole Aggies Enlist for the pro 

AL For. tection of our native 
song and insect-eat 

-| = ing birds. A few bird 
houses erected on 
your place will invite 

ALLIS oN the birds to stop 

on your premises 
Proper food will keep 

Very artistic; attracts Ou St them there all the 
Chicadees, Wrens, Woodpeckers, etc. ’ 

. : > our to pro Can be hung anywhere Has metal year ‘round I 

squirrel-proot opening Is self-clean- tect your trees 
ing. Stained brown and green. Order shrubs and garden’ 
direct 

Birds need shelter 
and fooe now. Order 

several o. the beauti 
ful bird houses shown ii 
here and a few suet 
baskets 

All shipment 
charges prepaid. 
Money back if not 

satisfied. Address 

CHARLESE. WHITE wWhite’s Suet Basket 
Who believes in be Pat. April 7, 1914 
friending the Wild Get some of these baskets and ise 

‘te = keep the song birds home. Are 
Bird our friends strongly made of Brown Japanned 
and neighbors. Met: - Back curved to fit any tree or 

post Tsed in parks, golf links, private 

Box 45-A grounds, etc. Howe's Crescent Shaped 
‘Suet Grain” 7 Cake fits basket 

Kenilworth, Ill, Price 25c ; »er cake. Order with basket. 

— FIND YOUR RECORDS INSTANTLY 

| and keep them protected in a 

[t@. _TINDALE 
—@e\ MUSIC CABINET 

7 Separate container for each 
] record—index enables you to 

locate any selection at once. 
Also made for Player Rolls and 

VY Sheet Music in various styles 
= | and beautiful finishes. 

2 $18.00 up Illustrated Booklet No. 60 

/ mailed upon request. 

TIND BINET CO., | West 34th St , N.Y. 

Flew. Holder 
Designed and executed by 
Walrath in a_ beautiful 
soft shade of green pottery 
Especially suitable as a 

Gift to 
the Hostess 

the centre of a dining 
m r iiving re ym table. 

Unusually attractive. Gaar- 

anteed satisfactory. Sent 
repaid for $4.50. One of 

the new things in our illustrated booklet for gift occasions. 

The Pohlson Shops, 70 Bank Building, Pawtucket, R. I. 

Grow vour own 
Vegetables 

Cut down your living expenses. You'll be aston- 
ished how easy it is to save time, labor, and money 
and get bigger and better crops when you use 

Planet Jr S2rte" 
This No. 16Planet Jris the highest type of Single Wheel 
Hoe made. Light but strong, and can be 
used by man, woman, or boy. Will do all 
the cultivation in your garden in the 
easiest. quickest and best way. In- 
destructible steel frame. Costs little 
and lasts a lifetime. 

New 72-page Catalog (168 i!lus- 
trations) free; describes over 50 
different hand-and-horse-tools 

Write postal 
for it. 

S.L.Allen& Co. 
Box 1110 K 
Phila, Pa. 

is all brawn and 

HE old Olympic game pro- 
motors were great for what 

we call “form.” 
Symmetry, proportion, soundness 

and proper balance outbid bulging 
muscles for favor—yes, and out-won, 

too, just as they will today. 
Mere bulk never was synonymous 

with endurance —and the truth of this 
statement drives home with a bang, 

when you apply it to tires. 
2. 2 2. 
.° . * « * 

last word in tire construction, 
we could wipe out of existence 

a Goodrich Research and Test Depart- 
ment employing seventy people. We 
would take off the road a battalion of ten 
automobiles, that run twenty-four hours 
a day and every day in the year, grind- 
ing tires of all makes to pieces, just for the 

sake of information to us and eventual 
economy to the user of Goodrich Tires. 

There is where we learn to cut out 
of a tire the material which gets the 

user nothing. 
Of course, when we stripped tire 

price lists of their padding — fictitious 
value—we expected rivals to say we 
had stripped our tires. 

rE thick, heavy tires were the 

Note the following table of comparative prices on 
“a 3° “Cc” and non-skid tires. Columns headed 

“D” represent four highly advertised tires: 

| muscle—no fat 

f: 
The Goodrich Tire, like the trained athlete, 

2 
7° 

T was their only “come-back.” 
They had to say that, in strip- 
ping down prices to the point 

where they were fair to dealer and con- 
sumer and left no room for injurious 
price-cutting tactics, we had stripped 
our tires of some quality, too. 

*, * * “.° ° ° 

and muscle—no fat. It repre- 

sents an achicvement—the ability to cut 
out the extra costs of manufacture, the 
extra costs of labor, of extra, needless 
material, and to give you the best, long- 

mileage, high-standard tire in the world. 

There are padded tires as well as 
padded price lists. 

Don’t pay for padding. 
Now don’t forget this—we are talk- 

ing in the main about Goodrich Safety 

Tread Tires, for they represent ninety 
per cent of our factory output for resale. 

Furthermore, while we have put 
the padded prices on smooth tread tires 
on the run, the evil of padded prices 
on non-skid tires still is in evidence, as 

shown in table below: 

HE Goodrich Tire, like the 
trained athlete, is all brawn 

Goodrich OTHER MAKES 
Size Safety 

Tread “A? “RB” “Cc” “Dp” 

30x3 |$ 9.45 | $10.55 [$10.95 |$16.35 [$18.10 
30x3%| 12.20 | 13.35 | 14.20 | 21.70 | 23.60 
32x34] 14.00] 15.40 |] 16.30 | 22.85 | 25.30 
34x4 20.35 | 22.30 | 23.80 | 31.15 | 33.55 
36x4'5| 28.70 | 32.15 | 33.60 | 41.85 | 41.40 
37x5 33.90 | 39.80 | 41.80 | 49.85 | 52.05 The 

If you are charged less for any other make than Famoe 
Goodrich, they are taking it out of the tire; if you are 
charged more, they are taking it out of you. 

standard by 
which all other 

Goodrich Safety Tread non-skids are judged 

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O 

GOODRICH Fairlisted TIRES J 

French. 

‘‘For the American reader anxious to obtain a good working knowledge 
of the complex machinery which supplies the motive power of the French Government, 

‘Bryce’s American Commonwealth’ had for M. Poincaré’s book has much of value that 
Englishmen.”’—N. Y. Sun. 

a 

How France is Governed 
By RAYMOND POINCARE, President of the French Republic 

In response to widespread demand, this new edition of President Poin- 
caré’s vigorous and authoritative book has been prepared especially for the 
students of history and politics, for the traveler and all the lovers of things 

“Invaluable for the student of politics.”"—N. Y. Nation. 

8vo. $1.50 net. 

McBRIDE, NAST @ CO., Publishers, Union Square, New York City 

NEW AND 
CHEAPER 
EDITION 

Postage 12 cents. 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GarpEN. 
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Classic Art in Garden Furniture 
of Imperishabl Concrete 

Copies of antique and modern masterpieces. 

Special designs to order in marble or stone. 

PREE~O 

TOGNARELLI & VOIGT CO. 
1743 North 12th Street, Philadelphia 

Write for 

folder 

Per CCLIOWL 
4 NGLISH lawns are world 
4 famous, owing to the va- 

rieties of seed used. We import the best of each 
season's crop. Despite the limited imports, we 
offer our choice English mixtures suitable for 

our climate at usual prices. These mixtures have 
never been surpassed. Trial pound, 40 cents, pre- 
paid; 5-pound bag, $1.25, f. o. b. Waukegan. 

BLATCHFORD CALF MEAL FACTORY 
Established at Leicester, England, in 1800 

Department 2 

Waukegan Illinois 

Tasteful Mural Effects 

Add beauty, charm and distinctiveness 

to your home. Give to it an air of 

cultured refinement by having your 

walls finished in the latest offerings of 

Fab-Rik-O-Na 
Woven Wall Coverings 
Ao almost unlimited variety of beautiful 

cones, shades and designs afford unique color 

scheme. Unequalled in rich simplicity and 

durability, When in New York, visit our 

exhibit at the Craftsman Home Builders 

Permanent Exposition, 6 East 39th Street 

H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS CO. 
218 Arch Street Bloomfield, N. J 

Send for Booklet 

“Art and Utility in Decoration” 
And Sample 

to bring it down by a 
order arry the picture moulding, if 
ere be me, all the way up to the cornice 

ingle between the ceiling and walls. 

coverings in any hall, of whatever 

é ld be iet and neutral in tone. 

lhe turnishn YY oO! the hall ] an exceed 

ngly important matter Let simplicity be 

e guiding principle in_ the hoice and 

! furniture and the adornment 

fF the il] the long, nart hall, the 

le turniture the better It will be quite 

enoug it there 1 a table lor a card 

C1 and candlesticl the Victorian 

I vhatevet species should be 

) é taboo ind a chair against the 

either end of the table \bove the 

ible mav be ra ro! suitable pic 

( i D1 Tt DI wie or tape stry. lanked 

ce Vile \ vive e necessa®r\ 

ecorative distinction and will be quite 

the hall for all practical 

poses Put the card salver and and a 

ipl i iniclle k or acceptable 

rienta Vase nounte on teakwood 

tands, or some simple but elegant similar 

f bric-a-brac on the tabl lf a table 

ace wainst the wall, a chest may 

r ed instead. In the well-lighted long 

vallet traversing the tace or rear of the 

ouse, a sort of long hallway adopted from 
English models and now much in favor 

one may appropriatel\ range a great deal 

f furniture along both sides. In the hall 
there 1s a 

to introduce other 

ordinary width, of course, 

eTca cleal ot possibility 

furniture, such as 

or highboys, sofas, 

furniture 

that stands against the wall and may add 

if the hall- 

appropriate pieces OT 

hests. chairs, lowbo. 

mirrors ae fact, any piece ol 

» the decorative attractiveness « 

vay. It is important, however, to see that 

not too many objects are placed in the 

hall. so tl at it vill be crowded or lacking 

in the aspect of roominess llats, coats 

and umbrellas should always be kept out 

f sight and a place should be provided 

for them in a closet conveniently ac 

cessible 

Let the wall ornaments be exceedingly 

few but well chosen. Do not make the 

hallway a picture gallery or hang anything 

detract from the air of 

It will be well to study 

furniture for a 

there that may 

implicity 

groupings of 

broad hall, such as a table with a pair of 

candlesticks, a table or lowboy with a pair 

of candlesticks and a china bow] upon it, 

elegant 

etfective 

and above it a mirror or girandole or hang- 

ing Such furniture grouping needs 

careful thought to make it thoroughly ef- 
sconces 

fective 

In living-room hallways there are almost 

always suitable opportunities for building 
in locker seats or settles and window seats. 

arrangement can be ef- 

fected in conjunction with the construction 
In halls of this description 

done in 

()ftentimes this 

of bookcases 

of paneling can be 
connection with the built-in furniture and 

the balusters of the stairway with excellent 

a great deal 

results 

We have issued a very interesting catalogue show- 

ing a series of new designs in “ Pergolas,” Lattice 

Fences, Garden-houses and Arbors. Can be had free 

on request. 

Catalogue“P28" for Pergolas and Garden Accessories 

“ “p40” for Exterior and Interior Wood Columns 

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO. 
Main Office and Factory : 

Elston and Webster Ave. 

CHICAGO, ILL, 

Eastern Office: 
6 East 39th St., New York, N.Y 

Pacific Coast Branch: 
A. J. Koll Pig. Mill Co 

Angeles. Calif 

~~ WHAT IS YOUR HOBBY: 
Ses sos it golf, tennis, photography, 
css shooting? Then read what 
ne Harold Hilton, Raymond D | OU-FNS | » Ray ; 
S Little and others say in the hy] HANDBOOKS 

| OUTING HANDBOOKS 
a a 

\ \ | Modern Golf. Boxing. Tennis 
| Tactics. Outdoor Photogra- 

| ! yhy. Taxidermy. Pistol and 
’ | Revolver Shooting. 
SS - - 

\\ ree RERS| Catalog describing thirty-eight othe 

HANDBOOKS free on request. 

At your dealer or direct, Seventy Cents, postage five cents extra 

OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY, 141 W. 36th St., New York 

The Proper 
Private School 

perhaps the 

have 

for your children is 

important 

to make. You need the best guide 

in existence and that undoubtedly 

you will find every month in the 

most choice you 

Educational Directory 
of 

Harper's Magazine 
for it is in Harper's Magazine that you 

find the announcements of more 

private and preparatory schools and 

colleges than in any other publica- 

tion—the widest, the best, and the 

most dependable selection. 

Would vou not like to have your own 
child go to school with children whose 
parents read Harper's Magazine 
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The Water Supply for 
Suburban Homes 

. I ‘HE suburban dweller, or often the 
family living in the small cities 

and towns, is confronted with the prob- 
lem of a water supply. The majority of 
cases are difficult to solve, because of the 
supply being hard water. Hard water of 
itself for many purposes is all that can be 
desired. But there are limitations to its 
use, and among the important uses to 
which it cannot be put are those of bath- 
ing, washing and cleansing. As these are 
important factors of daily living, and as 

they center about the sanitary and hy- 
gienic possibilities of the home, it becomes 
a topic of magnitude and one that should 
be solved wherever possible. 

Water is hard for several reasons, pri- 
marily because of the presence of soluble 
and insoluble solids of lime, magnesia, 

iron and forms of aluminum. 
These solids are divided into two distinct 

The first is that which is soluble 
in water itself, and the second, that which 
is only soluble when carbon dioxide gas 

is present in the water. To make this 
clear, we find that the sulphates, chlorides 
of lime, magnesia, iron and aluminum are 
solids that are detrimental to the water, 
inasmuch as they constitute its hardness. 
Then, all but the latter minerals are held 
in solution as bicarbonates. These are 
present also where the carbon dioxide 
gas exists. Now, the condition of the 

water that we know as hardness is made 
possible from the fact that the water in 
passing from its source penetrates 
through these various formations, and by 

its very action takes up some portions of 
these minerals. 

We all understand that with but few 
exceptions cistern (soft water) is not fit 
for drinking purposes. Even then there 
is a feeling that it is not pure, and there 
are many times more than an idle notion 
present to substantiate it. If we can make 
the cistern water pure by a simple process, 
and if we can also make the hard water 
soft, and also insure its purity, there is 
little left to be desired. Even if we have 
a supply of cistern water on hand we de- 
sire that it be clean and free from the 
impurities that could become a menace to 
our health. It is a fact that the body ab- 
sorbs at least some portion of the im- 
purities in the water where such are pres- 
ent to a marked degree, a danger not 

always apparent. 
Even where the cisterns are cleaned 

out frequently there is danger from the 
use of this water. But many times this is 
not done and the danger is thereby in- 
creased. Stagnant water is full of germ 
life that is a health menace. There is a 
simple process now that insures pure and 
soft water. This cannot be done by the 
addition of powders or other means that 
have been in vogue for years. There must 
be a more powerful means for the re- 
moval of these elements. 

To do this there have been devised 
plants that can be purchased and installed 

some 

classes. 

REAL ES TATE-—-Continued 

From these windows, facing the sunset, the view is enchanting 

An Exceptional Country Home with a Wonderful 
Twenty-Mile View of River and Highland 

ITUATED at Philipse Manor, Tarrytown, on the Hudson River, right on the water 
front and within perfect commuting distance of New York by electric trains, this house 
has every advantage of country life and city conveniences. A more beautiful location can 

hardly be conceived. 
mountain. 

Facing west it commands a splendid twenty-mile panorama of river and 
The property consists of 2/3 of an acre, and is situated in a restricted community 

where land is rapidly rising in value. Country clubs nearby, with golf, tennis and boating, fine 
wooded country, and an excellent bathing-beach offer every facility for outdoor life. 

This modern house of the Italian villa type, designed by the associate architects of the new 
Grand Central Station, New York, has every known convenience. These include two sleeping- 
porches, a dining-porch, a linen-room, a billiard-room and an owner's private suite consisting of 
two rooms, sleeping-porch and private bath. The interior arrangement is unusually charming. 
Altogether there are 13 rooms, 4 bathrooms, hot-water heating, open fireplaces, electric light and 
gas. The house is flooded with light and air; the windows are all casements, and glass doors lead to 
the porches which are red-tiled. The main entrance to the house is under a vine-covered pergola. 

This property is offered for sale at a price considerably below the actual cost. 
The house can be seen at any time. might be considered. 

A lease 

For further information, address the owner, E. H.E., care of House & Garden, New York City. 

Country Homes, Summer 
FOR SALE OR RENT Cottages and Bungalows. 

Seashore Property a specialty. Lists and photographe. 

S. MAXSON, Willow Point, West Mystic, Ct. 

I ULANUUUNAUUALTAAT VMULUQAUAUUALAELG LRU 

YOUR SUMMER HOME 
How would you like, Mr. 4——, 
to take a house near town for the 
summer? The very place you 
want can be found in ‘‘Where to 
Live’’—see pages 6 to 11 of Vanity 
Fair’s May number. 

If you can’t wait to secure this 
number, drop a line to ‘‘Where to 
Live’’ and we will put you on the 
track at once. 

On the other hand, how would 
you like, Mr. B——, to get some- 
one to rent or buy your new house 
in the suburbs? Put a notice in 
the next Vanity Fair—your broker 
knows all about it. 

Whether you are looking for a 
house to live in, or have a house 
for someone else to live in, this 
department of Vanity Fair is 
equally at your service. Just send 
a line to 

“WHERE TO LIVE” 

Two Adirondack Camps 
TO RENT 

One contains 14 rooms and 
is suitable for a summer 
school Both have large 
open fire-places, ample 
Piazza space for outdoor 
sleeping, fine views, excel 
lent beaches, etc. Fuel, ice, 
and boats supplied. For 
further information and 
photographs, write 

c. F- TUBBY, Box 74 
Westfield, N. J. 

SAYBROOK, CONN. 
TO RENT FOR SUMMER 
Furnished Country Home 

ear Sound 

Good roads. Shore Line Rail- 
road and trolley connections. 
Fourteen rooms, barn and car- 
riage house; electricity, tel- 
ephone, lawns, fruit trees. 
Photographssent. $500. Dr. 
Cc. V. Loruze, 481 Sixth St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Whitefield, N. H.—For Sale or Rent 
Attractively furnished house, 9 rooms, bathrooms, fireplace, hard 
wood floors, piazzas and sleeping porch, superb view, every con- 
venience, 2 rooms and bath for help, garage, 6 min. walk to Mt 
View House and golf links. MRS. G. S. WHEELER. 

Vanity Fair, 449 Fourth Ave., New York 

| YITNQCSULUNNUOOOUOTOOSRNEOOUOTEOOUAEUAUSOTETAUATOULLUAeannnet; 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

FOR SALE 
Summer Residence at Rockville Centre, L. I. 

14 acres lawn, gar- 

den, stable, garage. 

Near water and Long 

House 10 

rooms, electricity, 

Beach. 

private water supply, 

excellent 

ar Will 

mortgage, if desired. 

shrubbery, 

Carry part on 

Inquire on premises, 290 Ocean- 

side Road, or write Real Estate Manager, House & 

Garden, 31 East 17th St., New York, for particulars, 
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ultimate value of a T= 

trade-mark, and of the 

i\dverti ing of 1 trade mark, 

depend absolutely upon the 

merit of the goods which 

beal I h tra de ma rk. 

lL heretore you ma‘ depend 

upon il that when a manu 

facturer brand his good 

thereb. identifying them, 

and then advertises thet 

identity, he vyoing to pul 

merit into them Hie knows 

that if he doesn’t, his first 

ale will be hi The 

consumer may buy the first 

last. 

time on advertising, but he 

buys the next time on sat 

isfaction or not at all. 

‘| he trade mark makes it as 

easy to avoid the unsatis 

MEMBER 
Ht NATIONAT 

The 

Trade-marks 

QUOIN 
PERIODICATI 

factory as to re-purchase the 

Therefore the 

of 

is always in favor of the 

satisfactory. 

presumption excellence 

trade-marked, nationally ad- 

vertised goods as against 

the unbranded article of 

uncertain origin. 

of the 

manu- 

trade-mark 

established 

for 

known, 
facturer is your pro- 
tection as well as his. In 

fact it 1s only because the 

trade-mark protects you 
that it is profitable to him. 

national 
advertising the two 
greatest public servants in 
business today. Their 
whole tendency is to raise 
qualities and standardize 
them, while reducing prices 
and stabilizing them. 

and 
are 

RouseoGarden 
CLUB 

ASSOC TATION 

| t 

=— 
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A New Volume in the HOUSE & GARDEN Making Book Series 

MAKING WALLS 
By H. D. EBERLEIN 
Hor | uthor Furnishing a 

Mr 

ill typ 

cle cribes 

Eberlein ha 

of ceilings 

praric led 

Sise » nches 

McBRIDE, NAST & CO. 

AND CEILINGS 

nd De oratlto 

contributed a new volume to the ‘‘ Making Series” 

5O cents net 

” el 

which discus 

employed in the best American examples of home architecture. 

the various kinds of wall treatment, including all the various modifications of 
plastered, rough plaster walls, pseudo paneling and lattice work 

+! ri Postage 5 cents 

31 Union Square North, New York 

ses 

He 

n writing to advertisers ft ise mention Houser & GARDEN, 

at a reasonable figure. There are several 
of these systems, the varying price being 
due to the amount of water desired every 

twenty-four hours. There is a double 
tank that receives the water in its natural 
state, and after passing through the first, 
or receiving tank, is permitted to flow into 
the storage tank, ready for use. 

The supply of soft water is drawn from 
the bottom of the tank, where there has 
been provided a quartz filter, thus insur- 
ing an added purification after the water 

been softened. What is known 
the precipitating tank is supplied with a 
funnel bottom containing a_ flush-out 

valve. The treated water passes through 
the center reaction tube of this tank and 
the residue is permitted to pass into a pan 
or any other outlet. One can see at a 
glance the mineral substances that have 
made the water both hard and impure. 
There is an automatic feed-box and a reg- 

ulating mechanism that controls the sup- 
ply of chemicals to be consumed in 
making the water ready for use. 

WaARFIELD WEBB. 

has as 

Poultry Work for May 

HE first of this month is not too late 

to buy day-old chicks, especially 
those of the smaller breeds, like the Leg- 
horns and the Anconas. Even Plymouth 

and Rhode Island Reds may be 
brought into laying in November if they 
are grown rapidly. This is a good month 
to hatch bantams, which are much in favor 

among fanciers. It is hard to raise ban- 
tams in cold weather, but easy when the 
weather becomes settled and warm. 

rom now on turkey hens may be al- 
lowed to sit on their own eggs. Young 
turkeys must have shade on warm days 
and should be kept confined in the morn- 

ing so long as the grass is wet. 

Duck eggs run very fertile this month, 

and it is not too late to hatch Indian Run- 
ners, which will lay early the coming year. 
For a month or two previous to Easter 

duck eggs sell for from ten to fifteen cents 
more than hen eggs. When duck eggs are 

being sci it should be remembered that 
twenty-eight days are required to incubate 
them. 

Before the incubator is put away after 
the last hatch, it should be thoroughly 
cleaned and disinfected. It is a good plan 
to let it stand for a few hours where the 
sun can flood the egg chamber. 

Re cks 

lireless brooders can be used to advan 

When outdoor brood- 

ers are used for very young chickens they 
should be set under trees or protected from 
the sun’s rays by artificial means. 
Otherwise it will be difficult to maintain 
an even temperature in the hover. If an 
electric current is available, the new elec- 
tric brooders will be found exceedingly 
convenient, reducing the work of manage- 

ment toa minimum. Usually it is possible 
to get special rates on a heating basis. 

It is useless to keep any male 

tage at this season. 

some 

birds 
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around after the breeding season is over, 
unless, to be sure, they are good enough 
to carry over to the next season. It is 
advisable, also, to sell off whatever old 

hens may be left as fast as they stop laying, 
and sometimes it is just as well to get rid 
of the younger birds from now on when 
they become persistently bri ody. 

Hawks, rats, skunks and marauding 

cats do a great amount of damage at this 
season. When the chickens are on range 

the hawks are likely to get many of them, 
and light-colored chickens are more often 

the victims than those which have darker 

festhers. It is a help to have piles of 
brush to which the chickens can flee when 

danger threatens, and if a few guinea hens 
are kept on the place they will be certain 
to give warning when hawks appear. 

When carefully shut up at night the 
chickens are safe from skunks and a 
brooder house may be made rat-proof by 
the use of cement, but in any event the 
rodents can be disposed of by the use of 

poison, if need be. Sometimes a dog will 

keep them away. Thieving cats are a 
great nuisance in many sections and hard 
to deal with. Usually the right kind of 
dog will secure immunity, but occasionally 
it is necessary to trap the cats. 

If there is plenty of grass the chicks 
will need no other green ration early in the 

but after a time the grass will be- 

come tough for them. Lettuce and 

other garden produce may be fed, but 
probably there is nothing better to grow, 

especially for the poultry, than dwarf 
Essex rape. It is ready in a few weeks 
from planting, and if only the leaves are 
broken off the plants will continually re- 
new themselves. A spring pl: inting and 
another in July will give green food all 

summer. Rape seed may be sown broad- 
cast, but it is better to grow the plants in 

season, 

too 

rows and to keep them cultivated. Tall 
Scotch kale planted now will give an 
abundance of greens in late fall, long after 
the frost has cut down everything else in 
the garden. 

keep chicks of dif- 
ages together or to let chickens and 

run in the same yard. The big 
chickens will crowd their weaker brothers 

It is poor policy 

ferent 
ducks 

and sister and the ducks will foul the 

drinking water. Of course, it does not 
matter much if flocks are mixed: when 

there is plenty of range, provided that the 
and weaker birds are allowed to smaller 

Dog Kennel 

Hodgson * 
Portable 
Houses 

NNEL—Sanitary, neat, durable. 
Ne 4 POULTRY HOUSE-10x50 feet’; 

vermin-proof. 

No. 4 Poultry House—S5 units 

in 5 pens; 
$75.00 ; additional pens, $60.00 each. 

No. 3 POULTRY HOUSE—8x10 feet ; complete for 30 hens. 

Neatly painted. Quickly bolted together by anyone. 
R 326,116 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS. 

E. F. HODGSON co. {CRAFTSMAN BLDG., 6 EAST 39th 8ST , NEW YORK 

No. 3 Poultry House—!I unit 

complete for 200 hens. Cedar, vermin-proof. First pen, 

$60.00 ; additional pens, $50.00 each. Cedar, 

Send for illustrated catalogue. 

Address all corre- 
spondence to Boston 

At HALF PRICE Now 

CAMPINES 
The most Economical and Prolific fowl. 
All Prize stock: produce only Pure White Eggs 

Awarded 203 Prizes during past season. 

HATCH GUARANTEED 
Eggs per 15: $1.80—33.50—$5.00 

Birds: $2.50 up 

THE MARTLING HENNERY 
Box 186 Y Ridgefield, N. J. 

+¢ BETTER 
aatcneo”" CHICKS 
11 Pure Bred Varieties 

Safe Delivery Guaranteed 

Incubator Capactty, 100,000 
Egos. Chick Book and 

Prices FREE. 

Ks THE CO-OPERATIVE 
BaBY qulens, BREEDING AND HATCHING CO. 

AT YOUR 000) 

— BY THE EXPRESSMAN — Box H, Tiro, Ohio 

G. D. TILLEY 
Naturalist 

‘Everything in the Bird Line 

fromaCanarytoan Ostrich” 

Birds for the House and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

1 am the oldest established and largesi exclusive 
dealer in land and water birds in America and have 
on hand the most extensive stock in the United States 

G. D. TILLEY, Box H, Darien, Connecticut 

You can buy Portable Houses, 
Coops and Roosting and Nesting 
Equipment cheaper than you can 
build. Easy to set up and take 
down. Houses $16 up. Com- 
plete Hennery Outfits (roosts, 
nests, ete.) $3up. Makes it easy 
and inexpensive to start in the 
chicken business. Send 4 cents in 
stamps for our 100-page book. 

POTTER a CO., 37 Forest Avenue, Downers Grove, Ill. 

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT 
POULTRY ? 

Do you desire reliable om 9rmation regarding the best breed of 

fowl to suit your purpe 
Are you in doubt ab« atthe kind f poultry house t 1y or build? 
NS ee t from your chicke can their laying 
qualities be improved? 
Do ye u want to know where clean, healthy stock can be obtained? 

If we can help you by answering these or any other poultry 
questions, our staff is at your service. Write to the 

Manager of Poultry Dept., House & Garden 
31 East 17th St., New York City 

1) ST 

S200 EEE 

The Market Place for 
Fine Country Properties 
I 
I 

Among Owners and Agents Town & Country is recognized as an established National 
Medium for Advertising important Estates and Country Homes. 

TOWN & COUNTRY (Est. 1846) 389 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Prosperous families throughout the country who are in the market to Purchase or Rent 

invariably turn to Town & Country as the Foremost Directory of High Grade Properties. 

TUTE 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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HE May number is the one hundredth birthday number of 

America’s oldest magazine. It will contain articles repub- 

lished from the first numbers, reproductions of the early covers, 

portraits of former editors, and practically every article will be 

a special centenary contribution. The number will be a suit- 

able souvenir of a most important publishing event, and it will 

be well worth while binding for permanent keeping. 
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HOW TO BUILD, STAIN AND PRESERVE 
ALL TYPES OF FLOORS 

Making Floors _ ,.8y ABBOTT McCLURE 
{** Making Built-In Furniture,” etc 

A New Volume in the ‘‘Making’’ Series 

The book describes and illustrates by half-tone pictures and diagrams 
the construction of parquet floors and composition floors; the proper stain- 
ing of the wood to harmonize with the decorative scheme, the adaptation 
of cement floors to special requirements, waterproofing the bathroom 
floor and other special problems. 

Sige 44x64 inches. 50 cents net. Postage, 5 cents 

McBRIDE, NAST @ CO., Publishers, Union Square North, NEW YORK 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

obtain their share of the grain. This can 
be arranged for by making a coop with 
slatted sides, the slats being placed too 
close together to admit the larger members 
of the flock. If fed in this shelter the 
less robust youngsters will be able to eat 
in peace. 

There is a distinct advantage in housing 
the chickens in small lots after they leave 
the brooders. They are sure to pile up 
in the corners, and if there are many birds, 
those at the bottom of the pile are pretty 
certain to suffer. 

It is necessary to repeat previous warn- 
ings about the coming of the ubiquitous 
chicken louse. These pests multiply with 
astonishing rapidity. In the course of a 
few weeks one pair will have increased 
to thousands, unless something is done to 
keep them in check. Whitewash and 
<erosene and lice powder serve useful pur- 
poses, but nothing is so economical of time 
and labor or so effective as a good pre- 
pared lice paint used freely on perches and 
coops and in the nest boxes. Applied once 
a month it practically means freedom from 
the invasions of the red mites, which often 
appear at this season in countless numbers 
and which, if unchecked, spell sure 
disaster. 

As eggs are plentiful and cheap at this 
season, it behooves the thrifty housewife 
to preserve a considerable number in an- 
ticipation of the lean days sure to come 
in early winter. Undoubtedly the best 
preservative is sodium silicate, commonly 
called water glass, and obtainable at any 
drug store. It should be used at the rate 
of one part to nine of water. Probably 
the best receptacle is a stone or earthen- 
ware crock, which should be set in a cool 
cellar. The eggs should not be over three 
or four days old, and it is desirable, al- 
though by no means necessary, to have 
them sterile. When they are in the crock 
those at the top should be about twe inches 
under the surface. A gallon of water 
glass, costing 50 cents, will be sufficient for 
60 Or 7O dozen eggs, and will keep them 

remarkably fresh and good for six months 
or longer. 

For the Intending Dog Buyer 

N buying a dog, the first point to be de- 
cided is, of course, the breed. Look 

about and pick up all information pos- 
sible concerning the different standard 
types; learn the peculiarities of each and 
how they will or will not fit in with your 
particular tastes and requirements. When 
you have found a kind that you think will 
suit, get in touch with one or more re- 
liable breeders (most of the best breeders 
advertise quite extensively, and so can be 
readily located), and see what they have 
to offer. 

If possible, arrange to see the dog be- 
fore definitely closing for him. Look him 
over for such possible defects as deafness, 
poor eyesight, canker of the ear, etc. He 
should (and will, if you go to a breeder 



who has a reputation to maintain) be 
sound and in good health. Notice his dis- 
position, too, for a dog should “fit” his 

owner as comfortably as if he were a pair 
of shoes or a hat. 

ese 

ENN EL DEPARTMENT 
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those interested 
in dogs. The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions. 
Address “Kennel Department’ and enclose a self-addressed envelope. 

= If you cannot see the dog before buying, 
and consequently have to make the pur- 
chase by correspondence, write the breeder — 

fully as to what you want. State the de- TH 
se : SAFETY FIRS . . ies or eee ae 7 T Midkiff Kennel . sired age, sex, approximate price an lf ur aR adh scence A 1 1 enneils 

pose. In regard to the last item, it will be oo es year Senee a property, and : W. T. PAYNE, Owner 

= _ . — ‘ ae . +i reduces the high cost of insuring your or the past twenty-eight years we have been the well to remember that dogs may be di property from burglars, tramps, etc. largest breeder and exhibitor of Cocker Spaniels. 
vided roughiy into three classes: work- “German Shepherd Dog” is your During that time we have won more prizes than 
; fl: : = best friend and companion. He does any other exhibitor in the United States or Canada. 
ing dogs, such as terriers, to be used for anything that any other dog can do, Our entire breeding stock including both stud dogs 

{ l mo me bencl ho: log i 1 ge and then beats pasounes Soe. His in- and matrons are the very best obtainable. 
lunting, etc., bench-show ¢ ogs, and gen- telligence is of the mene order, Our dogs are all farm raised insuring strong con- 

eral compani ns therefore, he will learn readily and obey stitutions and rugged health, and the development 
; : : +h Pali pie master’s — a of their intelligence and house manrers receives the 
The ‘ oT f noe | cCervyy fF oo = . A Folice’Vog is not a big brute; his same careful attention as the maintenance of their The matter of age is deserving of con ' weltsh looks do net provest, him bres some 

siderable thought. Fully matured dogs being the most gentle and affectionate ‘We always have a large number on hand, both 
: . Thy = . protector. — : “= sexes, all ages and in all the various standard colors 

are apt to be set in their ways and do not q We specialize in breeding and training for sale 
= Nee rae 4 a A strains of the “German Shepherd,” who Also several broken and unbroken. Pointers, become as attached to a new home and are known to be perfect in character. Diss ok bs Wenn tenet 

master as do younger ones. Very young 4 Ask us about him a full particulars, description and prices, address 
: ; wey THE M tLS ° puppies, on the other hand, are subject to aca. a FOR POLICE DOGS aare ESANELS. Dallas, Penne 

various minor disorders which often cause inset Killingly, near Danielson, Cons 
considerable worry and trouble. Where aaa 

Dogs for sale, all breeds, and the purchaser is more or less experienced 
in raising young puppies, and has time and 
facilities for it, | might advise his getting 
a seven- or eight-weeks’ old pup, because 

T such a one will be less expensive and his 
character may be more readily molded 
along desired lines. For the average per- 
son, however, a pup of seven or eight 

for all purposes; Cattle, Sheep, 

Swine, Ferrets, Rabbits, Pig- 

eons; 15c. for new handsome 

AIREDALE TERRIERS 
If you want a real pal, guard, or 
companion for your children get an 
Airedale. I usually have husky, 
country raised puppies and grown 
terriers for sale at $20.00 and up- 
wards. 

Neshonshon Farm Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., R.F.D. 52 

catalogue with 90 illustrations 

all breeds; price list poultry. 

Dept. X, Tunkhannock, Pa. 

IDEAL PETS 
; ¢ , _— . AMERICAN KENNELS A Fluffy Persian cat has equal in 

+ months old will gene rally prove the most Largest and most up-to-date establishment telligence with any breed of dog and 

satisfactory investment of its kind. Importers and breeders of Eng- the added advantage of being a thor 
lish Bulls, Puppies, $15.00 to $25.00; grown 

. , , > ° Stock for Companions, Stud Dogs and 
When it comes to price, there is little to brood Bitches, $35.00 up; Great Danes, 

° Newfoundlands, St. Bernards. Puppies, 
be said except that good, well-bred dogs | $15.00 up; grown Dogs, $35.00 up, Scotch 

° “D 2 Collies, Airedales, Irish, Fox Terriers, $10.00 
cost real money and are worth it. Blood | up, Toy Dogs, $20.00 up. Pomeranians, 

- a ° . A all colors; Toy Silk Poodles, from 
tells,” whether it flows in the veins of a | 3-pound parents, $12.00 up. Toy Fox 

Terriers, $5.00 up. E 7 variety. State 

oughly house pet, good for city or 

country A goodly collection of 
Spring Kittens in all colors. 

THE BLACK SHORT HAIRED 
[ATTERY KENNELS 

Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 

Address all communications to New 
York Office, 112-O Carnegie Hall 

: Tel. Circle 614. 
man, horse or dog, and when a supposed- wante—we ship anywhere 

, “Higa * ERICAN KENNELS 
to-be good dog is offered you at a very low | Dept. Hi-233 Third Ave., NewYork City. 
price, look out. It is better to pay twenty- DO YOu WANT TO BUY A DOG? Airedale I erriers 

five or thirty dollars for a sound, well-bred é From the greatest living sires 
ee eee d ri he best b ‘ =_s ‘ rs , 

pup Oo! eight months and know what vou disebs tee hp ea on the best bree Ch. Soudan Swiveller, Ch. King Oorang and Gold 

a aaa "ss ae j at —" Heels, Farm-raised, very keen, alert and full of 
are getting than to pick up a musrepre- If you don’t see what you want in these columns, . ith ; ee ae 
Te a ee en : we will be aled to give you the name of a reliable vigor, with true terrier characteristics. Prices reason- 
sented “bargain” for one-fifth as much. Kennel that breeds your kind of dog. able. Shipped on approval to responsible parties. 

~( idering . Stic ’ > _ Manager, Kennel Department, House & Garden THOMAS K. BRAY, 232 Clark Street, Westtield, New Jersey 
In consi hate the questic n of the pur 31 East 17th Street, New York City Phone 424 M Westfield 

pose to which your unbought dog will be 
put, we may pass over the “work” classes 
as being too obvious to need further ex- 

planation, and turn to the bench show and 
companion types. Oftentimes these two 
overlap to a considerable extent, for many 
a ribbon winner of some standard breed 
is as fine an all-round dog as could be de- 
sired. A pup that comes of show stock is 
usually more expensive than his shorter- 
pedigreed cousin, but providing the breed- 
ing points have not been carried so far as 
to impair his vitality or intellect, he is 
worth the extra money, even to the person 

7 who never expects to enter him for com- 
petition. There is a certain satisfaction 
in owning a dog whose appearance will 

LD DOMINION LINE 
Attractive Short Sea Trips 

for Spring Vacations 

666 miles of all-water travel, including 
meals and stateroom berth, also including 
14 days accommodations at the famous 

HOTEL CHAMBERLIN 
Old Point Comfort, Va. 

$ .50 Including All Expenses 
18 : Afloat and Ashore 

pass muster in any company. 
é : : te An Ocean Swim Indoors in The Chamberlin’s 

Avoid the stranger who offers you a Great Sunlit Pompeian Sea Pool 
handsome dog at a low figure. Five times Every week day at 3 P.M. 
out of ten the dog has been stolen, and the from Pier 25, North River, New York 

ag t a he — — serious “8 Send for illustrated pamphlet No. 41 
- : etcue es Se ect. le place to buy dogs 1s from the J. J. BROWN, Gen. Pass. Agt. 

people who breed them for sale, for such W. L. WOODROW 
persons must live up to their established Traf. Mgr. 
reputations for square, honest dealings, eo 

; and they are available in case your dog 
should prove unsatisfactory in any way. 
Buy from the dealer, by all means. 
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As Waterproof asa Duck’s Back 
That's the way Bay State Brick and Cement 
Coating keeps exterior walls of concrete or 

One coat absolutely overcomes the 
tendency of cement to absorb water— it’ 

prevents disintegration. 

Brick and Bay State ¢2%:"t Coating 
gives a uniform color- 

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Paint and Varnish Makers 

no blotched appear- 
For interior decoration it is unequaled, 

being light-reflecting, damp-proof, fire- 
retarding and easily cleaned. 

Our free Booklet 2 contains some ideas that will be 
of immense help to the man who's planning to build 
of concrete, stucco or brick. Send for it—it’s free. 

A Rose Trellis on 
Your Veranda 

or porch gives seclusion and lends 
beauty. A very little expenditure will 
greatly increase the attractiveness of your 
home. You will not have to buy new 
trellises every year or two if you take the 
precaution to buy 

“FKCELSIOR™ 
bith a Xeloda 

Trellises, because they last many years. 
Exceedingly heavy dip galvanizing pre- 
vents rust. Excelsior Trellises afford best 

protection to roses, vines and perennial 
climbers. No injury to vines results 
when house is painted or windows 
screened. Trellis is easily detached, 

laid back and put in place again. We 
also make handsome Excelsior Rust 

Proof Trellis Arches for use in gardens, 

over walks and gates. Also Fences, Bed 

Guards and Tree Guards. Ask your hard- 
ware dealer and write for catalog C. 

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY 

Worcester, Mass. 

ws 

Wrought Iron Railing, Entrance Gates, 
Standards, Wrought Iron Lanterns, Grill Work, 
Fountains, Vases, Settees, Arbors, Trellises, Wire 
Fencing, Tennis Court Enclosures. 

The artisti poss 

ornamental iron and wire we 

in this 

_. which will be 

Entrance Gates 

Wire fencing 

be 

Wrought tron Railing 

z_ 

Beautify your premises! 
You can get good suggestions {rom this free book ! 

Lamp 

; from the above 

newly book, issued 

Read your copy, see the beauty 

ind you will thank 

called them to your 

Fj ke design 

u or having 

ittenti 

J.W.FISKE IRON WORKS 
Established 1858 

When in New York call at 
eur show roorns 

74-86 Park Place 

New York 

and other 

rk are handsomely illustrated 

mailed free if 
you mention this paper. 
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LAWN andGARDEN FENCES 
GALVANIZED TO PREVENT RUST 

alignment and low upkeep cost are secured by 

erecting fences on 

ANCHOR POSTS 
Fences built by us over twenty years ago are 

still in good condition. We will be glad to have 
you consult us about your fencing problem and 
will aid you in solving it. 

We build Arbors, Espaliers, Tree Guards and 

other kinds of Garden Furniture; also Tennis 
Court and Poultry Run Enclosures. Write for 

Catalogue. 

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS 
11 Cortlandt Street (Eleventh Floor), NEW YORK 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarDEN. 


